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Introduction

Gender relations are constructed differently in different cultures. A key area of cultural diversity is kinship. Kinship systems are an important context within which gender relations are located. In looking at gender in South and South-East Asia I focus attention on the complex of institutions that make up the structural and cultural dimensions of a kinship system.

My objective is to highlight certain issues that have remained largely neglected. It is my hunch that gender studies often leave out a consideration of kinship either because it is thought irrelevant or because it is viewed as an immutable given. The notion that it is irrelevant can be attributed to a deficient understanding of the influence of the organizing principles of kinship on the business of living – on the allocation of resources, on the constitution of production relations, on the immediate context of women’s lives, and on sustaining a specific ideology of gender. The notion that it is defined for all time is derived from the belief that it is rooted squarely in Nature and from the conviction that men and women have different propensities, capabilities, and trajectories.¹

Kinship systems often seem to contain the most change-resistant aspects of social organization. Whether this resistance is more apparent than real needs to be investigated. The persistent concern in both East and West with “family breakdown” suggests an ideology that holds that kinship systems should be stable; perhaps because our identities are rooted in our memories and in our images of family and kinship links. These ideas must be challenged, for they continue to affect the social sciences.
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South and South-East Asia comprise countries from Afghanistan in the west to the Philippines in the east. In this study I look at aspects of family and kinship among some populations of Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines, and Thailand with a comparative perspective. (Because little material on it was available to me and because of its complex character, Sri Lanka is touched upon only occasionally.) Each of these countries is characterized by internal heterogeneity, although the extent of diversity varies among them. In choosing specific communities and geographical areas within them I have been guided by the availability of material and by their relevance to the issues I wish to explore.

Asia harbours a variety of kinship systems under the three main heads: patrilineal, matrilineal, and bilateral. South Asia is predominantly patrilineal, with two important matrilineal pockets in the south-west and the north-east. Although South-East Asia is predominantly bilateral, with both parents being relevant for reckoning kinship and for claiming rights to resources, there are also significant populations that follow matriliney or patriliney – to the last of which I have not given attention in this study.

The populations that I have taken up for comparison are Hindus, Muslims, and some Christians of India, high-caste Parbatiya Hindus and Newars of Nepal, Muslims of Bangladesh and Pakistan (the latter mainly from West Punjab), bilateral Malay Muslims of Peninsular Malaysia, the bilateral Javanese and matrilineal Minangkabau of western Sumatra and their offshoots in Negri Sembilan, the Buddhist Thai, and the lowland Christian Filipinos. I have left out all tribal groups of South-East Asia as well as populations of Chinese and Indian origin. Indian tribes have been touched upon at important points but not so tribes from the rest of South Asia.

I adopt a particular approach to grasp the differences and similarities in the character of gender relations among various societies in the two regions. My basic argument is that differences in kinship systems and family structures account for some critical differences among societies in the ways in which gender operates. The central concern here is to understand how gender roles are conceived of and enacted, the process by which women and men are turned into gendered subjects and thus implicated in the maintenance and reproduction of a social system. This can help us grasp the often bafflingly complex and subtle differences in the quality of gender relations.

It is not possible, however, to confine ourselves to the bare struc-
tural characteristics of these institutions — for then the significance of their interplay with religion and with wider political and economic structures and processes may remain hidden. In certain contexts, looking backwards to the historical or mythic past is also a necessity. Practices such as seclusion and segregation, the relative rigidity of the division of labour and of notions of the “naturalness” of males’ and females’ work, and many subtle aspects of gender relations all contribute to the shaping of — and are themselves shaped by — the texture and structure of family and kinship in a given society. Delving into these interplays poses problems; and the lack of parity in the data available for various countries and communities makes any attempt to deal with a common set of variables a formidable venture. The challenge is nevertheless worth taking up.

This work undertakes, then, to assess the relevance of the family and of the ideological and material aspects of kinship to the comprehending of the nature and quality of gender relations. Although caste and class are significant variables in the study of gender, their use must be informed by an awareness of the institutions and practices in the realm of kinship, marriage, and the family. And sometimes the norms and rules laid down by religion or by the state may differ from those prescribed by the kinship system, resulting in compromises, manoeuvring, and compartmentalization.

At any point in time the composition of a family is not just a function of demography. It reflects the rules of marital recruitment and residence as well as the normative and actual patterns of rearrangement of family structure in the replacement of one generation by the next. The actual composition of a family unit, moreover, with its configuration of role relationships and the specific contributions of its members to the business of living, is not all that determines the apportionment of resources, the gender-based and age-based divisions of work, and conceptions of the value of son and daughter, man and woman. Here we must enter also the arena of kinship, with its rules, norms, and ideology.

Indian nuclear or conjugal or modal five-member family households, for instance, cannot be equated with the nuclear family of the West. Their specificity in India is defined by the assumptions of the patrilineal and patri-virilocal kinship system, which are seen to have the authority of the laws of Nature. Nor can they be equated with households of a similar composition in South-East Asia, which function within a bilateral kinship system with a different set of
assumptions. These assumptions concern the bases of the formation of households, the structure of a normal kinship group, and individual members’ rights to nominally shared resources.

While emphasizing the necessity of looking at the various linkages between the individual household and the wider structures and processes of society, it is necessary to remember that the particularities of a system are crucial to an understanding of the complexities and subtleties of gender relations. At the same time, in looking at the bases of legitimation of the organizing principles of kinship as expressed through law, social patterns, behavioural norms, and judgements, we have also to look into cultural conceptions of biological processes and of the nature of female and male sexuality. This may take us to religious ideology, to the cultural conceptions of social reality, to the world-view of the people, and to patterns of production. I look upon kinship as significant and relevant to the understanding of women’s lives, but I certainly do not wish to look at it exclusively and in isolation.

While contrasting patrilineal and bilateral kinship systems we should keep in mind that there is no uniform, undifferentiated pattern either for patrilineality or for bilaterality. This applies also to matrilineality. The historical antecedents of any variant of them need to be taken into account, for instance their roots in ancient or tribal cultures. So do their interaction and occasional confrontation with religions, particularly the newer ones for which more information is available.

A variety of marriage practices and specific principles of societal organization – such as caste in India, Nepal, and Sri Lanka – also deserve to be taken into consideration. Nor should we ignore the possible influence of environment and ecology and of the patterns of production that developed within their parameters. Encounters with colonialism and with powerful capitalist societies have also played a role.

There is some recognition of the dangers inherent in the use of a single overgeneralized Asian model, but we have still fully to understand the variety, diversity, and contrasts within the Asian social reality. Even when the activities of women at particular socio-economic levels in different societies are similar, the structure of rights in respect of these activities and the quality of gender relations can differ greatly. The apparent commonality in religious injunctions and basic legal codes – as among the Muslims of Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan and those in Indonesia and Malaysia – tends to obscure
the interplay that has gone on between the cultural and structural matrices of societies and the religions practised in them. For instance, whereas there is corporate or individual control over female sexuality and a strong emphasis on seclusion and segregation among the patrilineal Muslim populations of Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan, the situation among the Muslims of Indonesia and Malaysia – and on the Lakshadweep islands off the south-west coast of India – is different. The differences between these two groups of populations are equally significant where women’s participation in economic activities and their freedom of movement are concerned. Again, under the rubric of Hinduism there are considerable variations across regions, important ones being between north and south India, between castes and between patrilineal and matrilineal communities. I shall direct attention to some such differences and similarities.

In feminist anthropology the materialist approach (represented by a concern with relations of production and with division of labour) and the ideational or cognitive-oriented approach (which concentrates on the definition of conceptions of gender) are becoming increasingly interlinked (Schrijvers 1985). In my approach, kinship subsumes both material and ideological aspects of women’s lives. In fact the two are so intertwined that they can be separated only analytically and notionally. The sphere of kinship cannot, of course, entirely explain them. As I have said earlier, part of their content and character obtain from religious ideology, various rules and codes, the production system or economy, and the polity. The linkages between kinship, religion, production system, and polity would be discerned, ideally, by adopting a historical perspective; but in this work I can merely point to them.

Kinship will not be viewed here only as a set of moral principles or explored in any of the more esoteric forms that are associated with its study. It will be seen as providing the organizing principles that govern the recruitment of individuals to social groups and their placement in them, the formation of the family and the household, residence at marriage, resource distribution including inheritance, and the obligations and responsibilities of members of the group in the business of living. The very notion of entitlement – whether to membership of a family, to access to strategic resources, to food and nutrition, to health care, to education, or to authority and decision-making – cannot be understood without accepting that the kinship system to a large degree provides the language for it and gives it legitimacy. A proper analysis of the ideology of the family is not
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possible without going into various aspects of the kinship system. Because many of them may not be clearly spelt out, it is necessary to search for the ideas and assumptions underlying the behaviour of people.

It is not my intention to seek to explain everything about women’s lives in terms of the kinship system by which a society is governed. The thrust of my argument is that we need an awareness of the reach of the principles of kinship into human life and of the possible role of kinship in areas that ostensibly have nothing to do with it. This is especially important for South and South-East Asia, where kinship is a stronger force than elsewhere. I contend that, while trying to make greater sense of women’s lives and grasp the quality of gender relations in these societies, it is necessary to keep in mind the many less or more subtle ways in which the ideologies, norms, and values rooted in the kinship system, as well as the jural rules derived from it, come into operation and make their impact. This task is best accomplished by adopting a comparative perspective.

When I associate a particular situation with a specific kinship and family pattern, I do not mean that this association is inevitable or that it implies any sufficient or necessary condition. I merely plead that the connections and associations that seem obvious to me be regarded as worthy of serious consideration. I believe that comparisons of a variety of patterns and configurations have the capacity to question notions of the “naturalness” of gender differences and of specific social patterns, the fairness of the social order, and the tacit belief in the immutability of a kinship system. As Papanek (1991) says, “notions of entitlement are both learned and taught – which means that they can also be unlearned.” To unlearn such notions it is necessary first to go to their roots – to the principles of one’s own kinship system. Only when these are seen in a comparative context can one disabuse oneself of the immutability of the kinship system in which one has grown.

Women in South-East Asia exercise an unusual degree of autonomy in economic and social life. Relative egalitarianism between the sexes appears to be a general feature of South-East Asian social organization. It is reasonable to assume that this peculiar quality of gender relations will have been established before the advent of Islam or Christianity and before the economic, political, and social impact of the West. Certain elements of these societies’ kinship and family organization seem to be particularly relevant here: ego-centred bilateral kinship with variations in its inclination towards matri-
lineality and matrilocality that does not seem to have the compulsive character that the patrilineal, patri-virilocal pattern has; flexibility in the composition of households; no insistence on family continuity; equal rights of inheritance for sons and daughters; access to resources by both men and women; optation or choice in marital residence, which gives free play to expediency and individual initiative; respect for age and hierarchy of status as a cultural element, but a general ethos of non-authoritarian interpersonal relationships among kin and between affines; no great compulsion to remain married in the face of intense conflict and suffering; strong cultural approval of children’s remaining with their mothers in the event of divorce, which keeps the mother–child tie intact and also permits a continuing relationship between children and their father.

In comparing these features with those of South Asian societies characterized by strong patriliny, patrilocality, male authority and control over resources, and what has been described as patrifocal family structure (Mukhopadhyay and Seymour 1994), I have been guided by the view that mechanically perceived superficial differences do not take us to the core of the problem. The material and the ideological must be explained, as well as their interplay. Starting with the perspective that kinship systems deeply affect the bargaining power of persons in dyadic as well as group relationships, I have tried to explore the implications of various kinds of kinship organization for women. The notion of bargaining power is important in this context, as is the closely associated one of negotiability. The key question is: What are the choices available to women? It is, after all, the existence of options that creates bargaining power and negotiability. South-East Asia seems to offer much choice in regard to marital partners, marital residence, household composition, divorce, and the adoption or fostering of children. Within limits set by economy and polity, women have choices and opportunities in regard to income-earning activities, and they are in a position to bargain and negotiate in interpersonal relations. Most South Asian women, rooted in patrilineal, patri-virilocal kinship, with limited rights over resources and virtually no inheritance rights, dependent, secluded and segregated, their sexuality managed by men, do not have choices or have only limited choices.

Some choices are built in to social structure and others have to be developed through investment in education and training. Women in whom such a long-term investment has been made have greater bargaining power. Investments depend on visions of the future and the
needs of the present; and the making of them is itself determined to a
great degree by the ideologies of cultures.

Choices curtail or reinforce one another. For instance, a woman
may have the choice of ending a marriage; but if she has no earning
power or kin's help with which to support herself, or if she cannot
easily return to her natal home, this choice is devoid of meaning.

Another notion that suggests itself in the exploration of bargaining
power is that of control. Control here refers to the power of directing,
guiding, commanding, and restraining others and of unilaterally tak-
ing decisions that concern them. Ideology is used to exercise control
over resources and over women's actions, bodies, and sexuality.
The main mechanisms are the organization of work, space, and time;
rules of avoidance and respect; modes of punishment; the distribution
of resources; the withholding of love; the denial of knowledge and
information; and, in general, the absence of opportunities to develop
self-worth. Seclusion and segregation are among the most potent
instruments of control. When we compare the two regions we see that
South-East Asian women are weighed down and hemmed in by far
fewer controls.

This is not an exhaustive overview of the region. Selected materials
are presented in order to highlight certain contrasts. Besides the
scrutiny of a mass of literature, intimate experiences of living in a
culture, fieldwork in different geographical regions, and personal
observations and communication with specialists as well as with
common people in both the regions have also contributed to the
structure and content of this study.

A brief outline of the kinship and family organizations of major
communities of the two regions forms the background to what is dealt
with later. Group membership and the inheritance and distribution of
resources, which follow, may be seen as an extension, but they focus
on contrasting the implications of different kinship systems for
understanding gender. Along with these goes a brief discussion of
women's economic and productive roles in the two regions. Their full
import will become clear as we proceed further.

Management of female sexuality, differing patterns of seclusion and
segregation, and the limitations imposed by females’ bodily processes
constitute another unit. The relationship of women to domestic and
outside space forms a prelude to an extended discussion of the
implications of marital residence for women’s situation and gender
relations. With these go examinations of the nature of marriage and
divorce, conjugal relations, and rights over children. Issues such as
the implications of intra-kin marriages, bride-price and dowry, marital violence and dowry deaths in South Asia are also taken up.

Finally, gender-based differences in the distribution of resources, in the division of work, and in short-term and long-term investments in children are broadly assessed in the contexts of the various kinship systems.

All these areas are hopelessly enmeshed. Many arbitrary decisions had to be taken about where particular points fit best and about the sequence of discussion. No arrangement suggested itself as perfectly logical, so I have followed what looked best to me. The most that I could hope to achieve was to avoid too many repetitions. I have concentrated on ethnographies of rural areas and small towns, for these depict the lives of the bulk of the people of the regions that this work deals with. Middle-class populations are not ignored, however. The highly educated, urban segments are only touched upon in a near-parenthetical manner. Again, relatively speaking, I have not given much attention to changes induced by modernity and economic and political upheavals – my focus has been on the principles of kinship systems.
I begin with brief notes on kinship and family organization in the various societies covered by this study.

India

Of India's population of about 844 million, Hindus constitute over 82 per cent, Muslims about 12 per cent, and Christians 2.5 per cent. Others including Sikhs, Parsees, and Jains make up the rest, except that, of these, tribals make up 7.95 per cent. For Hindus, particularly for the upper- and middle-caste groups, the three-generational or four-generational, residential and commensal joint family is, broadly speaking, the cultural ideal. The cultural norm of the residential unity of close male agnates and the incorporation of in-marrying females is at the base of this kind of household. The care of the aged, the infirm, and the young and the raising of the young to adulthood are important functions of the family. However, there are regional as well as caste-linked and property-linked differences in the proportion that joint families form of all families (Kolenda 1987b). For instance, there seem to be more joint families, particularly among the upper castes, on the Gangetic plain than there are in Central India or in West Bengal. Most castes of north-western Mysore seem to have a large proportion of joint families. Many of them are rooted in land or are in business, where capital and close cooperation among kin are required.

Differences in the mores of family break-up, or what might be called patterned sequences of breaking up, might be demonstrably
correlated with the proportion of joint families. Besides this, demographic factors such as life expectancy, age at marriage and at childbirth (R. Mukherjee 1969), the economic environment (especially access to ancestral land, property, or business as against dependence on individual resources), and migration are also relevant in assessing the viability of joint families. Cohn (1961) looks at these while discussing why the Chamar in the Gangetic plain have a very low proportion of joint families. Changes of occupation and employment away from the parental home, often in urban areas, also contribute to the establishment of independent conjugal households before the patterned or culturally expected time of break-up.

Research has indicated three different patterned timings of break-up, or what have been called patterned rearrangements of family structure through time. In one, a son may separate from the parental home within a few months or years of another son's marriage. Very often, older sons establish independent households as their younger brothers marry and form their conjugal units in the parental household. In another, married brothers break up upon or shortly after their father's death. In the third pattern the joint family breaks up at a much later stage, when it is headed by one of the brothers or even by a first-degree patrilateral parallel cousin. The break-up of hearth, dwelling group, land, and various kinds of property is a complicated process often completed in gradual steps.

The patrilineal, patri-virilocal joint family is more prevalent among communities engaged in business (Shah 1964) and among landed groups. Even when there is cultural sanction for sons to separate one by one from the parental home, the family does go through periods of jointness with different sons; and often a son, perhaps the youngest, continues to live with the parents. The Indian joint family must be looked at as a process. The cultural norm in regard to the cycle of the domestic group and the preferred time of break-up may vary among the different groups within Hindu society. This is related to the bargaining power of women as both cause and effect. The support of natal kin, relative ease in obtaining divorce, a growing emphasis on conjugality, education, and employment – or at least the capacity for independent earning – are some of the factors that can give women bargaining power.

Despite variations, some aspects of the Hindu kinship system can bring out the subtleties that are necessary for an understanding of the family in patrilineal South Asia. It is characterized by patrilineal descent, but the functioning units are mostly familial units in which
women have an important role to play. Lineages are significant mostly in jural and property matters and where issues of coparcenary and reversionary heirs are involved. A lineage also has an identity in the worship of its deity. Just as there are maximal, major, and minimal lineages, so there is a range from large-scale extended families (known as *kutumb* in most parts except Bengal) to very small-scale extended families. Even when a co-residential commensal joint family breaks up its members continue to belong to one “family.”

The different levels of familial entities can be distinguished by co-residence and a common hearth at one end, close or distant ties of cooperation and obligations in the middle, and ties only of recognition at the other extreme. At this point there is fission, although recognition of the agnatic line often survives the break-up of the large-scale familial entity. Just as there is fission in the lineage, so there is fission in the extended family. A joint family, on the other hand, should be perceived as implying co-residence and commensality. Property helps in maintaining co-residence, although small-scale joint families are often seen to function without any property. The pooling of labour, the sharing of gains, and those several activities that are needed to run a household and to rear children, all are possible collectively in the absence of property. Such small joint familial households are commonly found even among artisans, small traders, and agriculturalists, as well as among the urban service class. Their tenure is variable.

The three-generational – or sometimes four-generational – familial entity, even when distributed across more than one domestic group, is expected to maintain close contact. Very often it may function as one entity in relation to affines and uterine kin, sending representatives to attend ceremonies and rituals and to give prestations, and also in relation to agnatic kin outside its limits. Between the units within this “family” there are generally obligations to render assistance of various kinds, and there are also expectations of cooperation and sharing of responsibilities in family rituals and ceremonies.

It is into this patrilineal, patri-virilocal family that a bride is ushered. Her entry is marked by rituals of incorporation, but this conversion of an outsider into an insider is a continuing process, not an event. In rural as well as urban areas the patri-virilocal joint family organization exists in the minds of people far more strongly and far longer than it does in reality.

The survival of the joint family ideology against all odds cannot be
overlooked. A nuclear family may become a supplemented nuclear family or a joint family with the addition of a widowed parent or orphaned siblings, or with the marriage of a son, at least for a short period. Wadley and Derr (1988), in their study of Karimpur families over 60 years, have shown a preference among the people for joint families and an increase in their number. Many micro- and macro-studies point towards an increase in the proportion of joint families (Palriwala 1994, Caldwell et al. 1988). It is difficult to say whether this is happening in spite of dilution of ideology and is dictated by practical considerations, and to what extent new adjustments are being made and flexibility is being sought in terms of interpersonal relations, devices of separation of space and lifestyles within a joint family household, and greater freedom of interaction with women’s natal kin. A new consciousness of the advantages of pooling resources may also encourage joint living. At the same time, stress on conjugality has become an accepted feature of today’s family.

However, it seems a reasonable observation that in terms of genealogical complexity the character of joint families has changed and is changing. Lineal small joint family households are sustained while lateral extensions are arrested. Norms concerning the time of break-up are also changing in different groups. The well-known pattern that had emerged among prosperous and moderately well-off agriculturalists in northern India, who expected one or more sons to work in urban areas to provide the cash needed by modern agriculture, is no longer functioning well. The expenses of an urban lifestyle, consumer items, and children’s education, an emphasis on conjugality, and sometimes wives’ assertiveness – these tend to wean men away from their rural kin and responsibilities, yet they still expect their shares in ancestral property.

The depletion or shrinking of the family, its expansion, and particularly its fission are conceived of in terms of the cultural ideal of the unity of agnatic kin and the incorporation of in-marrying females. The propriety of the composition of the “supplemented nuclear family” – in which around one cohort and its unmarried children there live other kin such as an old parent, a brother or a sister – is assessed in terms of the cultural understanding about who are its rightful members and therefore entitled to residence, resources, and support (Dhruvarajan 1989, Shah 1973, L. Dube 1974, Kolenda 1987a). In this setting virilocality connotes patri-virilocality. As I emphasized in the introduction, the nuclear family embedded in patrilineal patri-
virilocal kinship needs to be distinguished from those that are rooted in matrilineal or bilateral kinship or have only weak cognatic and agnatic kinship links.

A few illustrations will illuminate the variety of patterns in Indian family organization. The average generational depth of the joint family household, making for a smaller or larger presence of collaterally related conjugal units, may differ between the landed or propertied groups of north and south India; but joint living, in which young women are placed in the same unit as their parents-in-law and other members of their husbands’ immediate families, is quite common in south India also. In *The Family Web*, the family whose story Sarah Hobson (1978) narrates belonged to the Gowda agriculturalist caste of Karnataka. It was rooted in the land and had six married sons living with their parents along with their wives and children. According to the villagers’ perception, the younger women were bound to quarrel over petty things, while their mother-in-law would make sure that they lived in peace. The mother-in-law told the author that when she scolded her daughters-in-law they would shout at her in return, even abusing her; but she would remain firm and pull up those who did not do their work.

In her description and analysis of Smartha Brahmin kinship, Kathleen Gough (1956) pointed towards the strength and unity of the extended family, with its basis in the corporate rights of the lineage in land, and emphasized that this strength and unity depend upon solidarity among the males and upon the subordination of the women to their husbands. Women’s assimilation to men was seen in various forms, such as in the rituals for ancestors, where the dead wife of an ancestor did not have to be mentioned separately, and in that a dead woman could not be incorporated among the ancestors while her husband remained alive. This seems to be the general pattern of Brahmin ancestor rituals in other parts of the country as well. A wife’s assimilation to her husband and her incorporation into his family are corroborated by my personal information and experience.

A patrilineal joint family or a cluster of agnatically related families do not exhaust the world of kinship even in northern India. Formal and informal visits and contacts are an important feature of affinal and cognatic relations. A marriage establishes an alliance between two families and networks of kin. Affines in one generation mean consanguineous or cognatic kin in the next. For children, the mother’s parents’ home or that of a maternal uncle is the favourite place to go to. Personal accounts collected by me from women in Bangladesh
include nostalgic memories of visits to their natal homes. Much has been written about such kinship networks and the utilization of affinal and cognatic links in the economic and political spheres. The tenor of relationships and behaviour depends on factors such as the degree and nature of asymmetry between bride-givers and bride-takers, regional or village exogamy, and the presence or absence of a preference for intra-kin marriages. Thus the extent to which a woman can expect support in crises from her natal kin is variable.

A few Hindu caste groups in Karnataka and Kerala are known for matrilineal descent and kinship organization. The Bants in Karnataka, a landowning caste, have followed matriliney with virilocal residence. The Tiyas of north Kerala, traditionally toddy tappers, coconut pluckers, tenants with inferior rights, and labourers, have also been known for matrilineal descent with virilocal residence. Their women have had secure rights in their matrilineal property. With diversification of occupations, education, and legal changes, they have moved towards bilaterality.

As Saradamoni (1992a) says, a wide spectrum of Hindu castes, including low castes and even tribes with not much property to inherit, followed matriliney, where women had a special place in their natal homes. But the caste group – divided into sub-castes – best known for matriliney is the Nayars, landowners and retainers as well as tenants with superior rights (Gough 1961). The Nayars of north Kerala followed matrilineal descent and inheritance but men brought their wives to live with them on their corporate _taravad_ land, which they shared with their matrilineal kin. The maternal uncle wielded authority. A conjugal unit generally lived in a conjugal household but was surrounded by the man’s matrilineal kin and their conjugal families. Women retained their right to property and residence in their own matrilineal units and returned there on divorce, widowhood, and often in old age. Adolescent or adult male children moved from the father’s _taravad_ to the mother’s, where lay their rights to membership and property.

The Nayars of central Kerala (south Malabar, Cochin, and middle Travancore) had a different system of _taravad_ organization and marriage. Owing to visiting marriage, polyandry, and the absence of nuclear families they have been the subject of detailed anthropological investigations and debates. As Gough (1975) says, traditionally the “idealotypical” household was a segment of a matrilineage with a depth of three to six generations, of which both male and female members were permanent residents. The eldest male was
the head and legal guardian. Both men and women were permitted more than one spouse at a time. Marital relationships were effected through husbands’ visits to their wives, generally at night. Many of these unions were hypergamous, between Nayar women and Nambudiri or other Brahmin or Kshatriya men.

Polygamy was made illegal under the law in 1920. Two decades later both men and women were permitted to claim individual shares of their taravads' property, but the taravad system survived. Accounts from the 1950s and 1960s make this clear (Gough 1961, Karve 1965, Mencher 1962, Nakane 1963, Unni 1956). Gradually, however, household composition changed in terms of the degree of genealogical complexity. Gough’s data show a shift from matriliny to bilaterality. Fuller (1976) offers another account depicting the Nayars’ history as well as the changes that came about. Saradamoni (1983) has discussed the relation between the passing of various laws, encouraged by the mainstream culture and Nayar men’s keenness to change the patterns of kinship and marriage, and the movement towards distinctly unequal relations between the sexes.¹

Women in Nayar matriliny were hemmed in by restrictions stemming from their being part of the caste system. Comparing them with the Khasi, a matrilineal tribe of north-eastern India, makes this clear. This will be taken up later, as will the Khasi and Garo women’s situation under their respective matrilineal systems.

The matriliny of the Muslims of the Lakshadweep islands is in a way an extension of Nayar matriliny and is not yet a thing of the past. It is mentioned here before coming to the patrilineal Muslims spread all over India. It is described mainly with the help of the ethnography of one island. Variations on other islands are ignored.

Kalpeni is one of the coral islands of the Lakshadweep group off the south-western coast of India. The people of these islands – except those of Minicoy, which belongs to the Maldives group – are descendants of migrants from the Kerala coast. They were converted to Islam in the thirteenth or fourteenth century, about four centuries after the major migrations. These islands have all along maintained themselves through trade with the Indian mainland. Their products, mainly coconut and coir, are carried to the coast in sailing craft, which bring back essential goods for consumption, including rice. The islanders are a matrilineal people within the fold of Islam. Descent is traced through the mother and property is divided equally among a woman’s children. A person has an inalienable right of use over the matrilineal group’s property; but whereas a woman’s share auto-
matically devolves on her children, a man’s share reverts to the matrilineal group after his death. The distribution of individually acquired property, however, is governed by the Islamic law of inheritance (Kutty 1972).

The traditional pattern of residence at marriage ordinarily excludes the possibility of husband, wife, and children living in one domestic unit. Groom and bride do not leave their respective residences upon marriage. The socially approved sexual relationship that the marriage establishes between the spouses is effected through a pattern of nocturnal visits by the husband. In the early 1960s, 515 out of 670 married men were visiting husbands. Of the others, 124 lived uxori-locally, 23 lived neolocally, and the wives of 8 had moved to live with them (Kutty 1972, L. Dube 1969a).

Christians in India belong to a variety of churches. The influence is visible of those Hindu groups from which the converts came, of church teaching, and of the kinship and family organization of the cultures to which the missionaries belonged. There is thus no uniformity among Christian groups in India where kinship and family organization are concerned.

Christianity has spread among many tribal groups, but barring the insistence on monogamy, which created problems, the basic nature of kinship did not change after conversion. Thus we have matrilineal Khasi and Garo Christians, patrilineal Mizo and Naga Christians, and a host of tribal groups – essentially patrilineal – in central India. There are also the Toda of the Nilgiris, known for polyandry.

Those who were converted from Hinduism may be divided broadly between peninsular and non-peninsular India. The Christian groups of non-peninsular India are essentially patronymic, with the expectation that the family name will continue through sons. The union of spouses is viewed as the basis of the formation of a nuclear family, which is considered the normal unit. The idea that is clearly expressed at weddings – that from the beginning of creation God made man and woman and for this reason a man shall leave his father and mother and cleave to his wife, the two being one flesh – justifies nuclear families. We do often see a married son living with his parents for convenience, or two brothers’ families living together, but a bride’s entry into such a family is ordinarily not ritualized and a daughter or sister may also join the group without difficulty.

The patrilineal, patri-virilocal joint family does not seem to be the ideal anywhere. Cognatic links are important, but not because they represent alliance and affinity. These are mostly urban people, for the
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rural areas of this region have hardly any Christians. The poorer sections in urban areas seem more inclined towards Hindu customs; for example, they are emphatic that parental property must go to sons and not to daughters (P. S. Dwivedi, personal communication).

In southern and south-western India the situation is different. Groups such as the Catholics of Goa and the Orthodox Syrian Christians of Kerala are landed communities who live in rural areas and have the patrilineal, patri-virilocal family as the ideal. A bride is ceremonially ushered into this family.

Jointness is still the ideal among Goan Catholics. They hold that brothers should live together and share everything, and that their wives should cook together. That this does not happen often is understandable. Whereas the eldest son generally lives with his parents, his brothers and their conjugal families take up separate residence. If the house is large enough it may be partitioned.

At marriage a daughter is transferred from one family to another. The crossing of the boundary of the natal village, a ceremony known as *shim*, expresses this well. Sons continue the name of the lineage and the family. Daughters are entitled only to dowry and, later, to gifts. They have no right to parental property. Married daughters and their children do not have free access to their parental or brothers’ households because they are no longer full members there. The proportion of supplemented nuclear family households in a Goan village clearly indicates the norm of caring for the aged and the young of the larger patrilineal family. Goan Christians are divided into castes. Rooted in the land, they follow many Hindu customs, and the structure and process of the patrilineal, patri-virilocal joint family closely resembles that of the Goan Hindus (Rowena Robinson, personal communication).

The Orthodox Syrian Christians of Kerala are primarily landowners, which influences their cultural consciousness. Patriliny and patri-virilocality are the basis of the ideal family. A son brings his wife to live with his parental family and it is customary for a younger son and his conjugal family to live with his parents to look after them in their old age and inherit the house; a certain proportion of households are always joint. The possibility of a widowed father or mother and younger siblings joining a brother’s nuclear household points to the complex composition of households. Although people may live in nuclear families, the ideal is the three-generational household. Even when residence is not shared, brothers commonly live in a contiguous
area and in terms of quality of relationships constitute extended families.

As for the timing of fission, a son sets up a separate household when he becomes a father or the brother next to him marries. Even after separation, however, production may be joint and the authority of the father is respected. Children are under the care of their fathers’ mothers, leaving their mothers free to participate in different activities (Visvanathan 1989).

Dowry is looked upon as pre-mortem inheritance, though in middle-class families what is spent on a daughter’s wedding may be more than what a son will eventually get. We shall take up streedhanam (also known as streedhana) and its ramifications in our discussion of dowry.

As regards the Protestants who belong to the Church of South India, Caplan (1984) does not directly speak of the existence of patrilineal, patri-virilocal families; but the way he describes the utilization of what he calls bridegroom price, which is paid by the bride’s father, points towards the authority and leadership of the groom’s father. This seems to indicate that the joint family is a phase, however brief, in the cycle.

This discussion of kinship and family organization among Indian Christians points to a strong influence of patrilineal South Asia along with a seeping in of some of the ideas and practices of the Mediterranean. It reminds one of the statement by Leach (1975) that, although in bilateral societies there is no possibility of unilineal descent groups, among the property-owning sections the practice of marriage and the rules of inheritance have been so contrived as to create notionally permanent property-owning corporations that are conceived of as patrilineal descent groups. He gives two examples: the bilateral Kandyan Sinhalese and the landed gentry of eighteenth-century and nineteenth-century England. Devices were introduced to prevent the inheritance of landed property by a female who had male siblings. These included primogeniture, entailment, and dowry in cash and jewellery rather than in land. The general ideology becomes strongly patrilineal and the use of patronymic surnames is an important feature.

Muslims in India are not one homogeneous community. They are divided by ethnic group, high and low ancestry, caste-like groups in many areas, a variety of occupations carrying unequal statuses, and a baffling array of customs and practices. That they follow the sharia
(the sacred law of Islam) cannot be denied; but it is not clear to what extent, in what manner, and with how much blending with Hindu social structure and beliefs and practices. On the basis of varied accounts spread across the ethnographic literature and observations carried out in different parts of the country, we can say that Indian Muslims are entrenched in patrilineal kinship organization and patrilocal residence. Joint or extended family living is a part of their culture. For instance, the joint family is found among small industrialists in Delhi, in Dharwar in Karnataka, in eastern Uttar Pradesh, in Madhya Pradesh, and in Assam (Ahmad 1976).

As among Hindus, the normative time of break-up differs from group to group and between urban and rural areas, but a bride begins her married life in patri-virilocal residence. The custom of *rukhsat* (sending the bride to live with her husband in his parental home) is the same as among the Hindus. If one-fourth of households are lineal or collateral joint, as mentioned in the study of Assam (Ahmad 1976), surely the principle of residential unity of patrikin and their wives, with a view of the family as a process, is operative. People may express a desire to establish nuclear households and may be conscious of domestic politics and lack of freedom in a joint household, but it is only after a year or two of marriage that couples establish independent households. Further, there is a general tendency to have three or four domestic units in a single compound. If the landholding is small, pooling of resources seems more reasonable than fragmentation. Thus, even with separate hearths, production may be undertaken jointly. The weavers of Banaras, for example, see a clear advantage in collective living and cooperative occupational activity.

That the family has to be seen as a process cannot be overlooked, but lineages or sub-lineages have their role to play even when households separate. The care of the old and the bringing up of the young are considered a family’s duties. In Old Delhi areas joint families predominate. The norms favouring joint family living are widely held. Owing to marriages among close kin and because families live close together, there is likely to be greater contact with women’s natal kin and the two groups may converge to some extent. This is similar to what obtains among Hindus in parts of southern India.

About joint family living in the Nizamuddin area of Delhi, Patricia Jeffrey (1979: 69) says that “the average size is just over ten persons, with one household consisting of over twenty persons and around three quarters clustering between eight and sixteen.” Again, “it is rare for a *pirzada* woman to be the only domestically competent
female in the household. Brides often move directly into an extended household and are surrounded by a mother-in-law, the wives of their husband’s elder brothers, and his sisters who are not yet married.” According to her account the extended household is the common form among the Pirzada (custodians of the shrine of saint Hazrat Nizamuddin Aulia). Generally, one aged couple live with their married sons in the same house and cook and eat together. After the parents die the brothers tend to separate and form nuclear families, which eventually grow into extended ones. Further, these related households, including some affinal ones, are close by.

Whether among the Gujar Bakarwals of Jammu and Kashmir or among the Meos of Rajasthan, patrilocality is common (Ahmad 1976). Among the Meos the joint family is the ideal type, desirable, and prestigious. It prevents division of land and increases the influence of the family. After the death of the father, however, brothers tend to separate.

Where sons separate one by one, at least one usually remains with the parents to look after them. The supplemented nuclear family has the same connotation as among Hindus. Where there is a strong sense of patrilineage or gotra, agnatic kin have an important role to play; but relations with cognatic kin are also generally strong.

Among most tribal groups of India, nuclear family residence is very common and is culturally approved. It is achieved through the practice of setting up separate hearths for sons when they marry or when they have had one or two children. In many groups, though, one son is expected to continue to live with his parents. It is also customary for the families of brothers and close male agnates to live in contiguous areas. Sometimes, even after the separation of hearths, production may be joint or there may be a pattern of cooperation and help at critical points. A woman thus leaves her parental home on marriage to live among affines.

**Nepal**

Among the Parbatiyas, of whom Brahmins and Chhetris are important, each caste consists of discrete exogamous groups. Descent is patrilineal. Women are relevant “as wives who serve as links between groups and the means by which these groups perpetuate themselves” (Bennett 1983: 41). The cardinal value and first organizational principle of the patrilocal model is, according to Bennett, the solidarity of male agnates. Two principles of hierarchy are constantly articulated.
through speech and behaviour: that males rank above females of the same generation, and that age ranks above youth. These ranking principles hold true for nuclear as well as for extended families.

The extended family, consisting of married brothers living together, working jointly held property, and sharing its produce under the authority of their father, is the cultural ideal. (Here “extended family” is used to refer to what we called “joint family” in the context of India.)

Chhetri and Brahmin are divided horizontally into agnatic units called thar and gotra. Gotra, which traces ancestry back to one of the ancient sages, is rarely operative in actual social relations. Thar traces ancestry back seven generations, but it appears that membership of a thar is also only nominal. A man is a member of his father’s thar and gotra, whereas women’s membership of these categories after marriage derives from their husbands.

The parivar (family or household), spanning between two and four generations, is the operational kinship group. It holds property jointly and observes most life-cycle and calendrical rituals. Members of a parivar are under an obligation to observe pollution rituals for 10 days for a birth and for 13 days for the death of a member. They share a single hearth and live under the same roof. Formal authority is vested in the males and property is transmitted in the male line. The care of aged parents, the performance of funeral rites, the production of patrilineal heirs, and the maintenance of ritual continuity are all the responsibility of the sons of the lineage.

Under Nepali law sons can ask for the partition of the joint family estate at any time, and that they do this is evident from the large proportion of nuclear or supplemented nuclear households in the population (Bennett 1983). Agnatic solidarity is greatly valued and it is women, outsiders to begin with, who are blamed for these separations of joint families. It is recognized, however, that there can be considerable competition and rivalry between brothers. Both Lynn Bennett (1983) and John Gray (1982) have described the dynamics of joint family fission graphically. Gray has argued that the Chhetri household structure is inherently paradoxical. Ideally the parivar or domestic group is a patrilineal joint family consisting of a three-generational or four-generational agnatic descent group of males, their wives, and unmarried daughters. At the same time, the joint parivar is an unstable group ever liable to division into nuclear families. Much that has been said about the family in India is applicable to Nepali Hindus. Old people live with a married son. Migration leads
to separate living. So also does an improper marriage. Temporary migrants leave their families behind with their parents.

The Newari castes of Nepal are divided into patrilineal descent groups called dewali. The collective performance of ancestor worship or the dewali puja of the degu dyas serves to reaffirm the identity of a dewali. Descent and inheritance are from father to son. A daughter ceases to be a member of her natal dewali upon marriage and is incorporated into her husband’s dewali by a special ritual. Marriage within the dewali is proscribed. Members are placed in a hierarchy based on generation and age. Decision-making is vested in the head, the nayaa, and another seven members stand in order of seniority. The female counterpart of the nayaa derives her position as nakii from her husband’s as head. On the death of her husband she relinquishes her position in favour of the wife of the man next in seniority.

On occasions of worship and during feasts connected with the dewali, the positions taken by the members of each family indicate their seniority and relative status. Phukii is the relationship between the members of a dewali. There are well-defined social obligations between phukii families. Birth and death pollution in one family is binding upon all families in the dewali. On a birth all phukii families join the celebration and give offerings to mother and child. In the case of death, all the families must take offerings of food to the bereaved family. When a dewali splits, a splinter family forms a separate dewali – although the ancestral deity remains the same.

**Bangladesh**

In Bangladesh there is a preponderance of nuclear families: micro-studies give evidence that 60–70 per cent of domestic groups are nuclear. The cultural norm, however, is the patrilineal, patri-virilocal joint family in which three generations live together. Children take their social identity from their father. A male child continues his father’s bongso (lineage) while a female child is eventually incorporated into her husband’s bongso. Sons remain in their father’s house and on marriage bring their wives to live there. A joint family is thus likely to be experienced by the younger generation at least for a few years. Studies show that the incidence of joint families is markedly higher at the higher levels of income and landholding. Poverty and a consequent inability to look after its vulnerable members may lead to a family’s breaking up.

Where obligations, responsibilities, and rights to resources are
concerned, joint family organization remains on the mental horizon of the people. With any demographic change a nuclear family can acquire new members: a widowed mother or father; a widowed sister and her children; or a deceased brother’s widow and children. This process is similar to that in India. Parents also look forward to being supported in their old age by their sons.

A necessary corollary to these cultural norms of a patrilineal, patri-virilocal kinship organization is the attitude towards daughters, which is unfavourable to making investments in their future that would raise their earning capacity and give them self-reliance. Moreover, agnatically related families tend to be spatially close, and those that have common resources are tied together even after the separation of hearths. The *bari*, or homestead, which consists, ideally and to a great extent actually, of patrilineally related households, controls cooperation and interaction among women.

“The newly married woman frequently comes as an unknown individual to reside permanently in her husband’s house” (Aziz 1979: 116) and remains there unless divorced. If a widow does not marry she continues to live with her husband’s family or in his agnatic *bari*, particularly if she has children. When a widow or a divorcee remarries, her children are accommodated in her previous husband’s family.

Upon marriage a woman is “transferred” to her husband and family and is not expected to identify any longer with her father’s *bongso*. Her right to inherit half a brother’s share of patrimonial property is more formal than real. Seclusion and a widespread preference for village exogamy do not allow women to retain control over their shares of patrimonial land; and a considerable number waive their right to ancestral property in favour of their brothers, in a kind of bargain in which they retain the right to visit the natal home, where they can relax, and by which they seek to ensure the continuation of support and protection in times of crisis (Kabeer 1985b: 88). As among most patrilineal Muslims in South Asia, marriages between certain kin are permitted and often preferred, but their incidence is not high.

**Pakistan**

Although the patrilineal, patrilocal extended family as a unit of residence and consumption was never the universal or dominant pattern in many regions of Pakistan, it has been culturally the ideal form.
In rural areas, patrilineally related nuclear or supplemented nuclear families tend to live in close proximity, facilitating constant interaction. Thus the sources of social control and socializing agents are not restricted to the nuclear household.  

Naveed-i-Rahat (1990) reports that the village of Meharabad near Rawalpindi had a nucleated residential area surrounded by its lands. There were 158 (75 per cent) nuclear families and 52 (25 per cent) extended or extended–joint families. In the category of nuclear family were included 71 units of mother and children, the husband being away from the village. She claims that the dominant pattern of residence in the village was the extended or extended–joint family, but male emigration affected this.  

Donnan (1988), however, writing of the Dhund in northern Pakistan, argues that there is no clear historical evidence to demonstrate that the vitality of the joint family was greater in the past than it is at present. He says that at least in Punjab the joint family seems to have been no more widespread in the nineteenth century than it is today. Among the Dhund, normally a household remains intact only so long as its children remain unmarried. Ideally, a new household should be established at marriage or shortly thereafter, this ideal being found throughout western Punjab. The exception to the rule is the youngest son: the Dhund believe that he has to take care of his parents in their old age. This results in a certain number of lineally joint families. A few families are also found of two brothers and their wives and children. Responsibility for the aged, orphans, and widows of the larger family always results in the formation of some supplemented nuclear families.  

Most Dhund households are composed of nuclear families comprising a husband, wife, and unmarried children; and this is consistent with the trend in Pakistan as a whole. Of the 122 households in the village studied, only 8.7 per cent were lineally or collaterally joint families. While 59.5 per cent of families were nuclear, 25 per cent were supplemented nuclear. Supplemented nuclear families clearly represent the norm of the family embedded in patrilineal kinship. Other ethnographic accounts and statistics indicate that Pakistani communities differ in respect of the normative time for the break-up of families.  

Authority depends on the stage of development of a household. An old father may relinquish his authority if a son is living with him. Wakil (1991) also insists that behind the averages of household size lies a rather variegated pattern of size of family, attitudes towards
fertility, and desired family size. He quotes some studies to show how older respondents had families of six or more children, while younger ones had fewer children.

The value accorded to male children is closely linked to patrilineal descent and inheritance. The continuity of the family name, the preservation of family property, the retention of land in the family, and the value of sons in production and in caring for elderly parents are all factors.

**Malaysia**

Barring matrilineal Negri Sembilan, parts of Melaka, and some southern and central areas, Malay kinship is bilateral and ego-centric, with theoretically equal recognition to the relatives of both parents. There are no separate sets of terms for paternal and maternal relatives. Studies of Malay kinship and family have noted a bias towards matrilocality, particularly in the first few years of marriage, and a tendency for the females on the wife’s side to cooperate closely, particularly when family conflicts occur (Djmour 1959, Chee 1979). Property acquired jointly by a couple is divided between husband and wife either equally or, following Islamic law, in the ratio 2:1. In adat or customary law, brothers and sisters have equal shares in inheritance. “There is a tendency for comparatively prosperous people to choose Islamic law, but it is not always strictly applied and the continuing tendency to equal divisions between male and female children shows that the principle of fair division is common” (Tsubouchi 1977).

Chee (1979) regards the Malay family as extended, saying that typically a family would comprise a couple and their children, of whom one daughter would be married. According to Tsubouchi there are no fixed rules of marital residence, and the compound of either the wife’s side or the husband’s side may be chosen, or else an entirely new one. In some villages there appears to be a tendency to choose parents-in-law who are richer in paddy fields or rubber trees. According to Strange (1981), whenever newly-weds live with parents the “choice of family tends to be expedient, based on . . . economic opportunities and the personal preferences of those concerned, a pattern referred to as ambilocal residence. Because of the close affective tie between mothers and daughters, a young wife usually prefers to live with her parents because she and her mother have well-established cooperative patterns.”
An uxorilocal bias is reported by many. Even when a young married couple want their own home, they prefer to settle near parents and relatives: independence is thus combined with basic security. In the rural areas a young bride feels insecure if she has to go away from amongst her kin and set up a household entirely on her own. It is often said that marital adjustment is easier if a bride is not thrown in alone with her husband. This may not apply, of course, to educated urban brides. The extended bilateral kinship network is important in the people’s perception. A tendency to marry within a small radius is often motivated by the confidence that relatives will offer help and consideration. The kindred, again, is not a bounded group and leaves much to the choice of the individual.

A fact of special interest is that, even when she lives virilocally or neolocally, in situations of conflict, divorce, or widowhood a woman and her children are readily accepted by her parents. A woman thus has the continuing support of her parents and other kin.

Statistics show a preponderance of nuclear households centred on married couples, but such a household may include – often temporarily – relatives from the network of kin. Thus aged parents may be taken into their children’s homes, or grandchildren may go to live with their grandparents. The lineally extended family that is created when one of the children gets married is often only an interlude, for residence does not remain fixed. Depending on circumstances a conjugal family may move from one extended family, or one locality, to another; and it may be joined by supplementary members, young or old.

The Javanese

Among the Javanese no fixed rule governs the residence of a newly married couple. From the use of the term *emah-emah* (“to set up a household”) for marriage, Koentjaraningrat (1985) infers that the ideal is to set up an independent neolocal household. He adds that, since in rural areas people marry fairly early, they are usually considered incapable of managing an independent household; and they therefore reside with either’s parents for some time. Initial residence with parents is an accepted pattern.

Most often the wife’s parents’ home is chosen because she prefers to learn about household management from her own mother. After this the couple move into a newly built house, which is, however, in the compound of the parental house. If the parents can, they may
assign the use of a garden plot and a few fruit trees to the young couple. If there is not much space, the married children’s houses may be attached to the dwelling place of the parents. After some time a couple may leave the parental compound to live in another hamlet, village, or city. At any point in time there are some uxorilocal, some virilocal, and even some ambilocal extended families. When children move out, one married daughter usually remains behind to care for the parents in their old age; and she generally inherits the house.

The quality of transience of a household is reflected in the variously composed household types found in Javanese villages. The situation in one village has been graphically described by R. R. Jay (1969: 51–60). In his terminology, there were nuclear families, some containing retired elderly parents; multiple nuclear families, consisting of a couple and their married children; and joint family households of siblings and their spouses. The terminology is different, but both lineally joint and laterally joint households appear to be a reality. However, more often it would be sisters with their husbands and children rather than brothers who choose to live together. It is not unusual for a married couple moving out of the parental house to leave their first child with its grandparents.

On divorce each spouse retains personal property. Communal property, which includes all that was acquired by the couple during their marriage, is divided between husband and wife in the ratio 2:1. This is identified with Islamic law, and the principle of equal division with the Javanese style. In actuality neither principle seems to be strictly followed. The concept of rukun or social harmony plays an important part in negotiations and settlements (Jay 1969).

There are variations in the placement of children in the event of divorce. Koentjaraningrat (1985: 46) reports that, whereas young children go with the mother, other children are to be distributed equally between their parents; and they also have the right to decide where they want to go. Jay reports that in the event of divorce the children go with the mother: “The dominance of ‘mother right’ in fact may be viewed as one of the main organizing principles of Javanese kinship” (1969: 68).

The kinship network differs for every individual and varies according to circumstances. Broadly speaking, it includes members of the nuclear family of orientation and procreation, parents’ siblings and their children, grandparents, siblings’ children, and affinals. This is an occasional bilateral kin group. According to Koentjaraningrat, this group is not exactly ego-centric but centres around a couple or a
nuclear family. The other kind of bilateral kin group is the trah or alur waris, an ancestor-oriented, ambilineally defined group whose members share the obligation of caring for their ancestors’ graves and of meeting the expenses of the ceremonies and feasts involved (Koentjaraningrat 1985: 150–151; see also Geertz 1961, Jay 1969, Sairin 1982).

The Minangkabau

The Minangkabau of West Sumatra follow matrilineal descent and inheritance. Merantau (out-migration) takes men away from home with periodic returns there. Since kinship ties are reckoned through the maternal line, females are crucial to the continuity of the matriline. Houses and land are held corporately by the kin group, not individually. Any sale of land must have the sanction of all members. A long-house is often divided into smaller units where couples and their children live. Husbands’ periodic migration for earning is a standard practice. The smaller units may have the woman’s close kin, particularly her mother, staying with her.

A woman has life-long rights to specific pieces of land, irrigated and unirrigated. She cultivates this land with the help of her husband when he is present. Her brothers’ help in land management is customarily expected. Earlier, a man of the lineage could also have access to its land, but this is no longer possible because even women’s shares are becoming inadequate. A man may share-crop a female relative’s land. Rights of use are inherited from their mothers by daughters, not by sons. Men do not inherit tangible property, but they do inherit kin-group titles. They function as kin-group leaders and as representatives to deal with outsiders. Decisions are taken largely by consensus.

The Philippines

Lowland Christian Filipinos constitute about 85 per cent of the population of the Philippines. In spite of the Spanish political and cultural subjugation for 300 years and the United States’ colonization for 50 years, followed by the Japanese conquest, the Filipino family has retained its Malay characteristics. It is embedded in the bilaterally extended kinship system. Broadly speaking, it is characterized by an age-based hierarchy of authority, a highly egalitarian relationship between spouses, monogamous marriage allowing only for separa-
tion, marriage based on individual choice with parental approval, and a tendency to marry within one's locality, class, and linguistic-ethnic and religious grouping; but there are no strict positive or negative rules for marriage and no set rules for residence after marriage.

There is an emphasis on blood ties, which theoretically can extend the kin group to enormous size, but recognition of consanguineous ties does not normally extend beyond third cousins. And, more than structural closeness or distance, factors such as physical proximity, personal compatibility, and the social position of relatives play an important part in interpersonal relationships. Scholars of Filipino kinship and family life emphasize that there is mutual cooperation and fulfilment of obligations and responsibilities among relatives. Kin expect and get assistance in daily life as well as in crisis situations. The importance of relatives is emphasized in socialization. At marriage the spouses acquire each other’s relatives. There is a broad tendency, however, for individuals to depend more on their own relatives.

The term *mag-anak*, which is commonly used to refer to the family, indicates the centrality of offspring in the formation of a family. It is perceived as a social unit composed of a father, a mother, and their unmarried child or children, whether biological or adopted. It is viewed as a unit of production and consumption. Such a unit may also have house-helpers; additional members may come and go. Besides nuclear family households, there are also extended families where parents and their married children live together, or the families of two siblings. In a study by Mendez and Jocano (1974), 236 families out of 708 were extended and 432 were nuclear. The remaining units contained an assortment of kin. The typical Filipino household was an extended family arrangement although not necessarily in the classical three-generational sense of the term. Unmarried siblings, children of siblings, siblings of parents or their children constituted the most common type of lateral extensions. There were also lineally extended families where parents and married children lived together (1974: 263–265).

The point emphasized about the Filipino family is the fluidity of its membership. There are no rigid rules of residence for the newly married couple. For a period after their marriage they can stay with the family of either. Jocano (1972) reports that newly married couples frequently lived in the wife’s parental household until the birth of the first child. Even where residence is not joint, the responsibility of caring for children tends to be shared by grandparents, aunts, and
uncles. It is important to note that a disgraced member, particularly if female, is always welcomed back to the fold of the family. The sibling relationship is emphasized strongly (Illo 1990). It is not circumscribed by gender or social class and not altered by distance or marriage. Brothers and sisters are both socialized to nurture and protect one another. Age demands some respect, and an older sibling generally assumes parental authority when parents are dead or absent (Jocano 1969).

**Thailand**

Thai kinship is bilateral but matrilocality is the predominant type of post-nuptial residence among most of the rural population. A husband comes to live with his wife but maintains ties with his parents and other relatives. Marriage tends to start off with an initial stay at the wife’s natal home.

There are significant differences among the kinship systems of north-eastern, northern, and central Thailand. In the villages of the north-east there is a tendency towards the co-residence, in compounds, of married female siblings, daughters, and matrilateral parallel cousins. This is owing to uxorilocal residence and a tendency towards the inheritance of the right of residence by daughters rather than by sons. The normal acting unit in the village is the household. Although residence and inheritance have a matrilateral bias, kinship is bilateral and ego-oriented. There is a wide range of kin ties within the village.

There are a number of multi-household compounds, with those of one or more daughters (and, in a few cases, of sons) cultivating jointly with the household of the parents, who own the rice fields. This association is only a phase in the family cycle and does not continue beyond one generation. Thai multi-household compounds do not function in the politico-jural realm, being purely domestic.

Tambiah (1970) also speaks of compounds of multiple households, two to six in number, whose key linking members were close kin who derived their rights to residence from a common ascendant or set of ascendants. In these compounds there was usually a core of females and their families, but there were also instances of only brothers and of siblings of both sexes together with their descendants (Pongsapich 1992). Although men are officially heads of households, women have been controlling household activities.

According to Podhisita (1984), matrilocality in north-eastern Thai-
land presents an interesting mode of intergenerational succession to land and authority. Although women are the key members of the household through whom the majority of households are formed and regulated, jural authority lies with the men of the house. It passes from father-in-law to son-in-law rather than from father to son or from maternal uncle to sister's son.

Northern Thai kinship is characterized by effective matrilineality and the structural centrality of women. Membership of the kin group is symbolized by membership of the spirit cults. Inheritance divides property equally among children of both sexes, with two corollaries: that the house goes to the youngest daughter and that it is customary for men to sell their rights to their sisters or to their sisters’ husbands. Sulamith Potter (1977) argues that Thai social structure, particularly in the north, is conceptually female centred. Unlike structures in which the significant blood relationships are between men – father and son in the patrilineal system and mother’s brother and sister’s son in the matrilineal system – the relevant consanguineous ties are those between women. She also makes a distinction between female-centred and matrifocal social systems and says that in northern Thailand the social system is female centred but not matrifocal. Women do not play a leading role psychologically. They do not have more authority, influence, and responsibility than their husbands. Davis (1984) states that northern Thai matrilocal ideology is closely linked to a matrilineal mode of descent. They are organized into matriclans.

Family types in the villages of northern Thailand also have to be viewed as a domestic cycle. Three stages may be discerned: (a) family consisting of father, mother, and their young unmarried children; (b) in addition to parents and unmarried children, the spouse of the married daughter and her children; and (c) that form, with the older daughter having gone to settle in another household in the same compound on the marriage of a younger sister. Even in its new household the daughter’s family continues to depend on her parents. They still work the land, use the common rice granary, or share the crop. But they also begin to accumulate wealth and land for cultivation.

The social position of women in central Thailand is reported to be powerful. It is they who control the money of the entire household. Kaufman’s (1960) description of a central plains village distinguishes three kinds of family group: the household, the spatially extended family, and the remotely extended family. The household is run by the mother, who raises the children; the father is only a “putative
head.” The general pattern of residence is matrilocal for the first year of marriage. Sons and daughters inherit equal shares of land; but the youngest son or daughter, or the one who stays with the parents, receives the home and the equipment. The spatially extended family has relations of mutual help and cooperation but does not form an economic unit. “There are no prescribed consanguineous obligations concerning the various aspects of the household economy.” Extended kin demonstrate relationship by contributing to funerals. Some comments made casually by Kaufman indicate that authority over a family’s property passes from father-in-law to son-in-law.

A similar kind of family cycle as in the northern region can be visualized for central Thailand. As Jacques Amyot (1976) says of three villages in Ayutthaya, in the traditional pattern of residence when a young couple marry they stay with the bride’s parents for an initial period. Until they are able to start a household of their own they farm the parental land and look after the livestock. The formation of a separate household may coincide with the marriage of another daughter. Traditionally the women receive the land, the men receiving cash or kind. For the new household the wife’s father provides land close to his own house as well as land to cultivate, although this is not universal. Many couples start new households immediately after marriage or go to live with the husband’s parents, particularly when the husband’s parents are wealthier or when the husband is an only child or the only one left to help his parents.

According to Jack Potter (1976), in rural Thailand, with cooperative labour exchange and collective life, kinship relations play a very important role. According to Pongsapich (1992), bilateral kindred is indeed the overt pattern of kinship in rural Thailand; but it also needs to be emphasized that the role of kinship and kin relations is closely connected with land and other resources. Hence the inheritance of land is a very important aspect of kin relations, and since land passes largely in the female line, it seems that the pattern may not be bilateral. However, the inheritance of land seems to be guided by residence and finally by the care of aged parents. There is greater flexibility in the Thai pattern than in patriliny and even matriline.
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Group membership, inheritance, and resource distribution

Group membership

The basic difference in the statuses of male and female children between the patrilineal societies of South Asia on the one hand and the bilateral and matrilineal societies of both regions on the other is in the nature of membership of descent groups and familial and kinship units. In the former, at birth both boys and girls take their social identity from the father and are placed in his agnatic group and familial unit. Whereas a son is a permanent member of these units, a daughter is a transient or impermanent member. A son has the potential to continue the patriline; but a daughter enters the family for only a short sojourn. A Hindi folk song puts it poignantly:

O father, I am a sparrow taking shelter
in a tree in your compound.
I shall fly away one day.

In South Asia the cultural emphasis is on marriage as the destiny of a girl. A daughter’s transfer to another home upon marriage is seen as inevitable. In contrast to Hinduism, Islam does not seem to have any injunction making marriage compulsory for women; but, perhaps due to the religious and social unacceptability of sex out of wedlock, Muslim patrilineal communities in South Asia live under almost the same cultural compulsions as do Hindu communities. In the Matlab area of Bangladesh surveyed in 1974, never married women formed 0.1 per cent of women in the age group 45–49 (Aziz 1978: 32). The possibility of intra-kin marriage, which is available to certain com-
munities in southern India and to most Muslim communities in the region, does not do away with the element of compulsion in respect of transfer from the natal home: at the most, marriage may not mean going to the home of complete strangers. Except in matrilineal communities, for a daughter marriage implies loss of membership of the natal home.

A female child’s membership of her father’s agnatic unit is neither permanent nor complete. She is spoken of as someone born into such and such family or gotra or clan, but she is not seen as a member in perpetuity. Her rights to maintenance and residence must necessarily be transferred from her natal family to her husband’s family. She is destined to change her social identity; unlike her brother, she is incapable of carrying forward her patriline. If a girl remains unmarried she continues to bear the name of her natal family or her father, but she cannot represent it as a full-fledged member.

In the patrilineal communities of Bangladesh, India, Nepal, and Pakistan, a woman is therefore a fringe or peripheral member of her descent group. In both kinds of unilineal descent there is a deliberate underplaying of the place and contribution of one parent; and only the other parent is considered relevant to group placement and the continuity of the lineage. In patriliny, however, the mother cannot be ignored beyond a point, being the necessary instrument for carrying forward the patriline, and special efforts are therefore made to incorporate her into her husband’s group. It is also considered necessary to watch her behaviour.

Patrilineal descent in South Asia tends to be unusually harsh on women, with mechanisms for the management of their sexuality and for control over their procreative powers. It severs them from the natal group and leaves them to struggle through the process of becoming insiders in the husband’s group. The material dependence of women and a strong ideology of gender contribute to their struggle.

In bilateral societies a child is reckoned to be the child equally of both its parents. There is no attempt at underplaying the importance of either parent, but the mother’s biological role tends to make her more important. Children of neither sex are made to feel that they are temporary or peripheral members of the group of birth. Ego is at the centre of the bilateral kinship system. In post-marital residential arrangements there is some choice and flexibility. Social identity is derived from both parents. (In Malaysia and to a degree in Indonesia, the naming pattern is derived from Islam, in which individuals are identified as the sons or daughters of their fathers; and in the Philip-
Marriage and legitimate paternity do have significance, but a child born out of wedlock is not discarded. In Islamic countries such as Malaysia and Indonesia, marriage is necessary so that a man can own up to paternity and prevent the child from getting the status of haram; but the kind of fuss and outrage over a baby’s birth out of wedlock that is seen in patrilineal communities is absent here. In Thailand and the Philippines, children with unidentified paternity are often brought up by their maternal grandparents. Thailand is perhaps more liberal than others because of Buddhism, which traditionally has few specific prescriptions and proscriptions in respect of family matters. Catholicism condemns women for bearing illegitimate offspring, although not unpardonably, but it does not reject children born “in sin.” Even orphans can be brought into the fold through baptism, for which no parent is necessary.

In Malaysia, many people have adopted a patrilineal Arabian naming system in which an individual’s personal name is accompanied by a patronymic. A woman does not ordinarily adopt her husband’s name. The Catholic influence is seen in names in the Philippines. The wife generally adopts her husband’s last name and a child, its father’s. Neither in Indonesia nor in Thailand need a woman change her name to align it with her husband’s. The Western influence is apparent only in small sections of the population.

In Malaysia and Java, marriage may be looked upon as an honourable and natural course of life, but it does not imply loss of membership of the natal family or the total transfer of a girl to another kin group. There are no discrete and distinct kin groups in these bilateral societies, and post-marital residence is flexible.

In South-East Asia generally, both son and daughter have the potential to augment the kin group. The bilateral Malay kinship system gives equal significance to male and female sides of a family, ego being at the centre. There are no family names and no unilineal kin groups whose continuity is at stake. The range of kin depends upon a family’s or an individual’s recollection and recognition. Expanding and activating or discarding kinship links for personal reasons is easier, but there is a certain value associated with kinship in these societies.

In patrilineal Hindu South Asia different naming patterns are seen;
but whatever combination is chosen – from among territorial (town or village) name, lineage name, father’s name, family name – to accompany the personal name, it is the link with the father that is demonstrated. A married woman is expected to adopt her husband’s personal or family name as a suffix to her personal name; although in Maharashtra and Gujarat it is customary for her to add both. Among upper-caste Hindus in many parts of India it is still the custom to give a woman on her marriage a new personal name as well, thus entirely obliterating her identity – although this is generally only a ritual. In the rural areas and small towns of northern and middle India, in her affinal home a woman may be referred to as so and so’s wife or mother, or as coming from such and such village. In Bangladesh too, according to many observers, a woman in the rural areas is hardly ever identified by her own name.

A custom of Garhwal in cis-Himalayan India is worth mentioning here. An unmarried girl does not generally carry the family name of the father, using only her personal name. I was told that, since a girl has to adopt her husband’s family name on marriage, it is best that she remain without a family name until then.

In matrilineal communities, in South Asia as well as in South-East Asia, children of either sex acquire permanent membership of the unilineal descent group into which they are born. To establish social identity, the name of the lineage is generally used together with personal names. Thus, among the Lakshadweep Muslims and the Nayar of Kerala, individuals belong to the mother’s *taravad* or lineage. As a result of social change the Nayar have begun to use the father’s name or initial letter along with that of the *taravad*; and sometimes they even drop the *taravad* name. In the Lakshadweep islands, however, the use of the *taravad* name along with the personal name continues.

In Lakshadweep, residence does not change at marriage; the marital relationship is effected through a pattern of visits by the husband. Among the matrilineal Khasi of north-eastern India a man may move to live with his wife and her kin, or to a neolocal residence on the land of his wife; but his lineage or clan membership do not change. After his death his bones must be sent to his mother’s or sister’s place to be placed with the others of the matrilineage. Among the Garo, also in north-eastern India, a man joins the *nok* or house of his wife but remains a member of his unilineal group. In northern Thailand a man joins the group identified by his wife’s ancestors, but he is not thereby separated from his own group. In Negri Sembilan in Malaysia and among the Minangkabau of Sumatra, women are firmly rooted in
the land and descent identity of the matrilineage. Men are travellers and have conjugal relationships with women of other clans; but they retain their lineage and clan memberships with the right to return whenever they want.

**Inheritance and resource distribution**

Gender differences in group membership and social identity are closely connected with patterns of inheritance and resource distribution. In the following discussion the major forms of property and resources for living – principally land – are considered. Along with women’s economic roles, this is a crucial area for the theme of this study. Patrilineal South Asia offers a clear contrast to bilateral South-East Asia and to the matrilineal communities of both regions.

In much of Hindu South Asia, property is inherited by male heirs and transmitted through them. Traditionally, daughters have had only the right to maintenance and to a marriage in keeping with the status of their natal families. Male children have coparcenary rights in ancestral property. They acquire a share in such property at birth and are entitled to ask for their shares even during their father’s lifetime. This is in keeping with the Mitakshara school of law, which was operative in large parts of India. The Dayabhaga school gave sons a right not at birth but only upon the death of the father. A law passed in 1956 abolished this distinction, although the ethos of the second pattern is retained among the Bengali *bhadralok* (the largely urban middle class).

According to the law of 1956 daughters are still not coparceners but along with sons are entitled to a portion of the father’s share of ancestral property as inheritors. More often than not, however, a daughter’s dowry and the expenses on her wedding are viewed as a substitute for her share in her father’s property. In fact the same logic is applied to a daughter’s share in her father’s individually acquired property as well.

A father may make a will leaving some of his self-acquired property to his daughters; but very often he might be guided by traditional ideas and leave little or nothing to them. If he dies intestate his property is to be divided equally among his widow and children of both sexes. But daughters hesitate to claim their shares, to which their brothers tend to feel they have no right. A woman who demands her share of her father’s ancestral or self-acquired property risks ruining her relationship with her brothers. She may no longer be
invited to her natal home on special occasions and may no longer receive periodic gifts. Often women succumb to their brothers’ suggestions to give up their rights in parental property. The general belief is that, whereas an unmarried daughter may be given a share, a married daughter has no right to one unless she is particularly badly off. The argument is that, whereas brothers’ shares remain in the family, giving shares to sisters leads to fragmentation of property. The belief is deeply ingrained that sons, who continue the line and perform the father’s last rites, have an exclusive right to the patrimony.

It is only among a few educated people that daughters receive their shares without reservations. By and large the new law remains ineffective so far as daughters are concerned. Sometimes sons-in-law press their wives to claim their shares, leading to disputes and bickering.

More or less the same situation prevails among the Parbatiyas of Nepal. Only a daughter who remains unmarried until the age of 35 is legally entitled to a share. Otherwise only sons are entitled to shares in patrimony. The notion persists that daughters have a right only to gifts, not to shares.

In south India a few communities give pieces of land as dowry to daughters. Carol Upadhyay (1990) has recorded this custom in detail for landed castes such as Kammas, Velmas, and Reddys. The Kammas of coastal Andhra Pradesh are particularly well known for it. This dowry, people argue, is in lieu of the daughter’s share in the patrimonial property. In Nellore District the piece of land gifted to a daughter on her marriage is called *posupu kumkum* (turmeric and vermilion), meaning perhaps that it is intended to meet the personal expenses of the married woman. In Maharashtra, resources gifted to a daughter are meant for her “bangles and blouse.”

If a daughter is married into a nearby village, she and her husband can look after the gifted land; or else her father and brothers till it and give her the produce or proceeds. Owing to intra-kin marriages (mother’s brother and sister’s daughter or father’s sister’s daughter and mother’s brother’s son) it often happens that a piece of land keeps moving between two families for generations. But what a daughter is given is still not strictly by right of inheritance; in Telugu, for example, it is called *bahumanam*, meaning gift, not *bhagam*, share. In Tamil society a woman would (this practice is still prevalent to some degree) customarily be given some land upon her marriage. Known as *manjal kani* (manjal meaning turmeric), this land was
meant to afford her an independent income. Such land was supposed to pass from mother to daughter, but this did not always happen. A woman could also get land from her father’s mother (Mukund 1992). Again, this did not represent real inheritance.

It must be mentioned that in some states, such as Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Haryana, and Maharashtra, recent legal measures have given daughters equal rights in ancestral property, but their efficacy remains to be proved. Wherever there are only daughters they tend to get their fathers’ self-acquired property. This does not apply to ancestral land. There are regional and caste variations and others that depend upon the strength of the patrilineage and the consequent claims of close male patrikin. The adoption of a son for the sake of lineal continuity is an accepted practice.¹

Among Christians a daughter is entitled to a share equal to a son’s, but there are regional variations. In Travancore-Cochin, the home of the Syrian Christians, the Travancore Christian Succession Act of 1916 gave a daughter only one-fourth of a son’s share or Rs 5,000, whichever was less. Dowry effectively disinherited a daughter, so this applied only to unmarried daughters. This unfair Act was struck down by the Supreme Court as being unconstitutional and void as a result of the case of Mary Roy. However, recent happenings show that even their church has come to the support of those Syrian Christians who do not want to lose their rights to property to the daughters of the house with retrospective effect (Jacob 1986, Joseph 1993).

A community that has been following its own rules and practices of inheritance is the Goan Christians. According to the law applied to the converted Catholics of Goa from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, a daughter was entitled to inherit her father’s property along with her brothers. A widow, however, had the right only to maintenance from her husband’s estate. But daughters’ right to inherit contravened the patrilineal norms of inheritance. In the late nineteenth century Portugal formulated a new set of laws for its converted colonies. According to these laws, which still exist, women continue to have the right to inherit but they can be given a dowry or trousseau instead. In theory the dowry may consist of both movable and immovable property, but daughters usually get only the first. Land is the major component of property, which needs to devolve in the male line to avoid fragmentation.

In the absence of a son, the marriage of a daughter with a son of her father’s brother is looked upon as a device for keeping property
within the patriline. But such a marriage with close kin requires special dispensation from the church, which can be obtained by making a donation.

Streedhana – a woman’s movable property in the form of various kinds of gifts – has been common all over India; but the woman’s control over it has varied. Sadly, in recent years dowry seems to have replaced the traditional streedhana. The values and contents of dowries have increased many times over, because bridegrooms and their parents treat marriage as an easy method of accumulating wealth and acquiring capital or consumer goods. The absence of inheritance rights for daughters certainly gives an impetus to the practice, as does the caste system with the restrictions that it places on marriage.

In practice the Muslims of patrilineal South Asia have radically deviated from Quranic rules of inheritance. Daughters are completely deprived of shares in their father’s property in the interest of keeping the patrimony intact (Ahmad 1976, Government of India 1974). A daughter’s husband may force his wife to claim her share, but again this leads to dispute and to a rift between the woman and her brothers. In rural Bangladesh women usually neither get nor claim their legal right to paternal property. Researchers have noted that many daughters notionally exchange this right for the right periodically to visit the natal home, where they get a respite from the strict code of conduct enforced in the marital homestead, apart from gifts and better food (S. Ahmed 1984, Kabeer 1985b). This periodic “going home” is known as nayor, which connotes warmth, care, the absence of critical eyes, and so on. In Pakistan too, women wish to retain the right to visit the natal home and the support of their brothers to get through the ordinary difficulties of life as well as through the possible problems of divorce and widowhood (Pastner 1971, 1978). There is also a sense of impracticality attached to honouring a married daughter’s right to a share in immovable property owing to physical distance and women’s seclusion. Indeed, in patrilineal South Asia, with a few exceptions, a daughter’s right to a stipulated share in land tends to go unhonoured.

Among both Hindus and Muslims in urban areas, rich fathers are often inclined to leave property and movable resources to their daughters. But again, when considerable expenses have been incurred upon their weddings, their brothers try to stop such moves. Among people with limited means, daughters can expect hardly anything. In business communities sons have to be alert to retain resources within the family.
This may be contrasted with the practice in matrilineal Muslim Lakshadweep by speaking of coconut trees, the main form of property. There are two kinds of property: that of the taravad or matrilineage, which is shared and transmitted through female links alone, and individuals’ property, whose transmission is governed by Islamic law. Taravad property has traditionally been considered impartible, although it may be divided for usufruct. Both male and female members have inalienable rights in this property; but through females they extend to their children, who are permanent members of the matrilineage, while male members enjoy their shares only as long as they live.

Men gift their individual property to children and wives. Interestingly, however, they tend to deviate from Islamic law under the influence of matrilineal values. More often than not, sons and daughters will receive equal shares of disposable property rather than shares in the ratio 2:1. There is also a distinct preference for turning the property given away under the authority of the sharia into collective indisposed property after the matrilineal manner. The argument is that the property would be fragmented among different taravads if it were to be given as individual property to sons (L. Dube 1991b, 1994).

In Peninsular Malaysia adat or customary law requires that property be divided equally among sons and daughters, while according to Islamic law a male heir should get double the share of a female. There is a distinct inclination to follow adat rather than the sharia in this connection. Tsubouchi (1977) writes that, although there is a tendency among comparatively prosperous people to choose Islamic law, it is not strictly applied; the principle of equal division between the sexes is considered more fair. Shares are individually owned, which is in keeping with both adat and sharia.

Among the bilateral Javanese too, the Islamic division of property in the ratio 2:1 between sons and daughters does not find as much favour as the adat pattern of equal shares. There is no real conflict with Islam in the notion of individual property. Koentjaraningrat (1985: 156–157) has described the inheritance pattern among the Javanese. He says that Islamic rules for the division of property between sons and daughters are not always followed and that the complex process of division of property among heirs should be seen as one of gradual transmission. Different kinds of property, movable and immovable, are conceptually classified separately, and children are often given their shares of the parental property at an early stage.
Agricultural land is inherited by children of both sexes. A daughter who sets up an independent household may be given a new house with a garden plot and the right of use over agricultural land. Her husband cultivates this land, often as a sharecropper; he does not get the title to it.

Patterns of allocation of resources between sons and daughters in different areas of Thailand have already been described when dealing with kinship and family organization and will be taken up again when discussing residence. Gender parity, flexibility in kinship, and the overall absence of discrimination between brothers and sisters in the allocation of resources and in the transmission of property – in fact, the favouring of daughters or one daughter, depending on residence – are characteristic features of the Filipino and Thai cultures.

This outline of contrasting inheritance rules and practices brings out an important point, which will become clearer when I take up shelter, residence, and conjugal relations: that the dependence of women in South Asia is rooted both in materiality and in ideology.

This brings us to another contrast. In South Asia a woman’s right to property and resources during an extant marriage is ineffective or almost non-existent. In principle she has control over household resources – she is the giver of food, the caretaker, and is responsible for rituals and for perpetuating the traditions of the family. She ought to have control over jewellery or other forms of property she may have received from her parents. In some communities it is also recognized that a woman owns what she has received as streethana from her in-laws at the time of marriage. But very often all valuables and cash may be taken away from her; or they may be drawn upon in times of difficulty, for after all the honour of the family depends on her.

The household is a woman’s domain of power, not just the arena of her work and responsibility. In terms of control over strategic economic resources the women of South-East Asia enjoy a high status. They are free of the feeling of dependence that a wife in a South Asian marriage harbours. In South Asia even those women who participate in productive activities, working in the family’s fields or in its occupation, do not have control over resources or earnings. Those who earn wages may have to spend all that they earn on running the household. In practice they may have control over their income but in terms of ideology they are still dependent; they may be reminded that they live in the houses of their in-laws, whose food they eat.

It is only after she becomes a widow that a South Asian woman is
entitled to a share of her husband’s resources. She may inherit part of his self-acquired intestate property along with her sons and daughters. Daughters’ rights may be side-tracked, but a widow generally gets her share. If this is immovable property, it is very often looked upon as not disposable. In the relatively recent organizational structures, an employee’s provident fund, gratuity, and so on are paid to his widow, who can use her discretion in disposing of them. However, if the cash received is converted into immovable property such as land, the nature of her right to it is likely to change, particularly in north India. Land is traditionally viewed as a male form of property (U. Sharma 1980), and her sons are likely to be named as co-owners. Daughters are unlikely to be included, and after a time the woman’s own right may come to be regarded as usufructuary, without the right of disposal. Such things often happen when widows are barely educated and, without any experience of legal transactions, must depend on male kin.

The South-East Asian situation poses a sharp contrast to what has been described above. In South-East Asian countries there is an understanding of conjugal property that gives the wife rights over what her husband earns. Wife and husband each have an individual right to what they bring to the marriage, and what is acquired during the marriage belongs to both. The possibility of one spouse’s withholding information about his or her income cannot be ruled out, but it remains a fact that women in South-East Asia are more or less free of the feeling of dependence that a wife in South Asia harbours.

Explanations have to be sought also in the contrasting attitudes towards female sexuality, in patterns of segregation and seclusion, in differences in post-marital residence, and also in the nature and character of marriage. At this juncture, however, it is necessary briefly to examine the economic roles of women.

**Women’s economic roles**

Considerable economically valuable work by women remains invisible in South Asia. Women at the lower economic levels have always been engaged in labour of some kind. The agricultural sector has a large female labour force that works in the fields and also looks after the storage of grain and the preservation of seeds, kitchen gardening, and care of livestock. Poultry raising and a great deal of craft work are also done by women. In the rural areas of India and Nepal, women of the poorer sections work in the fields as wage labourers
and render various kinds of service to those better off. Women’s work in agriculture is much more important in paddy-growing areas. Older experienced women in southern India often supervise labour. In other parts of the country women generally work under men’s supervision.

At the lower levels, *parda* (purdah) does not prevent women from working in the fields either among Hindus or among Muslims. At the middle level it might do so, depending on the status and tradition of the community or caste. There is also a distinction between working in the family’s own fields and working in the fields of others for wages or as contract labour. Women in many places undertake the selling of milk and milk products, vegetables, and fruits.

In the villages of Bangladesh *parda* usually prevents women from participating directly in productive activities outside the home. Men work in the fields and do the marketing and shopping. Women do all the work that can be carried out inside or around the home. This includes wage labour in others’ houses (Chaudhury and Ahmed 1980). With poverty, women are being drawn into various kinds of labour such as road construction.

In Pakistan *parda* obstructs women’s entry into the urban labour force for all but the poorest sections of society. However, in settled villages such as those of West Punjab, women of tenant or subsistence farmer families work in the fields whereas those of the higher classes do not. Throughout Pakistan economic market-places are reserved for men, admitting only a handful of the poorest women who must work when they can.

In India women have been working in factories of various kinds for decades. There is segregation within the labour market – factors responsible for it include responsibility for domestic work and child care and the difficulty of travelling long distances and at odd hours. Avoiding interaction with strange men is a consideration mainly for younger women, but perhaps it is not so important as it is in Pakistan. Certain factories in Pakistan either employ only women or restrict them to segregated sections. The status of a family is affected if its women work outside the home. The position of man as provider is undercut if his wife has to take up employment.

In South Asia women participate in the family occupation. They remain invisible and do not have independent incomes although they contribute substantially to their families’ enterprises. Women are also engaged in different kinds of cottage industries and handicrafts. A wide variety of crafts and skills comes under home-based production.
The informal sector absorbs women in all these countries, but in most cases they are separated from the market and do not enjoy the benefits of direct participation in it, except in the small number of instances where their work is in cooperatives or similar organizations (Mies 1982, Singh and Kelles-Viitanen 1987).

Educated women’s employment in the tertiary sector has increased many times over during the past few decades. There is a variety of jobs carrying salaries ranging from the low to the very high. Teaching and medicine are perhaps the most favoured professions for women in South Asia. They are valued because they provide education and health care to females. In India women now work in a variety of jobs and enterprises. In Pakistan, though, _parda_ gets in the way of women’s taking up secretarial jobs, for example. There is no doubt, however, that South Asian women, particularly those who observe seclusion or segregation or are hemmed in by low mobility and constraints of space and time, have to face many handicaps. Especially in Pakistan and Bangladesh, it is at the top, upper-middle and lower levels that women engage in economic activities without many restrictions. In these countries educated middle-class women are becoming visible in the economic sphere only gradually. India is in a better position in this respect, but there too the status of a job and its requirements in terms of working hours, travel, and possible neglect of household duties have to be weighed.

The extent to which a job and an income give economic and general independence and respect and identity to a South Asian woman is a moot question. Her income certainly contributes to running her household and to maintaining a standard of living for her family, but does it give her control over resources? Further, what an unemployed woman does by way of looking after the household, supporting her husband in his social mobility, and undertaking the socialization of her children is also status production work. Does she get recognition for it?

Whereas the women of South Asia have traditionally been home-bound, their roles as wife and mother emphasized, South-East Asian women are known for their vital economic roles. Besides being wives and mothers they have always engaged in income-earning activities. Their undertaking of a wide range of tasks has contributed to their economic independence and to a large measure of autonomy and power. This is true of most Thai, Peninsular Malaysian, Javanese, and Filipino women. In societies such as the Atjehnese, where men are
away for much of the time, women manage both agricultural work and family affairs.

In general, women are integral to the peasant economy. Speaking of Malaysia and Indonesia, Manderson (1983) emphasizes that women alone are responsible for establishing and tending nurseries, transplanting seedlings, weeding, harvesting, and winnowing and thrashing the paddy. She mentions women’s share in the cultivation of other crops such as rubber and in the production of copra. Women are almost entirely responsible for the commercial production of vegetables, for domestic animals, and for silviculture.

The Javanese household is a woman’s domain, where her control over strategic resources is near complete. She also takes most of the decisions in household matters.

Unlike women in many parts of South Asia, who also contribute substantially to productive activities, South-East Asian women retain control over what they produce and earn. It appears that, besides rules of inheritance, the institutionalization of conjugal property in this region also encourages women’s control over resources.

All over South-East Asia women are known for their important presence in trading. They trade surpluses and make and sell food, clothes, and a variety of other items. Women’s presence is overwhelming in rural and urban markets. This role has in places been carried over into the modern economy. In Thailand, for example, women are deeply involved in the ownership and management of businesses.

That South-East Asian women engage in all manner of income-earning activities is certainly related to their freedom of association, their ability to migrate (often leaving children behind), the support of their kin, their hold over resources, and their rights over space. Some of these points will be taken up in subsequent chapters of this book.

In the new capitalist economy rural women are being employed away from their homes and in unusual circumstances are losing their sense of proportion. Many of them migrate to towns and adopt the lucrative professions of massage girls and sex workers.

Women often bear alone the burden of rearing their children and supporting their parents and siblings. Their economic contribution cannot just be seen as augmenting those structural features of kinship that favour them. We can agree that their contribution, the near-parity with men that is given to them in bilateral societies, and the residence pattern there all combine to give women a distinct value.
It is agreed throughout South-East Asia that women are good with money (Papanek and Schwede 1988) and that they are superior to men in financial management and business dealings. What a woman actually gains from these qualities depends on her resources and the class to which she belongs. Many are at least assured of the regular income that is necessary to meet their families’ needs. About the power and autonomy that they might derive, Stoler (1977: 84) observes, in relation to Java, that while among poor households women’s earnings give them a position of considerable importance, for wealthier women incomes provide a material basis for acquiring social power. Inheritance, conjugal property, and rights over space tie up well with women’s economic roles and what they gain through them. Their position is in contrast to that of women in South Asia, who may gain some bargaining power because of their earnings but whose economic roles do not seem to sit well with the ideologies of their kinship systems.


In conclusion I might point to one commonality between women in the two regions. Women are to be found at the middle levels in various professions; not many women reach the top.
4

The management of female sexuality

There is a marked contrast between South Asia and South-East Asia in the management of female sexuality. We have to look at the combined influence of ideological and institutional factors. It is necessary to try to grasp how the ideological evaluation of women compares with their actual behaviour in the familial, economic, and reproductive spheres. Although symbols and ideological definitions are not in themselves sufficient to explain the status of women in South and South-East Asia, they must be included in any discussion of the subject.

Placement in groups is essentially a function of paternity in patrilineal South Asia, and in the culture of this region sexuality and reproduction cannot be separated. Unlike in parts of Africa, rights in uxorem and rights in genetricem are merged (Gough 1971, Tambiah 1989). Women’s sexuality therefore needs to be rigidly controlled. Virginity at first marriage is a value cherished both in Hinduism and in Islam. Concern with it takes a variety of forms: *ihi*, or pre-pubertal ritual marriage with a *bel* fruit representing the god Narayan, among the Newar of Nepal (Allen 1982a); child marriage; pre-pubertal marriage with delayed consummation, widely prevalent in Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, and Madhya Pradesh (Government of India 1974, Palriwala 1990, T. Patel 1991, L. Dube 1996); and the widespread practice of marrying off a girl as early as possible after puberty. Laws specifying the lowest permissible age at marriage exist, as in Bangladesh, Pakistan, and India, but they are ignored. Elsewhere in this work we discuss the preoccupation with a daughter’s marriage and the marking of puberty as an important point in a girl’s life. These are
clearly associated with concern over the management of female sexuality. A girl must be guarded properly during the liminal period between menarche and marriage. Sexual desire is believed to awaken at puberty and to need control and harnessing.

Women need to be guarded even after they are married. Owing to the unrepudiable character of maternity and the crucial importance of paternity for group membership, in people’s perception women’s sexuality tends to be equated with their reproductive power. Linked to this is the notion that a woman’s purity is fragile: the pollution she incurs through sexual intercourse is internal, whereas that incurred by men is only external. One should add here that the presence of caste as a factor defining status makes the notion of female purity stronger among Hindus than it is among Muslims – although an overwhelming concern with paternity is common to all patrilineal groups in South Asia. Marriage establishes a husband’s right over his wife’s person. In fact, *nikah* (Muslim contractual marriage) is supposed to establish a man’s exclusive right to his wife’s vagina. *Mahr* (an agreed payment to be made to the bride’s dowry) has the significance of conferring a right over the wife’s sexuality.

The principle of protection is basic to considerations regarding female sexuality. The responsibility for protecting an unmarried girl lies with her natal or patrilineal male kin, particularly fathers and brothers. The “honour” of males and of the larger family vests in that of their women. Pakistani brothers’ vigilance over the honour of their sisters is well known: even a semblance of encroachment on it through a chance remark or gesture is liable to trigger off a fight. In Andhra Pradesh a brother will scold his sister for standing in the doorway, particularly at dusk, for that smacks of inviting outsiders in the manner that prostitutes adopt. In the subcontinent, control over women’s sexuality is so strong that brothers have been known to kill a sister guilty of illicit love or wanting to marry against their wishes or those of their parents.

This responsibility for protection gives males the right to exercise power over the females in their charge and often to dictate every facet of their behaviour. A proper demeanour is essential for remaining safe and above reproach. Downcast eyes and a shrinking body, almost creating a private, sacrosanct space for oneself within a public space such as a road, constitute part of this demeanour. Girls prefer to move in groups rather than singly. It is not only the fear of molestation but also that of being maligned as “bad” that make a girl follow a strategy that Johanna Lessinger (1990), describ-
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ing the movements of women petty traders in Madras, calls “public chaperoning.”

The provision of an escort for maintaining izzat (personal as well as collective honour) is common. Correspondingly, unescorted females are considered fair game, depending on where they are encountered and on how they comport themselves. This is well expressed in the saying, “A standing cot and a standing girl may be laid down first by whosoever wishes” (Krishna Sobti, personal communication). Protection, chaperoning, and unobtrusive movements on the part of a girl are all implied in this. This protection continues, to a greater or lesser degree, until a woman reaches menopause. Both seclusion and segregation, which are discussed separately, are parts of it.

The perennial fear of misbehaviour on the part of women and the fear of assault are expressed in the imposition of controls over their physical movement and their association with males. There are a number of terms of abuse that cast aspersions on women’s purity and character. The most common abuse in Hindi, “sala” (meaning “wife’s brother”), hits at the recipient by implying that his sister is a sexual object for the abuser. Similarly “harami” (bastard), “son of a widow,” “son of a whore,” “mother-fucker,” and “sister-fucker” are abuses hurled at males, but in point of fact they are meant for the women on whom they cast aspersions.

The minds of girls and women are sought to be kept occupied with the cultivation of feminine skills such as needlework and culinary art. Participation in religious rituals and festivals is encouraged with the same objective. Working with the cattle and processing milk products and other activities are designed to keep them from mischief.

South Asia shows a special kind of male control over female sexuality, rooted in patrilineal ideology and in a consciousness of territoriality and group solidarity, which may be called corporate control. In a village in Bangladesh, for instance, although poor men may not impose restrictions on their wives, the village elders – the real decision makers – decide what work women should do and where (M. Chen 1990). It is well known that a male-dominated village panchayat (council or adjudicatory body, notionally five in number) or caste panchayat can decide on matters of separation, divorce, and compensation, and can take note of the adulteries and illegitimate pregnancies of unattached women.

An incident in a caste of vegetable growers in central India powerfully portrays one kind of corporate control over female sexuality. A beautiful girl was married by her step-father to a poor boy
who could not pay the bride-price but was prepared to live and labour at his father-in-law’s house. He was sturdy and hard-working but of small build and unprepossessing appearance. The couple were married in childhood, and when they grew up they realized that they did not suit each other. The young man became peevish while the young woman grew more and more attractive.

The arrival of a distant cousin of the husband triggered off a conflict. The woman was attracted towards the handsome young man, and soon the two began to think of marriage. The woman asked her step-father to call a meeting of the caste council and get her a divorce. The step-father was against this because his son-in-law was a hard-working fellow. He ignored his daughter’s claim that the man was impotent.

When nothing seemed to be happening, the lovers decided to elope. The step-father sent a few strong youths after the couple. They brought the young woman back and she was locked into a room. The man then approached the panchayat elders (the panch) and said that his daughter was out of her mind and not fit to be presented before the panchayat. He therefore proposed to present the case himself. After hearing the case the elders asked the husband whether the charge of impotence was true. He flatly denied it, arguing that his wife’s infatuation with the other man had induced her to make it. One of his friends then came forward and argued that because of her entanglement the young woman had become sexually excited. He said that her infatuation and consequent excitement needed to be controlled.

The panch then argued that the woman must be controlled well in time or else she would set a pernicious example to the other young women of the village. But how were they to force her to live with her husband? She might elope again. The headman said that he knew of one remedy that had been tested by their ancestors. The young woman should be treated as a cow or she-buffalo in heat. The young men of the village supported this, arguing that the woman had no need to go to a stranger for sexual satisfaction while they were there.

The young woman’s mother sought without success to prevent what followed. One after another seven men were sent into her daughter’s room. When the seventh emerged he reported that the young woman was absolutely still, and that she might well be dead. Nobody believed him, being certain that this treatment would set her right. The next morning she was found dead. This was justice delivered by a panchayat of men (Tambe 1991).
Another kind of corporate control over women’s sexuality relates to rights of access to it. Where there is a strong sense of the patrilineal principle and a belief in the commonality of the blood of agnates, a woman may be regarded as sexually accessible by the brothers of the man to whom she is married. The fraternal polyandry of the Khasa of Jaunsar Bawar in the cis-Himalayan region is well known (Majumdar 1962, J. Gupta 1990). The Jats, an agriculturalist caste with tribal origins who live mainly in Rajasthan, Punjab, Haryana, and western Uttar Pradesh, have been known to follow this practice, although not very openly. Among them, women’s contribution to the household economy is substantial. Owing to an adverse sex ratio it is often difficult to obtain a wife. A study by Chowdhry speaks of this sharing of a woman by a number of brothers and even agnatic cousins, and of the compulsion on a widow to marry a brother of her deceased husband. The objective is to keep the woman within the family or lineage and to ensure that any children retain their rights in their father’s land and remain available as labour. There is a strong feeling of ownership over the woman, her labour, and her procreative power. “The importance of the reproductive role of women can be gathered from this local proverb from Amritsar: ‘A Jat woman, a Persian wheel, are never superfluous: One populates the villages, the other waters the fields”’ (Chowdhry 1990).

There are differences among castes and regions as regards the rights of the husband’s family over an in-married woman’s sexuality. What was true of the Jats does not necessarily apply elsewhere. For instance, even where there is the custom of a widow’s marrying her deceased husband’s younger brother, this may not be compulsory. Elsewhere a divorced or widowed woman’s natal kin may take the responsibility for her remarriage or may leave the choice to her.

The South Asian sense of rights over the sexuality and the reproductive capacity of an in-marrying woman is closely tied to the sense of common agnatic blood, to patrilineal, patri-virilocal family solidarity, and to the understanding that the woman now belongs to the family and clan. This sense is stronger in some communities than in others. Where one agnate (brother or parallel cousin) is regarded as a substitute for another, we see the phenomenon of corporate rights of use over the sexuality of a woman married into the family; but where a husband has an exclusive right over the sexuality of his wife, rights over her labour – and to an extent over her children – may be shared by the agnatic family. Children belong to the father and his kin group, which can retain them even when their mother gets a divorce or
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remarries as a widow. Even among Muslims a woman may keep a son only until he is seven years old and a daughter until she attains puberty.

In practice a man’s rights over his children may be exercised only when it suits him to exercise them, often when he wants to torment his wife. Among the poorer sections in urban areas it is common for a man to abandon his children or to leave their care entirely to their mother.

It is often observed that in secondary marriages women may choose their partners by themselves. A married woman who participates in productive, service, or marketing activities outside the home has opportunities to move around and also a greater freedom of association than unmarried girls do. However, if the woman is a divorcee her new husband may be required to pay compensation to her previous husband or a bride-price to her parents. Thus, even in a situation of relative freedom, a woman does not have complete control over her own sexuality.

Another, uncommon, kind of right over a woman’s sexuality involves its use by the husband for earning money. Individual instances can probably be encountered everywhere, but among the Doms of Uttarkashi in the cis-Himalayan belt it is an established practice. Men borrow from landlords and others to finance their marriages, which involve the payment of bride-price, and then send their wives into prostitution in cities. Their husbands are deemed to have fathered the children born to these women (J. Gupta 1990).

In looking at female sexuality it becomes essential to examine the implications of caste for women. Caste imparts a special character to the control exercised over female sexuality and constrains women in specific ways. The fact that membership of discrete and hierarchically graded groups is defined by birth entails a concern with boundary maintenance through the regulation of marriage and of sexual relations. The onus of boundary maintenance falls on women because of their role in biological reproduction. There are innumerable sayings that emphasize the difference between male and female sexuality, in the context of caste as well as otherwise: sexual intercourse with a person of another caste pollutes a man only externally, but it pollutes a woman internally; whether a petal falls on a thorn or a thorn falls on a petal, it is the petal that is hurt; nothing can happen to buttermilk – it is only milk that can go bad; an earthen pot is permanently defiled if touched by a person of a lower caste, whereas a brass vessel can be purified; and so on.
Hypergamous unions (where the man is of higher caste than the woman) are not entirely disapproved of, provided that the social and ritual distance between the castes is not too great; but not so a hypogamous union. There is a strong reaction to an upper-caste woman marrying a man of inferior caste; and any entanglement of a high-caste or middle-caste woman with an untouchable man is intolerable. An incident that occurred in Mehrana near Mathura in Uttar Pradesh in March–April 1991 was a harrowing illustration of this. A 15-year-old Jat girl eloped with a Jatav (an inferior caste, originally leather-working) boy whom she had met while he worked in her father’s fields. Another Jatav youth helped in this venture, and the trio soon returned to their homes. The girl was adamant that she would marry the untouchable boy.

The Jats, who dominated the village panchayat, decided to inflict a punishment so severe that no Jatav male would dare to touch a Jat girl again. The two Jatav boys were brutally tortured and finally hanged. The Jat girl was also hanged. The Jatav parents had been coaxed and bullied into agreeing to this proceeding, but the Jat parents wished both to take revenge on the Jatavs and to be rid of a daughter who had “blackened their faces” (India Today, 30 April 1991). A number of cases are reported in which young girls who form or are suspected of forming relationships with men of different castes or religions are beaten or even killed by their own brothers.

When it is possible to hush up such entanglements or elopements, the parents of the girl try to bring her back and marry her to a man of their own caste as early as possible. This may be at some distance, where the exploit is unknown, or it may have the support of a huge dowry. A young man of “unclean” caste involved with a girl of “clean” caste is viewed as a criminal, to be punished severely or even physically eliminated. This is what is reported to have happened to a Harijan boy in one of the eastern districts of Andhra Pradesh, not the only incident of its kind in that region (G. Lakshmi, personal communication).

Irrespective of the system of descent followed, the caste affiliations of both parents are relevant in the attribution of caste to a child. This becomes clear if we compare two matrilineal communities: the Khasi of Meghalaya, who are a tribal group, and the Nayar of central Kerala, who have been part of the caste system. Traditionally Nayar women married men from among the Nambudiri or other Brahmin groups, from Kshatriyas, from castes or sub-castes that were at least equivalent to their own, and from among their own sub-caste. Being
supported by taravad property and living in the taravad house, their children could be brought up without fathers being present. However, their paternity had to be identified with an appropriate group. A pregnant woman who could not offer this was excommunicated or killed (Gough 1959, 1961).

Among the Khasi, who are not part of the caste system, a person’s group identity is derived solely from the mother. The word “Khasi” itself means “child of one’s mother.” A Khasi woman’s child was recognized as a Khasi even when known to have been fathered by a British soldier or a caste Hindu man. Children born out of wedlock are automatically absorbed in their mothers’ matrilineal groups. They do suffer some loss of status in as much as there is a specific term for them that signifies that the father is unknown (Tiplut Nongbri, personal communication), but they are otherwise unaffected. Khasi women have always participated in productive and marketing activities and have had much freedom of movement. It must be mentioned, though, that adultery on the part of either spouse is unacceptable and can easily lead to divorce.

Under matriliney and duolocal residence, the Nayar women enjoyed a high status as perpetuators of the matriline, as links for inheritance and succession, and as permanent members of their respective taravads. Mothers and sisters were greatly respected. Often elderly women were efficient supervisors in productive activities. Within the accepted limits of connubial relations women must have had considerable freedom to marry and to divorce (for a somewhat different view see Chapter 9, p. 121). They were not dependent on their husbands and their children belonged to them. At the same time, in contrast to Khasi women, Nayar women, particularly when young, had to live under vigilance and their lives were hemmed in by many constraints. The restrictions on movement protected them from contact with lower castes and other religious and ethnic groups. The point here is that even a kinship system that may be considered favourable to women in many respects cannot transcend the effects of the presence of caste.

I have not yet directly referred to the denial to women of sexual gratification as a means of “protecting” their sexuality. Public opinion serves as an important medium of control here. When the system of controls fails or when women either succumb to temptation or become victims of sexual violence and this in turn becomes known, they cannot easily remain within the fold of respectability. India’s large number of orphanages have their basis in the complete unac-
ceptability of illegitimate births: social workers estimate that 85 percent of the babies who arrive in orphanages are illegitimate.

A woman who has been raped is not easily accepted even by her own family. Often the only course open to her is prostitution. During the war that gave birth to Bangladesh as a nation, many Bengali women were raped by Pakistani soldiers and for that reason became unacceptable to their families. A very large effort was needed to provide them with shelter, to carry out risky abortions, and to take care of the babies that were born.

The violation of women’s sexuality is essential if superiority over their menfolk is to be demonstrated. Women routinely suffer when there is caste or communal violence or when there are struggles between landowners and tenants or labourers. It is taken for granted in urban slums as well as in rural areas that poor or low-caste women are available for sexual abuse by those who have economic, political, or merely physical power. The paradox here is that women who are relatively less subordinated to their menfolk are more vulnerable to sexual abuse outside the home.

Analytical studies of the phenomenon of rape show that this predicament of women has ideological and material components. If women who are raped are not acceptable in what are ordinarily described as their homes, one must ask whether these homes are in fact their own.

In South-East Asia female sexuality is not placed under such severe restrictions as it is in South Asia. Besides the absence of caste, the system of descent, inheritance, and group membership, as well as residence and the nature of conjugal relations, all contribute to this. Women cannot be driven out of their homes for sexual offences. The notion of protection of women and control over them by men seems alien to the bilateral kinship system and to the ethos of the region, which is egalitarian in respect of gender. In a matrilineal system, too, men are not looked upon as the custodians of women’s sexuality as they are in the patrilineal systems of South Asia. The idea that men are the users of women’s sexuality seems to be alien to these cultures. The placement of children is not as acute a problem as it is in South Asia. In Malaysia the Islamic influence has caused young girls to be somewhat constrained, but it has been pointed out that both sexes are subject to more or less the same codes of sexual behaviour:

Although a young girl is expected to remain chaste and virtuous till she is ready for marriage and the term used for a young woman meaning un-
opened flower indicates greater emphasis on the virginity of women than men, male youths too are bound by strong rules of social decorum and propriety; sexual promiscuity in men is greatly condemned; a quiet demure male is much preferred as a husband or son-in-law [to] one who is known to have had sexual experiences with other women. (Karim 1987)

Once they are married, women may be much freer. They participate in economic and productive activities and are not seen as being under the control of men. Divorce and remarriage do not carry a social stigma. Behaviour appropriate to one’s class is important, but there is much less differentiation based on gender than there is in South Asian societies.

In Indonesia, too, there are greater restrictions on unmarried women than there are on married women, but they are nowhere near as great as those that are placed on South Asian women. Women at the higher levels of society are demure and take care to behave in an appropriate manner, but that is true of men as well. Restrictions on physical movement are negligible. Very often women migrate to towns, leaving their husbands behind to manage the land and look after the children (Hetler 1990).

In the Philippines, despite the influence of the notions of the macho male and the feminine female taken from Spanish culture, the women are quite capable of looking after themselves. Theoretically virginity and chastity before marriage are valued, but monitored courtships and dating after engagement are quite common. As we note elsewhere in this book, children born out of marriage do not carry any strong stigma. Prostitution, which is common, is not approved of, but it is looked upon as a means of making a living. A woman is not made a permanent outcast because of it: she may leave it for a “proper” family life. There is no uncrossable dividing line between women who earn by their bodies and respectably married women.

Thailand has come to be known for the commercialization of sex. There are massage girls, others rendering personal services to foreigners, and prostitutes. A less extreme system of gender relations, where the purity of women is not fragile and where a child’s social identity does not depend entirely on known paternity, may have contributed to the commercial exploitation of sex. However, this does not represent men’s use of female sexuality or their control over it. No doubt there are compulsions of poverty. Many young women support their parents and siblings by taking to these professions; but they leave them after a time to get married and settle down.
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Often their parents back in the villages may not know what their real profession is (Phongpaichit 1982). The spirit cults of northern Thailand do indicate a concern with the protection of female sexuality, particularly of young girls (Cohen and Wijeyewardene 1984), but surely the notion of sullied sexuality, a sharp distinction between virtuous women and “bad” ones, does not obtain.

South-East Asian women suffer from a lack of sufficient help from men, who, they complain, are irresponsible. But by and large they do not have to live under the tutelage, protection, and control of men. Nor do they face scandals of the kind that haunt South Asian women. The two regions differ widely in their attitude to female sexuality and in their view of women’s reproductive power. This seems clearly related to the contrasting situations of women in the two regions in respect of their economic and productive roles and the avenues of earning open to them.
The seclusion of women

"Parda" (purdah) or the seclusion of women is closely related to the concern over the management of female sexuality characteristic of South Asia. In regard to the seclusion and segregation of women this region poses a sharp contrast to South-East Asia. We could compare the strongly patrilineal Muslim populations of South Asia with the bilateral and matrilineal Muslim populations of South-East Asia. Among Hindus the mechanisms are somewhat different in both form and purpose, but they do impose constraints on women, restricting movement and participation in many important areas of life.

The observance of parda is not uniform among all the Muslim populations of South Asia. Class is an important variable in this respect. In rural areas women who work in the fields do not generally observe parda. Only the women of landed and well-to-do families are confined to their houses away from the gaze of strangers. The separation between zanana (women’s quarters) and mardana (men’s quarters) is an important mechanism for keeping women segregated and secluded. Interestingly, as observed by Farida Shaheed (1985) in Pakistan, communities have evolved complicated sets of rules defining public and private space. These rules differ from class to class and from one social setting to another. In settled villages the fields are out of bounds for all upper-class women but not for the women of tenant or subsistence farmer families. And even among the Pathans the washing area or water-well, although situated outside the family compound, has been incorporated into the private or female domain. Throughout Pakistan economic market-places are reserved for men. Only a handful of the poorest women come into the bazaar areas.
All over South Asia *parda* among Muslims is justified by reference to Islam. Although interpretations of Quranic verses vary, and intellectuals and progressive and feminist elements argue that Islam does not prescribe seclusion for women, the common understanding is that *parda* has religious sanction.

Besides agricultural workers, other working women too may not observe *parda*. But among artisan groups such as the weavers of Varanasi, women are confined to their homes and carry on their work there. Similarly, the *chikan* (special hand embroidery) workers of Lucknow are not involved in direct communication with the contractors who buy their work. At most they may speak from behind curtains. Poor women who must work in others’ homes or go to the market use the *burqa* (veil) or other form of covering while in public places.

The practice of *parda* varies according to region, community, class, and education. The women of the Pirzada community of Nizamuddin village in Delhi observe strict *parda*, because their men’s status as religious functionaries would suffer otherwise. Shame and honour are associated with women’s seclusion. Although ordinarily the observance of *parda* is strict among the middle classes, it is relaxed among educated families in urban areas. However, in the older parts of cities such as Bhopal, Lucknow, and Delhi, as also in Pakistan and Bangladesh, the *burqa* is still prevalent.

There is a distinction between people in whose presence the norms of seclusion have to be followed and complete strangers among whom one can remain unrecognized. This is particularly applicable in a plural society such as India. School and college girls come out of their homes properly covered but tend to discard the *burqa* once they are out of their own locality (Roy 1979, Anjum 1992).

A distinction has been made between strict, partial, intermittent, and absent *parda* (Vreede-de Stuers 1968). *Parda* of the eyes is achieved by lowering the eyelids and not looking men straight in the face. *Parda* of the voice involves remaining silent or speaking in low tones.

Shopping can be done while properly covered and moving in covered vehicles, chaperoned, but by and large women do not venture into markets. It is only groups such as the vegetable growers and sellers of central India whose women can freely sit and sell their produce. Saiyed (1976) has described the Muslims on the western coast of India, whose women lead far less circumscribed lives. Men are absent for long periods and women have to manage household affairs and take important decisions.
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It would thus be wrong to assume uniformity in the observance of *parda* among the Muslims of South Asia. It is understandable that enlightened, well-informed Muslims should protest against the projection of a depressing undifferentiated picture of Muslims. It remains a fact, though, that seclusion and segregation are associated with female modesty and chastity and are symbols of status.

According to the Quran, although man and woman have similar rights over each other and are equal before God, their roles and work are different. Men are the providers. As such they are the protectors of women and in charge of them. If a man cannot provide for his household and does not control its women, his honour suffers. Women’s behaviour reflects men’s honour.

The ideology of *parda* with its attendant code of behaviour permeates all spheres of life (Shaheed 1985). *Parda* segregates men and women and confines women to household activities. Girls face elders’ reluctance to send them to school and college. Low literacy, low participation in the labour force, restrictions on middle-class women’s taking up employment where they may have to encounter strangers, women’s inability to look after their own property, resulting in dependence on men, their lack of knowledge stemming from lack of exposure to the world – all these can be attributed to segregation and seclusion. It is difficult for women who live in seclusion to fight for their rights relating to resources and property, shelter and children. Nor can they interact in dyadic relations with confidence.

The physical mobility of Javanese women is a sharp contrast to the seclusion and the confinement to the homestead of Muslim women in rural Bangladesh, who have traditionally not participated in paddy cultivation, and to that of women in rural Pakistan, who work in the family fields but are restricted in their movements, having to veil themselves when outside the village. The same applies to rural Muslims in India. Trading, a common activity among the women of Java, is unthinkable for these women because it involves dealing with strangers and moving unescorted amidst them.

In the villages of Bangladesh and Pakistan there is a sharp segregation of the sexes, with women coming out into public spaces only when men are absent, or else with the prescribed covering. Women among the matrilineal Minangkabau in Indonesia, in Negri Sembilan in Malaysia, and on the Lakshadweep islands have not been thus constrained by strict segregation or seclusion. They take part in economic activities outside the home and the homestead and interact with men.
Women in other parts of Malaysia that follow the bilateral pattern of kinship have also been known for freedom of movement, the absence of seclusion, and independent involvement in economic activities. Attending educational institutions does not pose problems of chaperoning and protection. The relatively recent social movement demanding conformity with Islamic injunctions has brought in a special cloak that covers the hair, neck, and arms and also covers the bust with a double thickness of fabric. A similar cloak is being adopted by women on the Lakshadweep islands, if only for special public occasions.

Malaysian men who complete the Haj pilgrimage are often converted to the desirability of the veil for women, but their wives may remain unconvinced. Women argue that they will adopt the veil only if the Quran in the original asks them to do so (personal information). Older women are particularly opposed to the use of the cloak and argue with their sons-in-law in defence of their daughters’ right not to take to the portable *parda*. One of their arguments is: “This is not our custom. We have never done it. Have we not been good Muslims?” Again, “My daughter is going to find it extremely uncomfortable and inconvenient.”

But the pressure to cover the head and to use the cloak continues to grow. In Kedah, for instance, recorded messages are broadcast through loudspeakers telling men that their prayers to Allah will go to waste if their wives, mothers, and sisters do not take to the cloak. A compromise has evolved in the form of a scarf that covers the hair; but even this is used by many women only when they go out with their husbands or other male relatives who insist on the observance of a certain degree of *parda* for the sake of Islam.

We may note, however, that the Malaysian cloak does not seem to impose constraints and disabilities comparable to those imposed by the *burqa*, the *chadar*, and other measures of keeping women invisible in South Asia. The latter symbolize seclusion in no uncertain terms. They also represent a “symbolic shelter” (Papanek 1982b) for women, who are believed to need protection, care, and control. Moreover, women’s sexuality is seen as a threat to men, who find it difficult to control themselves in their presence (see articles in Papanek and Minault 1982). By contrast, Malaysian women who wear the cloak do not cover their faces; and they move about with confidence and do not seem to hesitate in carrying on necessary interaction with men. Educated women in Kuala Lumpur who wear the cloak do so out of a conviction of its appropriateness to religious
injunctions. The assumptions that underlie the seclusion of South Asian Muslim women are not apparent in the Indonesian or Malaysian contexts. A comparison of the childhood experiences of women from the two regions and of their perceptions of themselves would bring out the difference clearly.

How can we explain the great differences that exist among followers of Islam in the two regions in respect of seclusion and the mobility of women? It seems to me that, although there are many ramifications to be worked out, in the final analysis it is the principles and ideology of kinship that need close examination. Can it be a mere coincidence that women in bilateral and matrilineal Muslim communities do not observe seclusion whereas for women in patrilineal and patri-virilocal kinship organization it has become a mark of identity?

Islam assumes patriliny to be the natural form of social organization and lays down a code of conduct and a system of law in keeping with it. The notions of male superiority, a father’s rights over his children, and his obligation to support his wife and children, and an emphasis on woman’s dependence and obedience all fit well into patrilineal descent and patri-virilocal residence. A man’s right over a woman's sexuality is established by nikah. Virginity and marital fidelity become necessary virtues for a woman. Seclusion, which firmly controls women’s sexuality, is a useful device, even if not always successful (D. Jacobson 1982), to ensure their virginity prior to marriage and the identification of the paternity of their offspring. It creates circumstances that make a woman entirely dependent on the men of the family. In South Asia, parda has drawn its legitimacy both from the kinship organization and from religion and has served to sustain a strongly patriarchal family structure as well as unequal gender relations.

It should be reiterated here that, in most of India, Muslim women involved in agricultural or other productive or selling activities do not observe strict parda. It is also not generally necessary to observe parda within one’s own village. However, sexual segregation and a demeanour befitting it constitute an essential aspect of women’s lives. Parda is a mark of status and is indicative of upward mobility. At the same time, higher education, employment, and high family status make women free of strict parda.

Here I shall not dwell very extensively on parda. Some communities among South Asian Muslims follow very strict parda while others – for instance the Khoja Ismailis, followers of the Aga Khan –
have almost discarded the veil. *Parda* may not be practised among the educated élite, but segregation of the sexes is visible at ostensibly mixed parties. Among the middle and lower classes the *burqa* is often replaced by a *dupatta*, which covers the head and the chest.

What does the imposition of a veil mean to a girl who looks towards the world with eagerness and expectation? “The Library Girl,” a story by Vishwapriya Iyengar (1990, 1991), describes the first time that Talat, a girl fond of books and a regular visitor to the library, goes there in a *burqa*. To her horror she finds that none of those whom she greeted on her way to the library can recognize her. To them all she has become a stranger, just a woman clad in a *burqa*.

Within the veil, a darkness seized Talat. It had bandaged her mouth, her eyes, and sealed her voice. Today her smiles had lit nothing…. She had wanted to lift the veil and say, “Look – it’s me, only me in a Persian robe. It is a joke”. Aziza [the librarian] had seen a woman in a *burqa* waving her hands, falling down and weeping; she did not realize it was Talat eagerly coming to borrow the book which Aziza had promised her. All communication with the outside world had snapped. Talat had become unrecognizable.

Papanek (1982b: 14) has stated that women in *burqas* are experienced as non-persons by those who are not used to such a sight, particularly Westerners. It remains to be explored further whether such women themselves feel depersonized and whether they are perceived as less than persons by those who interact with them.

Against this background the total or relative absence of seclusion in South-East Asia and in the Lakshadweep islands needs to be viewed as a function of the bilateral and matrilineal forms of kinship organization found there. Marriage has a different texture and character in terms of the relationship between spouses, rights over children, choice of residence, and also access to and rights over strategic resources. Certainly kinship organization, which makes for relatively egalitarian relations between spouses and between the sexes in general, women’s rights over resources and children, and active participation by women in production, pre-dated the adoption of Islam in these societies. Given this, the ideology of seclusion could not take root. The institutions of marriage and divorce and the forms of rites of passage are ostensibly Islamic but their texture is different. These societies offer institutionalized choices in such matters as entering and leaving marriage, marital residence, and the nurturing of children. The absence of seclusion has enabled women to use these choices and assert their bargaining power.
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*Parda* among the Hindus needs to be distinguished from that among the Muslims of South Asia both in respect of its meaning and in respect of the details of its practice. The notion of women as *fitna*, signifying danger, and the concern with protecting men from temptation by keeping women unseen and unheard are essentially a part of Muslim *parda*. The physical invisibility of women achieved through the organization of space into interior and exterior and through the use of cloaks and covered vehicles is indicative of the conceptions of the seductive female and the vulnerable male. The aim is to protect the male by making women silent and invisible. Women, on the other hand, are allowed to see men through veils and curtains and to hear their voices. Women’s sexuality, also vulnerable, is controlled through their very invisibility.

Segregation among the Hindus perhaps aims not so much at protecting men as at protecting female sexuality. The difference is subtle: it is not denied that men are attracted towards women, but this attraction poses a grave risk for female rather than for male sexuality. Restraints on behaviour and movement are particularly stringent for unmarried post-pubertal girls and pre-menopausal widows.

Seclusion among Hindus varies across regions, communities, and classes. Muslim *parda* seems to have influenced communities such as the Rajputs and Charans (bards) of Rajasthan, the Marathas of Maharashtra, and high-class Reddis and Velmas of Andhra Pradesh. The Oswals of Rajasthan are known for strict *parda* (Mehta 1982). In southern India, interaction between the sexes is controlled through the segregation of spaces within the house, either absolutely or for specific purposes and particular hours. Many languages make a clear distinction between inner and outer spaces. Age is an important factor in determining which spaces a person may enter, as is kinship status to some degree. The entry of outsiders is very strictly controlled. Even in the absence of veiling, a proper demeanour, the maintenance of physical distance, and proper modes of speech serve as mechanisms for the management of female sexuality. They also help in the preservation of kinship norms, an important component of north Indian Hindu *parda*.

As I explain elsewhere, the phenomenon of boundary maintenance characteristic of caste society places special responsibilities on women. This objective is served by patterns of segregation and by controlled physical mobility and social interaction even without seclusion or veiling. Caste as a bounded group is generally stronger in
southern India, where there is a correspondingly greater concern with
the purity of blood and hence with the purity of women. Everywhere
the concern that women do not mate with men of lower caste is
stronger among the higher castes.

One of the indicators of position in the caste hierarchy is strictness
over women’s movements and social contacts. Women immured in
the home, women working in their own fields, women working in
others’ fields, and women working for wages outside the village tend
to be graded in that order. Women’s behaviour thus becomes the
concern of men. Uncontrolled female sexuality is a danger to the
purity of both the agnatic group and the caste group. The theme of
female chastity, with its miraculous powers, and that of the dangers of
uncontrolled female sexuality are prominent in mythology as well as

Although there is no *parda* in southern India except in a few castes,
segregation and social and physical distance – seen very clearly, for
instance, in public transport – serve the same function to some extent.
Although women are to be seen in the market-place as sellers and
as buyers, they have far less freedom of movement than women
in South-East Asia. Johanna Lessinger’s (1990) study of women
vegetable sellers in Madras city brings this out clearly.

Although not as distinct or as rigid as among Muslims, the practice
of *parda* has formed part of the way of life of the Hindus of northern
and central India. It has decreased enormously over the past few
decades, but it still exists on a large scale in the old quarters of cities,
in small towns, and in villages.

The division of domestic space and the veiling of women’s faces are
important features of Hindu *parda*. To my mind the control of female
sexuality – vulnerable and therefore in need of protection – forms
one aspect of Hindu *parda*. However, whereas Muslim *parda* is
directed towards keeping women out of the sight of strangers and
outsiders, among Hindus segregation and veiling are strongly linked
to rules of kinship and marriage.

A clear distinction is made between natal and affinal kin. A woman
does not have to observe *parda* with her kin in her natal home, but
for a married woman there are strict rules to be followed in relation
to affinal kin senior in generation or in age to her husband. They are
to be avoided so far as is possible, and in their presence her face and
body must be properly covered. To quote Doranne Jacobson (1982),
who worked in a village in central India:
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Ideally, a man never sees a daughter-in-law’s face, nor does he ever converse with her. When a man enters a courtyard or house, he makes coughing or throat-clearing noises to warn the women within of his approach. The women can identify individual men by these noises and act accordingly. At the approach of an elder brother-in-law or father-in-law, a woman stops talking and quickly pulls her sari down low over her face, keeping the cloth loose so that none of her features may be distinguished (ghunghat karna). At the arrival of a seldom-seen elder male affine, some young women retire to an inner room of the house and do not show even their veiled forms to the visitor.

She says further that young brides of high castes observe the most stringent parda. It is only with years of living in the family and with a rise in kinship status and age that parda is relaxed. The parda of the women of lower castes is less stringent. That Hindu rules of seclusion and veiling go beyond sexual concerns and into the realm of relations within a family or kin group and between affinal kin groups is evident from the fact that women observe parda even in the presence of certain women such as the mother-in-law, the grandmother-in-law, the husband’s elder sister, and other classificatory relatives of a similar kinship status.

Anthropologists who have written on Hindu parda have made a clear distinction between natal kin and village and affinal kin and village. A woman, married or unmarried, is free to move about in her natal village; whereas a married woman in her affinal home must observe strict segregation and seclusion (Minturn and Hitchcock 1963, D. Jacobson 1982, Luschinsky 1962). The contrast is sharper in regions that have practised village exogamy.

In the presence of elders a young wife has to veil herself and refrain from communicating with her husband. Sexuality and special bonds of interest and affection must not be made apparent. This is a mark of respect for elders and also keeps under control the possible conflict between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law over the affections of the same man. Such parda – avoidance based on respect – helps maintain a certain harmony in a joint family by keeping in line with relations of authority and hierarchy. Although this is not openly expressed, the veiling of younger women is also meant to avoid disruption in the family by keeping control over sexuality and avoiding situations in which the husband’s male kin might be tempted by the young wife’s attractions. This does not mean, of course, that Hindu parda restrictions effectively prevent extramarital sexual activity (D. Jacobson 1982, U. Sharma 1980).
In Nepal no *parda* is observed by women, but, as Lynn Bennett (1983: 173) says, ‘‘the idiom of *parda* is used to express a woman’s respect–avoidance relationship with senior affinal males. A daughter-in-law usually pulls the end of her sari up to cover her head in front of her father-in-law and she is expected to always do this in the presence of her husband’s elder brother.’’

*Parda* among Hindus is thus viewed as a mechanism for maintaining the solidarity of a joint family or an agnatic kin group in the face of the entry of outsiders. Affinal women are necessary for the perpetuation of the lineage, but they must be kept under control so that they cause no disruption. The practice is a clear reflection of the deep distrust in which an agnatic group holds affinal women. It also reflects on the fickle nature of males and the possibility of the use of power on their part. Incorporated women try to control the new entrants. As Jacobson has pointed out, the various expressions of respect expected of a young wife restate and reaffirm her subordinate status, her alienness, the dangers associated with her entry, and the need to control her sexuality and possible rise in her power and influence.

Respect–avoidance practices by women towards their affines are not completely alien to many Muslim communities in South Asia (Vatuk 1982, Jeffrey 1979, Vreede de-Stuers 1968). At the same time, in stressing the contrast between natal village and affinal village, anthropologists have ignored the use that is made by Hindu women in northern and central India of degrees of *parda* with outsiders and in public places. These rules are applied, as Vatuk (1982: 60) has said, selectively according to a woman’s age, marital status, and position in the life cycle, besides her rank and social status.

Finally it must be said that for both the concerns that form the basis of *parda* – the protection of women from potentially threatening outsiders and the observance of relationships of respect within the family and kindred (Vatuk 1982: 62) – patriliny and patrilocality provide fertile soil. *Parda* aggravates the disadvantages and disabilities that are women’s lot in such kinship systems. It reinforces and perpetuates their dependence and denies them opportunities for development.
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For Muslims the association of *napak* (impure) for menstrual and parturient blood has a religious basis. Menstruation and parturition are polluted states during which women are forbidden to pray, fast, or touch the Quran. This basic belief is common throughout South and South-East Asia, but there are distinct differences between the two regions. The acknowledgement of menarche as a coming of age, demanding special circumscription, is more marked in Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan. Among the matrilineal Muslims of the Lakshadweep islands the onset of puberty used to be celebrated, but that seems to have been a legacy of the people’s distant Hindu past. It fitted well with the matrilineal ideology, in which fertility has a special significance.

Among the Muslims of South Asia menarche signals a girl’s vulnerability and requires mechanisms to protect her from the opposite sex. If not already begun, segregation and seclusion have to be implemented. Even where strict *parda* is not observed, a certain demeanour has to be acquired and physical and social distance have to be maintained. Restrictions are imposed on a pubescent girl’s movement, particularly outside the home, and greater care is taken over chaperoning and escorting. Within the kin group, interaction with male cousins is controlled or altogether forbidden. In Blanchet’s (1984: 38) words, “it is her initiation to the restrictions a woman must observe, it is the beginning of her purdah.”

“A significant symbol of gender distinction in Bengali society is ritual pollutability of females” (Aziz and Maloney 1985: 79–80). Blanchet (1984: 38) dwells at some length on the rituals of the first
menstruation in village Miyapur in Bangladesh. “Menstruation is impure but, if properly contained, it is also auspicious as it symbolizes and announces in a positive way a woman’s generative potential.” In Miyapur the rituals of the first menstruation are minimal and private. The event is regarded as auspicious. It is discreetly handled by the women of the household, without any big display or much expense. A married woman briefs the girl about the danger of her polluted condition. She is told that she must not endanger anyone by preparing or serving food, or go barefoot lest she pollute the earth, or touch anyone with a skin or eye infection lest she make it worse. The pollution of the first menstruation is especially severe and demands great caution. It is believed that, if the necessary precautions are not observed, Lokkhi (Lakshmi), the goddess of wealth and good fortune, will forsake the unfortunate girl, who will then be unable to bring unnoti (prosperity) to her husband.

The newly mature girl observes the rules relating to pollution and all the necessary prescriptions so as not to anger spirits such as bhut, jinn, Kwaz, Kali, and Lokkhi. All these beings are believed to react to pollution. Blanchet (1984: 40–41) observes: “They may be god-protector of another jati [caste or religious group], but they have power over Muslims. They are considered as ‘spirits of the land’ and every woman who dwells on their territory must mind their power.” And the threat is great: “Women’s pollution is a danger to cows, field, grain and river, which are not only symbols of fertility but the very elements on which the traditional rural economy of Bangladesh is based” (1984: 48).

With Blanchet’s Bangladeshi Muslims we may also take note of the Pirzada women near Delhi studied by Jeffrey (1978), who are forbidden during the period of pollution to carry on those activities that connect them with their husband’s means of livelihood: they are forbidden to sew curtains for the saint’s tomb or prepare sweets for the pilgrims.

According to Mahmuda Islam (personal communication) and others, observances relating to menstruation and menarche are not uniform throughout Bangladesh. For instance, Aziz and Maloney (1985: 79) write that “often [a menstruating woman] can work in the kitchen after taking a bath…. But avoidance of the cowshed and of fields with standing crops is widely observed. Almost all our respondents said she cannot visit a sick person, and all agree that she cannot say prayers or touch a holy book.”

Despite these variations, it becomes abundantly clear that there are
many restrictions on menstruating women, with their bases in the beliefs of the people, and that this particular bodily process makes women distinctly inferior to men. By and large, though, restrictions on cooking and other household work are not a feature of South Asian Muslims’ way of life. Dangers to menstruating women from ghosts and spirits are believed in by some groups, depending on region and socio-economic level. The prohibition on religious activity during menstruation is of course universal.

Among the Malays menarche is not a ritual occasion and is not marked by any celebration or rejoicing. Nor do there seem to be any prescriptions or proscriptions attending the first menstruation. Instead it is childbirth that is thought a significant event, changing a girl into a woman (Laderman 1983). Of course, in preparation for her future role and for her own dignity, a girl’s behaviour becomes somewhat circumspect after puberty. The people’s perception that Islam requires a first-time bride to be a virgin causes restrictions to be placed upon young girls. In Java as well, although unmarried girls are expected to be modest and cautious in their behaviour, the onset of puberty is not marked as a distinct stage.

Another difference between South Asia and South-East Asia is also striking. In Bangladesh, menstrual blood as well as the blood of parturition are believed to attract evil spirits, ghosts, and even some Hindu deities, as we have seen. In Malaysia, on the other hand, the somewhat more realistic belief is that menstrual blood is so dirty and smelly that it does not attract the Earth Spirit and his company. A new mother, however, requires care and protection – for the blood of parturition is sweet and dangerously attractive.

These bodily processes do not seem to be regarded as strong sources of pollution by the Tagalog or the Thai. Christianity and the bilateral ethos together keep the Tagalog away from notions of pollution caused by bodily processes. For Theravada Buddhism, however, it is women’s involvement in the bodily processes, including procreation and the nurturing of the young, that makes them unfit for ordination. As van Esterik (1982b: 77–78) observes,

Women are viewed as being more rooted in the world and are the center of household stability…. In contrast to monks who are less attached to this world and should be following the path of increasing detachment and ultimate extinction, all women are “tied to” the opposite process of becoming, through their reproductive capacities. As convenient symbols for fertility, women are the specialists in the “becoming” – the production and nurtur-
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ance of children… The attachment that individual women feel for their children means that women do not meet the conditions for ordination as monks.

Among the Sinhala people “the biological potential of women to become mothers is … at the core of their cultural degradation and restriction: their supposed impurity makes women especially vulnerable to evil spirits; it circumscribes their behaviour and defines their bodies and minds as being inferior to those of the male” (Schrijvers 1985: 125).

Schrijvers asserts that this ideological discrimination is supported by the way in which villagers in the North Central Province interpret Buddhism, the religion of the majority. She quotes AmaraSingham (1978: 104), who relates the representation of women in Sinhalese Buddhist religion to their maternal functions:

Women represent involvement in life because they are the ones who give birth and thus perpetuate the karmic round … In the great tradition certain meanings are given to women: sensuality, desire, and attachment. And most importantly, because women embody birth, they become a metaphor for the karmic energy that maintains suffering in the world… only as a man can one achieve nirvana (transcendence).

Kinship among the Sinhalese is not strongly patrilocal. Its base is bilateral, both sons and daughters being entitled to receive land. However, residence is crucial in determining a daughter’s right to land. A daughter who marries the diga way, leaving the natal home for virilocal residence, is entitled to a movable dowry; whereas one who marries the binna way, adopting uxorilocal residence, is given immovable property such as land. It is said that if a diga married woman returns to her natal home she is entitled to a share of land there (for variations and details see Palriwala 1994). It appears that it is not kinship but religion that devalues women and that the institution of caste has made the Sinhalese particularly concerned about the purity of women (Yalman 1963). This point needs further exploration, for special rituals at menarche have traditionally been practised both among the matrilineal Muslims of Batticaloa and among the Christians of Sri Lanka (McGilveray 1982, Winslow 1980).

There appears to be a contrast between the Thai and Sinhala traditions, Buddhist though they both are. The view of the first menstruation as a turning point, deserving of rejoicing as well as the placing of restrictions, seems to be related to the presence of castes.
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In its recruitment, caste is essentially a principle of bilateral affiliation, and women’s role in biological reproduction puts on them the onus of boundary maintenance. In caste societies there is thus a special concern for the purity of women. Special note is taken of menarche, which signifies emergent sexuality (Yalman 1963).

Among the lowland Catholic Filipinos, pollution is not associated with menstruation and childbirth nor is there any special importance attached to menarche. Girls may be asked to be careful in their relations with the opposite sex, but segregation and seclusion of the kind that is seen in India are unthinkable.

Menstruation and childbirth are strong sources of pollution among the Hindus of South Asia, where they make women intrinsically less pure than men (L. Dube 1996, Ferro-Luzzi 1974, Krygier 1982). Thus there is, within a caste, a hierarchy based on gender. It is well known that the ritual and existential concerns of purity and pollution underlie the hierarchy of castes. There is a pervasive notion that women never attain the level of purity of men of their own castes, essentially because of the self-pollution that they incur through bodily processes. They are therefore regarded as unfit for many roles in the sphere of rituals and worship. Priestly functions and the worship of certain deities are not permitted to them.

Food constitutes a critical element in the ritual idiom of purity and pollution. The ritual impurity of menstrual blood prohibits women the use of specific spaces and the handling of certain kinds of food. Brahmin and Chhetri women in Nepal say that during the first three days of menses they become like female dogs: untouchable. During this time a woman may not enter the kitchen or touch food or water of which others are to partake. Nor may they worship the gods or the spirits of ancestors (Bennett 1983: 215). Similar taboos apply to women in Hindu India.

Such observances vary, however, with caste level. Broadly speaking, women of the higher castes are expected to follow stricter rules of behaviour (Ferro-Luzzi 1974, Dhruvarajan 1989, L. Dube 1996). Ethnographies of castes and of villages bring this out clearly. Thus, whereas menstruating women among the higher castes keep out of ordinary circulation and household activities, those of many middle and low castes consider a bath and the washing of their hair sufficient to make them fit for ordinary cooking and most household work. Many urban, educated families even among the higher castes have done away with restrictions on routine activity during menstruation.
But menstruating women at all caste levels everywhere still keep away from participation in rituals and worship.

In India and in Nepal, women observe a special *vrata* (vow or ritual observance) each year on Rishipanchami to expiate any sin that they may have accumulated, even inadvertently, by not observing menstrual taboos. The mythological recitation made on this day clearly indicates that the defaulting woman’s husband also has to suffer for her sin (Bennett 1983: 218–234, Carter 1983).

Parturition makes a Hindu woman untouchable only briefly. For some time thereafter she is subject to a very few constraints, being only partially excluded from work. (In a different way, childbirth affects the entire agnatic familial grouping: minor pollution attaches to females as well as to males and imposes restrictions on entering temples and on participating in rituals.)

Patriliny and caste combine to create a perception of menstrual blood as particularly threatening, as I discuss in the chapter on women’s sexuality. This is clearly expressed in the special ritual value accorded to females in the pre-pubertal phase, which is looked upon as one of intrinsic purity and celebrated in a number of ways. The custom of worshipping and feeding virgin girls is widespread in India. They are given special recognition in life-cycle rituals. This phase contrasts sharply with the next one, that of puberty, menstruation, and emergent sexuality.

Puberty introduces dramatic changes into the life of a girl. In many Indian languages menstruation is likened to the process of flowering or blossoming – the necessary stage before fruit can appear – and expressions such as “her body is ripe,” “it is ready,” “it is full” are common. References to her having become a woman, “knowledgeable,” and so on all express the fact of a girl’s change of status at puberty. In southern India this change of status is marked by rituals and ceremonies. Common features are the seclusion of the girl for a certain number of days in recognition of her polluted state; *arti*, the waving of a lamp to signify the auspiciousness of the occasion and to ward off evil; and special food and gifts for the girl (Kolenda 1984, L. Dube 1988a,b). In many communities in Orissa and Maharashtra we see the essential features of puberty rituals. Elsewhere in India the event is taken care of unobtrusively.

Although the details differ from place to place and from caste to caste, the core is the same and the message is clear: the girl has become a sexual being. This calls for restrained behaviour on her part.
and for protection and vigilance by others. An unrelenting control over a woman’s sexuality begins at puberty and ends only with the menopause, which is unsurprisingly seen as a point of liberation. The most critical period is between menarche and marriage, the point at which she obtains a legitimate seed-giver (L. Dube 1986).

In Nepal the puberty of a girl is marked by confinement and special rituals. The Newar, who celebrate *ihi* (pre-pubertal mock marriage to the deity Narayan), take special note of menarche (Allen 1982a). Among the upper-caste Parbatiyas the event is marked by the immediate removal of the girl from her home and her seclusion in a dark, windowless room described as a cave. She may not see or be seen by Surya, the Sun God, or her male natal kin. At the end of her seclusion she takes a purificatory bath and receives from her father and brothers a red *sari*, a blouse, and the accessories of a married woman, signifying “a complete transference of the daughter’s nascent sexuality away from her natal group and to another patriline” (Bennett 1983: 240). Bennett also makes the point that her sexuality is culturally asserted through her strict avoidance of her male natal kin during the period of seclusion.

A brief reference to ethno-reproductive beliefs will not be out of place here. They tell us about notions concerning the roles of the two sexes in procreation and provide the rationale and the justification for rights – or lack of rights – over children and in inheritance and succession.

Almost all over patrilineal India the process of biological reproduction is described with the metaphorical use of the terms “seed” and “earth” (or “field”). The seed symbolizes the father’s contribution and the earth represents the part played by the mother (Inden and Nicholas 1977, L. Dube 1986). The seed is of the essence, because it determines the variety: the child’s identity for placement within a kinship group is derived from its father. The seed is contained in semen, which is believed to come from the blood; hence a child shares its father’s bloodline, which is how a patriline is viewed. Males are the transmitters of the blood of a patriline. The mother’s role is to nourish and augment what her womb has received. Milk is also derived from blood, but a mother’s blood does not give social identity to her child.

From ancient times the process of human reproduction has been visualized in terms of a male seed germinating in a female field. There is also the idea that male and female both have reproductive
fluids whose mingling is essential for conception to occur, but the seed–field metaphor is much more important. References to it are found in marriage rituals, books of law, the deliberations of village councils, and popular sayings. The notion is part of literate traditions as well as of people’s consciousness. Besides Hindus, patrilineal tribal communities as well as Muslims subscribe to it (L. Dube 1986, Jeffrey 1981). The metaphor of seed and field is recorded in a series of well-known ethnographies (quoted in L. Dube 1986), but its implications for the situation of women and for gender relations are not elaborated.

Nature is thus seen as having assigned unequal roles to the two sexes in procreation. Although the mother–child bond is emphasized, in the final analysis a woman is only a receptacle, an instrument for the perpetuation of the line of her child's father. Thus the mother’s role is explicated in a manner that excludes her from the line of sharers of blood and property. The metaphor provides a clear rationalization for a kinship system that alienates women from productive resources and denies their rights over their own labour and their offspring (L. Dube 1986).

This view is found throughout patrilineal India. Even in the south, where elements of bilaterality can be seen and where patriliny is claimed to exist in a reluctant form, particularly among non-Brahmins, it applies to group affiliation. Even in justifying cross-cousin marriage, it is argued that the partners after all do belong to different patrilines.

Among matrilineal communities, on the other hand, the mother's blood gives a child its social identity. It is said that the womb “dyes” the baby. A child shares its blood with its mother and her matrikin. “A maternal uncle is one’s own blood, while a father provides only pus,” say the Khasi (Tiplut Nongbri, personal communication).

Beliefs about conception differ between South Asian and South-East Asian Muslims. In Bangladesh and India it is common for patrilineal Muslims to think, as the Hindus do, in terms of the seed–field metaphor, in which man is the active agent (Jeffrey 1978, Blanchet 1984, Aziz 1979, Aziz and Maloney 1985). A woman’s blood is not completely ignored, for consanguinity is taken into account: those who claim descent from Fatima, the Prophet’s daughter, are held to be higher in status than others. The logic of marrying within a khandan (extended family or kin group, patrilineal descent group) also takes into account the quality of woman’s blood. But, by and
large, the father’s contribution – determining a child’s social identity within patrilineal descent and his rights over his children – is deemed to be far greater than the mother’s.

For Malaysia various sources including personal interviews indicate the presence of the belief that the father will have been pregnant for 40 days before conception takes place in the mother’s womb. A baby’s existence begins in the father’s brain, and having experienced his rationality and emotions it descends to the penis. In its mother’s womb, according to midwives and most of the people to whom Laderman (1983) spoke, the baby finds a resting place, like a seed planted in nourishing earth. “Already formed from the four elements of which the world is made, it will develop in the darkness of its mother’s body until it can emerge, like a flower, into the light” (Laderman 1983: 92). Laderman adds that this theory is not acceptable to all in its totality. According to bomoh (Malay indigenous medical practitioners), who are acknowledged to have more learning than midwives, the baby is incomplete as it makes its way through its father’s body; and it needs the addition of its mother’s earth, air, fire, and water before it can develop into a human being (Laderman 1983).

When pregnancy is induced by the falling of the seed, the opening of the womb is thought to close, glued shut by a mixture of reproductive fluids. At first the baby is itself a mixture of fluids, but when a month has passed it is a lump of blood (Laderman 1983: 85). It is rather vaguely assumed that these beliefs are drawn at least in part from Islamic notions, particularly in assigning to the father the roles of originator and contributor of rationality.

Thai beliefs are rooted in popular culture and in the teachings of Buddha. Conception is believed to occur when a soul flies into the womb of a woman during sexual intercourse. The teachings of Buddha state that, for rebirth to take place, not only must mother and father come together, but the one to be reborn must also be present. It is believed that the baby’s body begins as a hair and is strengthened with semen by its father. Food eaten by the mother is transformed into blood that builds up the baby’s body. For the first three months the baby is a clump of blood. Later it starts to move, this phenomenon being the result of its soul’s flitting in and out of its heart.

I could not get much material on this area in the Philippines, but Filipinos seem to give equal importance to father’s and mother’s blood. Two kinds of fluid have to mingle for conception to occur.
There is no related explanation offered for the affiliation of a child with its father’s name. The notion of male seed falling into female field is present; but the recognition of both parents accords with the bilateral kinship system.

In both South Asia and South-East Asia, pregnancy and childbirth are seen as involving danger. A woman’s first pregnancy is proof of her fecundity and a matter for rejoicing. At the same time, she and the baby in her womb are vulnerable and need protection from the evil eye, malign spirits, and ghosts. Except in some regions (see Jeffrey et al. 1989 for the Bijnor area), generally care is bestowed on a pregnant woman. There are dos and don’ts concerning safe and unsafe places, appropriate foods and activities (Tan 1973, Strange 1981, Laderman 1983, Geertz 1961, Dhruvarajan 1989, Aziz 1979, Aziz and Maloney 1985, M. Islam 1980, 1985).

The cravings that pregnant women have receive special attention. It is believed that if they remain unfulfilled the baby may be born with defects. A treatise on the ancient Indian medical system ayurveda holds that if a desire of a sense organ of a pregnant woman is not fulfilled, that organ of the foetus will either suffer pain or become defective (L. Dube 1986).

In a Malay village described by Strange (1981), during the seventh month of a first pregnancy an important ceremony called “swaying the stomach” is held. It is believed to ward off misfortune, and some think that through a mystic influence it prepares the woman for an easy delivery. Although this ceremony is a part of adat, some Islamic elements have been added: pious and respected men are invited to recite verses from the Quran and to pray. Laderman (1983: 87) describes the special rites that must be performed during a first pregnancy to ensure ease of labour and safe birth.

Koentjaraningrat (1985: 103) mentions an important ceremony conducted by both rural and urban Javanese in the seventh month of a pregnancy. He asserts that the people have an ambivalent attitude towards it: “On the one hand, it is a happy anticipatory announcement of a birth, but on the other hand it includes elements which stress the dangers of childbirth.” Many of the taboos and regulations he describes, most of them symbolic, have their counterparts in other societies of South and South-East Asia.

Thai women fear the invasion of the womb by the supernatural during pregnancy, which is seen as a time of danger. A number of customs, traditions, and rituals exist to protect a pregnant woman and her unborn child. For instance, she must not drive nails or sew up the
ends of a pillow or a mattress, for these actions may cause the closure of the birth canal. The expectant mother’s food cravings are thought to be those of the baby in her womb; and some foods are specially eaten to make the baby strong and to foster religious faith in it (Rajadhon 1961).

In South Asia, too, the first pregnancy of a woman is taken special note of. The most common elements are feeding the expectant mother with choice foods and those that she asks for, and giving her presents and blessings. This appears to be prevalent among all communities, including tribal groups and working-class people. Generally both the natal family and the affinal family, as also other relatives and friends, feed the expectant mother. Interestingly, although the safety of both mother and child is desired, spontaneous expressions may give away the real concern.

The content of the blessings and the songs that are sung is also interesting. “May you give birth to a healthy and beautiful son” is a common blessing. In songs the pregnancy cravings and labour pains of the mothers of Rama and Krishna, the two important incarnations of Vishnu, are narrated. The hope is expressed that the expectant mother will bear a son like these. In shat, a ceremony in Bangladesh at which the expectant mother is fed special foods, it is customary to invite a few children to share the food with the woman from the same plate. Only male children may eat from the same plate so that the birth of a son is assured. Girls may be present but are advised to eat separately (Mahmuda Islam, personal communication).

In modern medical ethics a mother’s life is held to be more valuable than that of the child to be born. The views of natal and affinal families on this matter are difficult to assess. There is a firm notion rooted in the patrilineal ethos that an expectant mother is better cared for in her natal home. The baby, however, is held to belong to its father’s family. It is interesting to note that, according to Catholic ideas, a child’s life is more valuable than that of its mother, and this dictum should guide the actions of whoever is conducting its delivery (Rowena Robinson, personal communication).

Although in all these matters there are broad similarities among the cultures under consideration, a few differences may be discerned. The data from patrilineal South Asia give the impression that there is greater concern for the baby than for the mother-to-be. In several parts of India a woman is brought to her natal home for childbirth, particularly her first, because it is thought that she will not feel free in
her affinal home, or be cared for so well. Elsewhere the baby is born in its father’s home, for that is where it was conceived, and that will become its own home (Vatuk 1975, Jeffrey et al. 1989). This greater concern for the unborn child seems an intrinsic feature of the patrilineal system. A saying is prevalent in South Asia: if a son dies, that is the end of the line; but if a daughter-in-law dies there will be a wedding in the house (Dhruvarajan 1989). The daughter-in-law is replaceable, her role instrumental.

The childbirth practices described in various ethnographies of South-East Asia express great concern for the mother as well. This concern is not exactly lacking in South Asia, but in the affinal home the husband of the woman is not supposed to express it openly and the woman too is expected to contain herself. It is the people in her natal home who are most concerned about her well-being, but in those parts of north India where the pregnancy of a daughter is viewed as directly indicative of her sexuality (Vatuk 1975) it must not be made much of. She must be left largely to her fate. In the rest of India, among all communities concern is expressed for an expectant daughter, though often with caution: if the baby is to be born in the affinal home, care must be taken that concern shown for her does not imply that she is not being well cared for.

The total dependence of foetus and child on its mother is recognized in both regions. In patrilineal South Asia this bond has been turned into the strongest obligation for a mother: she must make great sacrifices – and indeed her role is given much cultural veneration – but her right to her offspring remains a purely moral one. In South-East Asia, on the other hand, the mother–child bond not only gives moral rights to mothers, it very often ignores even the religious or legal rights of fathers. Children always remain close to their mothers, and in the event of divorce or separation often cannot be separated from her.

A major point of contrast is the preference, or its absence, for children of a particular gender. In patrilineal South Asian societies the marked preference for sons is apparent in the ceremonies conducted during pregnancy and in the blessings that an expectant mother receives. In Pakistan a wife’s ill health or her failure to produce sons are the two principal reasons for polygyny. The absence of male children results in the demand for more children. Female children are considered a bother and a problem for the honour of the family. A close watch must be kept on them and later they must be
Bodily processes and limitations on women

sent away with dowries. This negative evaluation results in tampering with bodily processes and approaching supernatural forces to achieve desired ends. In matrilineal societies a daughter is necessary for the continuation of the lineage, and in Thailand a son is valued because he brings merit to his parents through monkhood – but a daughter is also welcome, and certainly her birth is not treated as an unmitigated disaster.
Women’s sense of security is crucially linked to their relationship with living space, which varies with residence rules, rights over material resources, and kinship ideology. On the Lakshadweep islands, where matriliny and visiting marriage are followed, domestic space is not only associated with women but belongs to them. Houses are constructed, expanded, and rebuilt with women in view, for they are seen as their permanent occupants. They receive their husbands and bring up their children there. Men are seen as having no permanent attachment to a house. When unmarried or out of marriage, they generally sleep on a verandah or in the coconut storehouse (L. Dube 1993).

In uxorilocal residence a man has to leave his wife’s house on divorce. A wife might tell her visiting or uxorilocal husband that she does not want him any more. He has, in his own natal group, a place to go back to. Among the Khasi, a matrilineal tribe in north-eastern India, traditionally the youngest daughter inherited her mother’s house, in which she gave shelter to male and female matrilineal kin, while the other daughters’ husbands constructed houses for them. The norm that houses belonged to women was so strong that even British soldiers who lived with Khasi women left their houses for their wives and children. Among the Garo, too, the house and the land belong to the wife, even though the husband is the manager (Burling 1963). Prindiville (1981) has described the traditional house of the matrilineal Minangkabau of western Sumatra, which has specific and limited space for the men of the lineage. The husbands, who came from different places, slept in the mosque when they were not
visiting their wives. Women were looked upon as the permanent residents and had no fear of displacement.

Among the matrilineal Nayar of south Malabar and middle Travancore, who had hypergamous and isogamous unions and a visiting pattern of marital relationships, the *taravad* house had a series of rooms for the women of the matrilineage, a common kitchen, a place for deities, and a long front room for the maternal uncle. When other males of the house were present, they were also accommodated there. In northern Kerala, Nayar women did live with their husbands and children on their husbands’ *taravad* land; but they retained residential and property rights in their own *taravad*, to which they could return when they wished to or had to (Gough 1961).

Patrilineal South Asia poses a stark contrast. Marriage displaces the bride from her natal home to that of her husband. She does not acquire any right to the physical space of the conjugal house that she enters. She is ushered into it with rituals and fanfare, but she does not get the unconditional right to live there. If she displeases someone she can be asked to leave. Even in nuclear households the living space belongs to the husband; the wife has merely been brought into it.

Seema Sakhare, a colleague involved with the movement against rape and women’s oppression in Maharashtra, narrated some experiences of her childhood. Her father was a teacher in a primary school, a man of principle who was opposed to the practice of rituals and who advocated devotion to a God who could be approached without the intervention of Brahmins. He belonged to one of the middle castes. He could be transferred from place to place, but the family kept some milch cattle in order that the children might have a good supply of milk and milk products. His wife was an efficient and hard-working person who looked after all the household work including the milking of the cattle and the processing of various products. She was undoubtedly overworked; but whenever her husband found her defaulting or slacking, he would scold her and tell her to leave the house if she could not work properly. This threat puzzled her little daughter. How could her mother, who ran the household, be asked to quit it? Did she have no right over it? Why not?

The threat that led Seema eventually to fight for the rights of women is still the everyday reality of women’s lives. It is within this possibility that women must function, being available for their men’s sexual satisfaction, making themselves indispensable by bringing up children and giving them security, earning merit and reputation in
the network of kin and friends, and taking up careers, sometimes with distinction. There are innumerable instances each day of women being driven out of their marital homes for all manner of reasons. In upper castes and the higher classes it may be done in a more subtle manner, although even here fights and violence cannot be ruled out.

The point that needs to be made here is that a woman does seem to have a certain moral right to live in the affinal home. Expressions such as “You married me in the presence of gods and Brahmans” and “Fire was the witness when you took the vows and made me your wife” are in a way rooted in wedding rituals. It is commonly believed that a woman brought into a family after a proper marriage has a lifelong right to food and shelter, whether or not her husband likes her. Moreover, it is thought morally wrong to drive away a woman who has borne children for the family and has worshipped the family deities. Before bigamy was prohibited, a man would either let his first wife stay on, or else his family would see to it that she had a place to live. However, transgression of sexual or behavioural norms is always considered sufficient reason for throwing a woman out of the house.

A Muslim man in South Asia can divorce his wife and ask her to move out of his house. Others can drive away the wife without a divorce. The firm understanding is that the woman has no right over the house and that she may live there only as long as it pleases her husband and his kin to let her live there. In rural and tribal Chhattisgarh in central India a man claims the wages of his wife saying, “In whose house were you living and whose rice were you eating when you were earning these wages?” (L. Dube 1956). A Bangladeshi villager may claim his children thus: “When you came to this house you had no children. You got them in this house. Therefore you have no right to take them with you” (Aziz 1979, Aziz and Maloney 1985). In the context of South Asian patrilineal systems, neolocal residence actually means virilocal residence. The crucial test is, which of the partners can deny entry to the other, and which can be denied entry and be asked to leave.

It is only recently that a man’s exclusive right to establish and control access to a marital home has been questioned in a few legal disputes in India. The general understanding is that, if a woman has a grievance against her husband, she may do what she can to make life hell for him – but she cannot deny him entry into his house.

There is nothing in the ceremonies and rituals of marriage, or in the legal content of marriage, in any patrilineal community in the region that gives a wife a firm right over physical space. Abandoned
wives are not a rarity, and most of them become homeless, without
shelter. Some may return to their parental homes, but many who are
not self-supporting may have to seek shelter in institutions for desti-
tute women. A woman who herself decides to leave her husband also
has to adopt the same course. The support of parents is a possibility
among the educated and well-to-do and for those women for whom
divorce, separation, and remarriage are customarily acceptable. Even
there, however, a daughter has no right over the physical space: she is
allowed to occupy it as a courtesy and often as a temporary measure.

The relationship of women to physical space in bilateral South-East
Asia poses a contrast. In Malaysia, adat law requires an equal divi-
sion of property between male and female children. The tendency
towards uxorilocal residence in the first few years of marriage helps
to give women parity of status with men. The notion of conjugal
property, over which both have a right, and the rights that each has
over what s/he brought to the marriage give a certain flexibility to the
question of control over the complex of material resources of the
household. Tsubouchi (1977) mentions no special rules of marital
residence in the three villages he studied. A choice is made between
the compounds of the husband’s and wife’s sides and an entirely dif-
f erent one. Even a nuclear household established around a couple is
set within a network of kin. In no case is a woman far from the sup-
port of her kin. In urban areas a woman may have to live away from
her kin, but she keeps contact through reciprocal visits or by having a
relative stay with her.

It is well known that in Indonesia parents look forward to being
cared for by a daughter. There is a tendency on their part to give
shares of various kinds of property to both male and female children
and to give the house to the youngest child or to the one who is
to look after them in their old age. Here again, both spouses bring
individually owned property to the marriage and earn conjugal
property within it. Women tend to remain in close contact with their
parents and siblings. The flexibility of the residence pattern does not
produce set ideas about rights to resources, and the establishment of
a nuclear household with the notion of conjugal property militates
against exclusive ownership by one spouse.

In the Philippines a young married couple set up their conjugal
household, remaining a part of the support network of kin, mainly
including members of their natal families, and “struggle to safeguard
the survival of their new family unit” (Illo 1990). Until they have
their own household the couple may live with either set of parents.
The choice is influenced by the tradition of the village as well as by practical considerations such as availability of space. Flexibility, choice, and the absence of compulsion in the name of set traditions make the issue of rights over physical space radically different from what it is in patrilineal South Asia.

In north-eastern Thailand, residence has a distinct matrilateral bias. Compounds often consist of the household of the parents and those of daughters, all cultivating together. Northern Thai kinship is characterized by matrilineality and bilateral inheritance. Property is inherited equally by all children but the house goes to the youngest daughter. Sons tend to sell their shares to their sisters. In central Thailand the pattern of residence is matrilocal for the first year of marriage.

Bilateral South-East Asia thus has much more flexibility and choice regarding conjugal arrangements. The nature and character of marriage here are radically different from in patrilineal South Asia. This difference is likely to explain some aspects of the differences in the quality of gender relations in the two regions.

I have discussed women’s relationship with living space as a critical element in the quality of conjugal and familial relations with some trepidation. It is difficult to capture the essence of the differentiation between the genders even though one feels it within oneself. I hope that the material elsewhere will impart some clarity to what I have said in this chapter.

This special consideration given to women’s relation with living space needs an explanation. It was not integrated with the chapter on residence because it needs to be seen in relation to various aspects of kinship, including patterns of inheritance, rights to resources and children, the nature and character of marriage, and conjugal rights. Its separate treatment preceding marriage and residence thus seems to be more effective.
Residence after marriage has profound implications for access to productive resources and control over them; for the organization of labour; for rights to the products of one’s labour; for women’s relation to living space; and for their bargaining power and relative autonomy. Residence has at least two connotations or referents: household or domestic groups, and locality or vicinage. The ideal-typical household in large parts of Bangladesh, India, and Nepal is the patrilineal, patri-virilocal joint family. Even in the absence of a joint household, close male agnates and their wives and children are viewed as belonging to one family, *kutumb*, or *khandan*. The other connotation – locality or vicinage – is strongly present in the countries named and in Pakistan, where the joint household too is not absent. Owing to the pattern of inheritance and the nature of rights to land, agnatically related conjugal families tend to live close to one another in the same village or locality. Even where it is customary for a son to establish a separate household upon marriage, it is into the house of his family of orientation that his bride is ceremonially ushered. For the bride this marks severance from her natal family and the beginning of the process of her incorporation into her husband’s family.

In the patrilineal, patri-virilocal residence pattern of India and Nepal, marriage for a girl is associated with separation from her natal home and from her near and dear ones. It involves her being transferred to a strange and probably harsh environment. Hindu wedding rituals dramatize the transfer of a bride from one family to another; this is a poignant scene that stays in the hearts of little girls who
witness it. *Rukhsat* (bidding goodbye to a bride and sending her away) is similarly a sad occasion among the patrilineal Muslims of South Asia. Feelings of separation, nostalgia, and apprehension are expressed in wedding songs. The message that separation from parents and siblings is inescapable is also put across through lullabies and nursery rhymes such as this one from Bengal:

*A stranger's son has come to fetch me.*
*Come, my playmates, come with our toys.*
*Let us play, for I shall never play in the stranger's house.*

The natal home is constantly contrasted with the husband’s home. In western India there is a special festival intended to ensure that little girls eventually get good husbands, where this song is sung:

*The natal home is beautiful.*
*There we can play to our hearts' content.*
*The in-laws' place is cruel: it stifles and kills.*

This contrast is seen in women’s songs all over India, as is the daughter’s feeling of resentment. A song sung in the Hindi-speaking region when the bride is bid farewell expresses her feelings thus:

*O father, you brought up my brother to be happy.*
*You brought me up to shed tears.*
*O father, you have brought up your son to give him your house,*
*And you have left a cage for me.*

The finality of transfer is expressed in a famous Nepali folk-song (Kondos 1989: 181), which not only brings into relief the complexities involved but also accentuates the poignancy of it all. The daughter/wife sings:

*There I cannot go back.*
*Here I am not wanted.*
*What’s to become of me?*

All this goes into the socialization of a girl. Boys are brought up with the complementary notion that they are permanent members of the house, entitled to shares in the family’s resources, while their sisters are only temporary members who will leave one day and who
have at best limited rights to resources. Even the prevalence of intra-kin marriages, as in much of southern India, has not done away with these feelings.

Much of the socialization of a girl is carried out in reference to an imaginary mother-in-law. I feel that a certain ambiguity characterizes the socialization of girls. While a girl is being trained for her present and future roles the fact that she will go into another family is never forgotten. Families differ, and what kind of home she will go to cannot be foretold. It is certain, though, that years will pass before she acquires the power of making decisions there. She is therefore conditioned to accept an unfamiliar setting in which her own status will be low. I believe this affects the development of self-confidence and initiative in girls.

At the same time, contradictory values and expectations essentially reflect the contradictions inherent in a patrilineal, patri-virilocal kinship system. For instance, although the transfer of a girl from one family to another is supposed to be total, the sister–brother tie is held to be life-long. There is also a chain of obligations that a girl's parents are expected to fulfil at various points. The advice to a bride is that she is entering a new family for life and that only her dead body must leave it. It is also dinned into a girl that her behaviour in her affinal home will be crucial to the reputation of her natal family. Interestingly, although a girl is told to be docile and to serve her affines, she is also given tips on how to keep her husband under her control and prevent her mother-in-law from dominating her. The lesson that a girl receives, indirectly, is that she must be able to manipulate and manage people (see Raheja and Gold 1996).

Parents view their daughters as liabilities who will have to be married off, very often with dowries, and who will thereafter not be available to render any kind of support. The custom of women making periodic long visits to their natal homes to give different kinds of assistance is reported by Palriwala (1990, 1991) for Rajasthan villages and by Doranne Jacobson (1977a) for central India; it should be prevalent elsewhere also, but as a matter of cultural understanding parents expect little of their daughters. This affects their willingness to make long-term investments in a daughter's future, as we see in the chapter on education. Daughters thus often enter new relationships with little or no bargaining power.

A daughter's immediate value is far more important than her deferred value. She is useful around the house and in productive
activities. A son, on the other hand, is looked upon as the source of support in old age. He will also bring in extra hands to work, and he will continue the patriline.

Another consequence of such a vision of the future is that dowry is seen as a compensation for the denial to a daughter of a share in inheritance and of membership of the kin group. Daughters become keen that their parents give them dowries, often without regard to their ability to give. A girl is destined to go through the traumatic experience of alienation from her natal family. If she has no rights so far as that family is concerned, nor does she have obligations. Her main concern is to establish herself in her new family and acquire some standing there; and dowry contributes to this process. It has been argued that dowry and the harassment and violence related to it would be curtailed if daughters were to inherit equally with sons and were not so completely severed from their natal families upon marriage.

It is said that female children are of use to their natal families only in a negative way: they bring credit to them when they succeed in not going astray. In their affinal homes women have an essentially instrumental value. They are necessary for the perpetuation of the family through the production of sons; they look after the domestic work; their labour may go into the fields or into other forms of economic contribution; and they take care of the household deities and ensure the continuance of family traditions.

This brings us to a crucial point: the crisis of incorporating an outsider into the family. A bride is described as Lakshmi, goddess of wealth and prosperity, and is ceremonially ushered into the house; but she also represents uncertainty and danger. The ritual of consecration of the womb during a wedding is indicative of the danger posed by the bride’s entry into the family, for she is to be the receptacle for its progeny (Saraswati 1977). Her entry should be auspicious for the family and particularly for the new husband. A number of rituals and practices seen across South Asia clearly indicate this. A Bengali bride, for instance, enters the affinal home carrying a live fish in a basket. The fish is auspicious, indicating saubhagya – the fortunate state of a married woman – for herself and prosperity for the family. Her husband’s long life is in a way contingent on the bride’s continuing to enjoy the fortunate married state. In Maharashtra a bride entering her affinal home for the first time is asked to kick a tumbler full of grain placed in the doorway. The grain’s spilling
into the house with the bride’s entry is thought to augur well for the future. Everywhere such symbolic acts form part of the entry of a new bride.

Real incorporation is of course a long and slow process, but symbolic incorporation is accomplished through rituals and ceremonies. As Gray (1989: 147) says, “gaining admission to the household through marriage, the outsider wife is experienced as an inferior and dangerous being.”

Gray (1982) and Bennett (1983) have dealt with the wife as a dangerous being among the Parbatiya of Nepal. They report that only in-marrying women – outsiders – are considered potential witches. They need to be contained and their sexuality controlled. States of impaired fertility such as miscarriage, failure to bear a male child, and childlessness, as well as widowhood, are particularly dangerous. A woman in one of these states is inauspicious and possesses the potential to become a boksi (a witch). This association of witchcraft with in-married women, particularly those who are childless or widowed, appears in fact to be a pan-Indian phenomenon.

Another danger is the control that a bride may gain over her husband through love and affection or through the intimacy of their sexual relationship. Closeness between husband and wife is thought to portend the break-up of a joint family (V. Das 1976b, S. C. Dube 1955, D. Jacobson 1982). Among the Kashmiri Pandits a daughter-in-law is called a “parrot of the pillow” (T. N. Madan, personal communication), indicating that in intimate moments she poisons her husband’s mind against other members of his family.

I describe elsewhere the respect–avoidance practices that a bride in northern or central India must follow to maintain harmony within the family. A young couple are expected to show no signs of intimacy in the presence of others. These practices are present even among many Muslim groups. The new bride is constantly under the critical eye of several members of her husband’s family. Folklore singles out the mother-in-law and the husband’s sister as the natural enemies of the young bride. A Bengali folk song calls the husband’s sister nothing but a poisonous thorn. A north Indian bridal song goes:

_O my friend,
My in-laws’ house is a wretched place.
My mother-in-law is a hard woman:
She always spurts about full of anger._ (Kakar 1978: 219)
The incorporation of the in-marrying woman is indeed a difficult process. Incorporation is emphasized through rituals and is given a special value. Together with suspicion and subdued hostility towards the outsider is her overt acceptance as a full-fledged member of the family with obligations to other members and to deities and ancestors. The critical relationship is that between the more incorporated women and the less incorporated ones. Instructions and advice tend to flow in one direction. It appears that the lines of authority among women in a joint family household are very complex and are in a constant state of flux. Personal equation and the personalities of the women involved have a crucial significance. A woman’s status in her affinal home is not constant: it changes with the attainment of motherhood, particularly when she bears a son; it depends on her hold over her husband, on his economic contribution to the joint household, on his prospects of moving out of the household for employment elsewhere. The state of health and the life-span of her father-in-law determines to a great degree the status of her mother-in-law. In time her mother-in-law may come to depend on her and even come under her authority and control.

Residence is a material as well as an ideological expression of principles of kinship. Even a nuclear household embedded in patrilineal kinship is considered part of the larger extended family. That there can be rivalry between brothers is recognized but, when a joint family breaks up, the blame for this usually falls upon women. The time considered appropriate for its fragmentation varies with class, caste, and region. Although the nature of the control that is exercised over women varies with household composition, the ideology of patrilineal, patri-virilocal residence governs a woman’s life, whether she is a new daughter-in-law, a wife and mother running the household, or a mother-in-law who may be tyrannical to begin with but end old, widowed, and weak.

Demographic factors and life trajectories vary so much that it is difficult to make clear-cut generalizations. Personal equations also differ widely. Cordial and affectionate relationships can and often do develop between a woman and her affines over the years. This is the ideal whose value is imbibed during socialization and that is reiterated by others during day-to-day evaluative remarks.

What I wish to emphasize is that patri-virilocal residence makes a woman’s existence precarious. For her natal kin she has little credibility and dependability; and in her affinal home she is suspect and
potentially dangerous and must always be circumspect. In the patri- 
lineal system of kinship, residence is definitely conceived of as being 
virilocal. Even neolocal residence, which in most cases does bring a 
woman some autonomy, is really virilocal, the husband’s kin having 
greater and more clearly defined rights than those of the wife. It 
is believed that a woman is often inclined more towards her natal 
kin and that a special effort is needed to achieve the ideal of the 
fully incorporated in-married woman. Women are often blamed for 
diverting family resources to “outsiders” such as their own parents 
and siblings and so on. Those who earn cash may try to keep some to 
dispose of in any manner they please. Understanding may be lacking 
on both sides. Women in such a patrilineal society are often forced to 
train themselves in double-talk and the use of strategies. Education 
and employment seem to help women to some extent in gaining 
respect and holding their own.

Rules of residence place hurdles in the way of women’s access to 
resources. For instance, they can come in the way of a woman’s being 
given immovable property such as land or a house by her parents. A 
woman living in her affinal village cannot easily manage land in her 
natal village. The asymmetrical status relation between bride-givers 
and bride-takers in much of non-peninsular India and the physical 
and social distance between natal and affinal homes also keep women 
from receiving much support from their natal kin. In regions such as 
Bengal, Maharashtra, and parts of Punjab, where women customarily 
return to their natal homes for childbirth, particularly the first child-
birth, matters are not so difficult for them. This is a much-valued 
practice in southern India, a region of “reticent” patriliny.

It has been argued (see Karve 1965, Kolenda 1984, Ganesh 1988) 
that where there is a preference for intra-kin marriages (between 
cross-cousins or between mother’s brother and sister’s daughter, real 
or classificatory), largely in southern India, patriliny is softened: a 
young bride is not totally removed from her natal home to be thrown 
amongst complete strangers. Such marriages are not numerous in 
percentage terms, however; nor are marriages contracted within a 
village. As Dhruvarajan (1989) says, although there is no taboo on 
marrying within the village, for want of suitable partners there most 
girls marry into other villages. Only four women had married within 
the village she studied. However, there is always the likelihood that 
a bride will find kin in her affinal village; and, because at least some 
intra-kin marriages do take place, there is no sharp asymmetry 
between bride-givers and bride-takers. The ethos of intra-kin mar-
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riage pervades relationships even between unrelated affines, which are marked by considerable mutuality. Real or fictive kinship between the two sets of parents makes for the absence of the kind of avoidance that is normal in northern India. A woman’s parents can have some say in the way she is treated in her affinal home. Her natal kin visit her freely there. No sharp contrast exists between daughters and daughters-in-law. In the absence of a rigid demarcation of kin and affines, women in southern India are far less constrained than women in the north; and they do not want for support. Further research is needed for assessing the nature and degree of mitigation of patriliny in southern India.1

Does the patrilineal, patri-virilocal system offer any choice to women? When their only child is a daughter or when all their children are daughters, parents try to get a son-in-law to live with them who can manage the property or business. A major consideration here is that one daughter can stay with them to care for them in their old age. All over India, though, a resident son-in-law is looked down upon. He is variously called a pariah dog, an ass to be loaded heavily, a lazy, good-for-nothing fellow. There are numerous sayings that demean such persons. In matrilineal communities, too, there are uncomplimentary epithets for a husband. Among the Khasi, for example, he is called a rooster, signifying that his sole function is to impregnate his wife; but he is also praised if he sweats for the sake of his children. He is one who keeps his bags packed, for he does not know when he might have to leave. The uncertain position of a man who lives in his wife’s house is expressed in a number of ways in bilateral and matrilineal societies. One needs to remember, however, that a man in these societies always has his own natal home to go back to.

In patrilineal societies the epithets used for a resident son-in-law are clearly insulting. He is not seen to be in the ideal conjugal relationship where his status is clearly superior and where he may boss his wife and receive the respect of her kin. This is not simply a matter of a reversal of roles between kinship systems. In a patrilineal system a resident son-in-law is vilified. A woman in her affinal home may be treated harshly, but she is where she should be and has a clearly defined role there, even if it is instrumental and subordinate.

Depending, of course, on her personal equation with her husband, a woman who looks after the affairs of a nuclear household far from her husband’s kin has considerable autonomy. But the boundaries of such a household are not particularly flexible: whereas the wife’s kin

---

1. For further discussion, see the references in the original text.
may come there only as guests, the husband’s kin expect to be treated as legitimate members. Thus even the less constrained women must function within certain limits. What actually happens may be different, but, in seeking explanations for the range of variations in actual situations and in the analyses of domestic politics, the points mentioned above must not be ignored.

Matters are much the same among the patrilineal Muslims of South Asia, although the religious sanction found among the Hindus is absent. Intra-kin marriages are often preferred, and they seem to soften the atmosphere. A support network usually exists, and women are not completely severed from their natal homes. In rural West Punjab, for instance, marriages between close kin are fairly common; and many women do not have to leave for another village upon marriage. Even when a woman does move elsewhere, she may remain surrounded by kin. Respect–avoidance is not practised between women. Ahmad and Ahmad (1990) say about a woman called Masi: “Masi, who has not moved from her birth place, has a sense of continuity…. There is a cohesion in her personality, an integration and integrity that has made it possible for her to face this social change with a degree of humour and grace.” Masi has enjoyed her brother’s support all through.

The relative rarity of intra-kin marriage in villages in Bangladesh is indicated clearly by both Aziz (1979) and Arefeen (1986) in their studies of kinship in Bangladesh. Kabeer (1985b) mentions the widespread preference of decision makers for forming marital connections elsewhere, which means that most married women do not live in their natal villages. Only 30 per cent of the women in the village she studied were born there, as against 88 per cent of the men. It is no wonder, therefore, that in Bangladeshi villages the ethos of patrilineal, patri-virilocal residence, in which a new bride enters her affinal home as a stranger, should be not very different from what is found among the Hindus of West Bengal.²

To turn to Pakistan again. Ahmad and Ahmad (1990) make it clear that in the changing situation it is recognized that the virtual compulsion towards intra-kin marriage leaves girls and boys little freedom in choosing partners. Their observation is that marriages between cousins do not necessarily ensure a good life and security. On the contrary, a betrothed girl is often expected to begin working in her uncle’s (or future father-in-law’s) house well before her marriage. It seems that a notion of transfer, the general subordination of women, and a firm belief in their inferiority and in the need to keep
them under control do not permit any substantial softening of the patrilineal, patri-virilocal system. The same authors report that an emigrant son is expected to make remittances to his father, not to his wife.

Perhaps asymmetry in conjugality and gender relations can explain why intra-kin marriages may not always soften the patrilineal, patri-virilocal system even in Bangladesh or among the high-caste Brahmans of southern India. Gough (1956) indicates this in her comparison of Brahmin kinship with that among relatively low castes. Among the martial castes such as the Marathas, only matrilateral cross-cousin marriage is permitted. It does not reverse the asymmetrical relationship between bride-givers and bride-takers.

A few Muslim communities in India practise inter-generational, intra-khandan marriage. Here there are no clear boundaries between households as commensal and economic units. Members look after one another’s comfort and needs and divide their time, perhaps eating in one house and sleeping in another. Patrilineal, patri-virilocal principles do not operate strictly. Vatuk (1989), who studied a Navayat khandan mainly concentrated in Madras and Hyderabad, mentions a cultural factor that is of great significance to household formation in the community: the open recognition of, and the legitimacy accorded to, close ties of affection and duty between parents and daughters, which are expected to remain just as strong after the daughters marry. Although a married woman must look after the needs and interests of her in-laws, there is no pressure on her to transfer her allegiance away from her natal family. A woman may even not share a household with her husband if she is needed to care for her aged parents. Her rights in the parental property are also honoured. Such instances in the patrilineal communities of South Asia are rare. Even in this Navayat khandan, marriages with outsiders are gradually increasing. It is possible that the situation will change with the end of khandan endogamy.

The implications of residence in patrilineal, patri-virilocal South Asia may now be compared with what prevails in bilateral South-East Asia and in matrilineal societies.

Among the Minangkabau, women have exclusive rights over the long-houses. Most remain there throughout their lives. Men out-migrate. On marriage a man moves into the house shared by his wife with her female kin and their husbands. A long-house contains a number of conjugal units, which function as individual “rice-pot” families. Such a family eats together and shares economic resources.
It is significant that membership of these rice-pot families is not fixed but is a matter of choice. Often an unmarried sister, mother, or other close relative may be included.

The core of the residential group is thus made up of matrilineally related women. Husbands who come to live there must learn to adapt. A man may out-migrate alone or with his wife and children, or he may build a new house for the family on the land of his wife’s kin group. In the event of divorce the house becomes hers, and she also gets custody of her children.

Household composition is flexible but it does not extend beyond the wife’s kin. The husband comes alone; and if he leaves, he leaves alone. He has rights in his own matrilineal group, of course. This form of residence gives unusual security to Minangkabau women. Rights to natal houses are combined with rights to cultivable land. Whether or not their husbands are present, they can provide for themselves and their children. Older women wield authority in the long-house. With the increase in the number of single-family houses this is diminishing. In a nuclear household, authority is more often than not shared by both spouses. A woman has the help of both husband and brothers, and mothers are always taken care of. Women thus live among supportive kin and are never estranged from home.

Things do not remain quite the same when Minangkabau couples or nuclear families migrate to towns. Nevertheless, women derive a sense of security from the knowledge of their rights at their natal homes and do not become entirely helpless.

Minangkabau patterns of inheritance and residence are not in keeping with Islamic injunctions. Here the distinction made by Keddie (1987) between *ibadat* (worship) and *muamlat* (worldly matters) is relevant. So far as *ibadat* is concerned, the Minangkabau are devout Muslims; but they tend to follow *adat* (custom, tradition, customary law) where property and residence are concerned.

Another form of matriliney is found on the Lakshadweep islands off the south-western coast of India. Whereas a Minangkabau husband not on *merantau* (out-migration) is usually to be found with his wife and children in uxorilocal residence, a Lakshadweep husband lives with his own matrilineal group and merely visits his wife. In some instances uxorilocal residence may be adopted, but usually only after the marriage has attained some stability. The periodic absence of males engaged in trade with the mainland and the small size of the islands have made this pattern of visiting marriage viable. In Lakshadweep both sexes have the right of use over part of their kin.
groups' productive resources, chiefly coconut trees. Houses belong to women, who are seen as their real, stable occupants and who have the responsibility of rearing children, permanent members of the taravad. Although women are mostly confined to their various islands while men are the principal actors in religious and political organizations and in many economic activities including trade, women have an undoubtedly privileged position (L. Dube 1969a, 1974, 1991a,b, 1993, Kutty 1972). This is also seen in the fact that the Islamic procedures of unilateral divorce and easy remarriage can be made to function in the interests of women as often as in the interests of men.

In two matrilineal tribal groups in north-eastern India – the Garo and the Khasi – residence has been essentially uxorilocal. Change has been taking place owing to factors such as conversion to Christianity, the spread of modern education, and new avenues of employment for both men and women, but it is worth our while to look at the traditional pattern of residence.

On the day of his marriage a Garo man leaves his parental home and joins his bride in her parents' home. The couple continue to live there until a child is born to them or until they decide that they are capable of maintaining an independent household. This new household is set up usually in the wife's village, where she is entitled to land for cultivation and for residence. A household is regarded as complete only when a daughter is born to a couple. In the absence of a daughter, a matrilineally related girl may be adopted to continue the household. Each household selects one of its daughters as the heiress who will continue to live in the parental home with her husband and children. In a Garo household the man is the manager of the land, which belongs to the woman. Larger issues concerning households and the lineage are dealt with by the male elders of the wife's lineage. A woman thus always lives in the midst of her own kin.

Among the Khasi, too, a man comes to live in his wife's home. The youngest daughter stays there for life with her husband and children, for she is considered the custodian of the household and its property and religion. Other daughters stay in the parental home only until they have one or two children or until the next sister in line is married. A new household is generally established in the wife's village, so residence may be regarded as uxorilocal. Houses are considered to belong to women, including those built by their husbands. There have been radical changes in the laws relating to property and to land tenure, but women still have a strong position. It has been argued that the very fact that women have superior rights over resources and
children means that they have to bear the brunt of the responsibility; and indeed Khasi men are widely held to be irresponsible.

The pattern of post-marital residence is related to the mode of inheritance among both the Khasi and the Garo. Distribution of resources has been much more egalitarian among the Garo than among the Khasi, who accord a specially privileged position to the youngest daughter. It is also important to note that a man never loses his connection with his matrilineage, to which he can always return, although his rights to resources there are inferior to those of his sisters. Traditionally whatever a man earned belonged to his mother before he married and later to his wife and children. With the advent of the money economy, men now maintain their own bank accounts. A new act passed by the state of Meghalaya gives men the right to dispose of self-acquired property as they please (Nongbri 1990). Both Garo and Khasi men play important roles in local and provincial politics; but women retain a strong position because of the pattern of residence and because of their rights in inheritance and over children.

Bilateral kinship tends to encourage uxorilocal residence, or at least choice in the matter of residence. The Atjehnese, who live at the northern tip of Sumatra, follow bilateral kinship but residence is invariably matri-uxorilocal. Husbands move to the villages and households of their wives. Houses in a village are owned by women who are related to one another through women. The nuclear family household is the basic unit, but houses belonging to matrilineally related women are spatially contiguous. Structurally the Atjehnese kinship system falls between the Javanese and Minangkabau systems (Tanner 1974: 137).

The idiomatic expression for a wife is “she who owns the house.” A girl grows up in her mother’s house and does not move away upon marriage. The cluster of houses making up a village are owned by sisters and classificatory matrilateral female cousins. Women thus live in the midst of their own kin. Husbands may sometimes own arable land, but women cultivate it. Women produce rice and expect cash or goods from their husbands, who engage in trade or take jobs with cash incomes elsewhere and return to their wives and children for short periods. They come home most regularly for Ramadan, the month of fasting, and the subsequent festivities. Atjehnese women look down upon husbands who remain in the village and do not earn cash.

In this society men bring in the money, but they are peripheral in other respects. Women are the main workers in wet-rice cultivation.
Men make only sporadic contributions to the preparation of the fields and at harvest time. Women control the subsistence economy and bring up the children, caring for them and also instructing and disciplining them. In children’s eyes mothers are responsible and important figures who work hard, who take care of most family affairs, and who are respected within the village. Children are also surrounded by their mothers’ kin.

Husbands are treated as guests and do not wield any great authority: they are not involved even in family decisions. Among the Atjehnese several factors combine to place women in a very strong position: uxorilocal residence; their role as principal actors in most areas of life; and men’s absence from the village for much of the time. Siegel (1969: 169) describes a fight between a woman and her husband, who overstayed after the money ran out and tried to interfere in her domain. The woman kicked him, slashed at him, and tried to stab him. She could not tolerate his hitting her. She moved his mattress out of the bedroom; and later, “whenever she recalled that he had hit her she would slap him or rip his shirt.”

Atjehnese men have played economic and political roles in their own society as well as in Indonesia. As children and adolescents they are indulged by their mothers; but as husbands and fathers they become marginal in the kinship system, where women are the central figures. Motherhood is greatly valued, and women always remain secure in the villages of their birth.

Bilateral South-East Asia presents a contrast to patrilineal South Asia in respect of marital residence. Although among some groups such as the Atjehnese and in some areas such as northern and northeastern Thailand matri-uxorilocal residence is the standard practice, a fundamental principle governing residence in the region is that of choice. There is no cultural compulsion concerning the perpetuation of a descent line or the continuity of a family over generations. Hence neither a male child (as in patriliny) nor a female child (as in matriliny) has a special role in these matters. A couple may live with or near the wife’s or the husband’s parents. In central Thailand residence is generally uxorilocal in the first year of marriage and virilocal thereafter. It is not at all unusual for a couple to begin their married life in the house of one set of parents and later to move to the other set’s house or into a new one of their own. When a couple establishes an independent household, this is likely to be in the compound of relatives or in the neighbourhood. There is a strong tendency to cluster around the mother’s residence. As mentioned earlier, going to
live with or near the husband’s parents is a viable option, particularly in urban areas, and neolocal residence is also adopted. But what is important is the presence of choice in the matter.

As Laderman (1983) says of the eastern part of Peninsular Malaysia, although most young couples set up homes of their own, they tend to build these near their parents’ houses. Rather than unrelated neighbours it is close female relatives who nurse their kin in sickness and assist in the care of children and in housework. Female kin tend to remain close to one another spatially, often in common compounds. It is said that there is the greatest solidarity among them and among persons related through women. Men often sell their rights in parental property to their sisters and move to their wife’s house.

That parents look forward to being cared for in their old age by their offspring, particularly daughters, is true generally of the South-East Asian populations of which I am speaking. Koentjaraningrat (1985: 142, 143–144) writes of the Javanese:

One can often observe aged parents living with their children, usually with daughters as it is logical that they prefer to live with their own daughters instead of with a daughter-in-law. A mother who interferes in household matters is often the cause of conflict and she therefore busies herself with looking after the children or with the art of batik. A very skilful batik artist can produce a surplus, which can be very helpful to the household economy, as handmade batik is still a desirable and expensive product in Javanese society....

The wife’s mother especially is very close to the house after the birth of a first child. A reserved relationship is, however, more apparent between a woman and her mother-in-law. The wife’s mother who comes to live with the family, seldom quarrels with her son-in-law, since the chief disagreements are household matters which are none of his concern. When the husband’s mother comes to live with her son and daughter-in-law, however, there are greater possibilities of friction between the older woman and her daughter-in-law concerning household matters.

Geertz (1961), Jay (1969), and many other scholars of Javanese culture refer to the tendency towards uxorilocal residence, meaning residence with or around the parents of the wife. They speak also of a certain openness of the household to the kin of both spouses. The Javanese household is known to be a woman’s domain, where her control over strategic resources is near complete. In household matters she takes decisions on her own.

It is significant that, in bilateral South-East Asia as a whole, kinship terminology shows a certain parity between similarly related kin,
irrespective of their sex and regardless of whether they are patri-
lateral or matrilateral. In the rural parts of eastern Malaysia a couple
may move back and forth between the two parental houses until the
birth of a child, after which they move to a house in an independent
compound or construct one in either parental compound. Couples
tend to locate themselves according to where income and housing are
available. Expediency and convenience play an important part in
their choice of residence. Certainly there is no social constraint
deriving from the kinship system that obliges the couple to reside
with the parents of either (Strange 1981). I have elaborated on this
point in the chapter on kinship as well.

In the Philippines, too, there is a pronounced tendency towards
uxorilocal residence. As Illo (1990) says, both partners to a marriage
are hindered in giving support to their parents because they must
establish a home and family and fend for themselves and their chil-
dren; but women find it convenient to live close to the natal home.
Often a couple may begin their married life in the house of one set of
parents. The significant point is their perception of free choice in the
matter of residence.

Among the Filipinos the principle of age is important in determin-
ing interpersonal behaviour in the family. Although Spanish influence
institutionalized the legal and social dominance of the male, the Fili-
pino family has not abandoned its predominantly Malay charac-
teristic of equality between husband and wife in the allocation of
authority within the household (Cordero and Panopio 1969). Many
researchers suggest that the wife may be more influential in the
household. The bilateral nature of kinship assures women the con-
tinued support of their kin. There is no discrimination between sib-
lings on the basis of sex; it is age that brings respect and status. Sons
and daughters inherit equally, and women have full control over
property acquired before and after marriage. There is a long tradition
of women engaging in income-earning activities either in the home or
outside. Although husbands are formally the heads of households,
women are in charge of money matters.

In these societies, then, girls do not grow up with a sense of inse-
curity, of inferior status relative to their brothers, of the inevitability
of their transfer to a new kin group and change of residence at mar-
rriage, of a lack of control over their own lives; nor are they compelled
to adjust and accommodate in entirely new surroundings in the midst
of strangers. The implications of marriage are not what they are in
South Asia. The painful process of being distanced from their own
homes and being incorporated into another family does not pervade
girls’ and women’s consciousness. A girl is not socialized under the
shadow of an imaginary – and eventually to become real – mother-in-
law. Nor is there a feeling that she cannot return to her natal home
when she pleases. There is nothing remotely resembling a change of
“ownership.” Marriage does not put an end to a daughter’s emo-
tional and economic responsibility towards her natal kin; girls are in
fact valued for their sustained help.

In the Philippines, religion views marriage as an unbreakable tie,
but this tie formally encompasses only the conjugal relationship. One
feels that in the rest of South-East Asia the initial stages of married
life are looked upon as a kind of experimental phase. The two part-
ners remain independent entities. A woman’s personality is not obli-
terated as it is in most of South Asia. Nor does she lose the support of
her kin. These points can be read in or inferred from most ethnog-
raphies of the region (Strange 1981, Laderman 1983, Firth 1966,
Djmour 1959, Jay 1969, Geertz 1961, Koentjaraningrat 1985, Jocano
1969).

An important aspect of residence in South-East Asia is the flexibil-
ity of a household’s composition and boundaries. A basically nuclear
household may have as members old, young, or recently divorced
relatives who contribute to it their labour or resources and find shel-
ter and sustenance in it. As Laderman (1983) says of the eastern part
of Peninsular Malaysia, the high incidence of divorce and remarriage
makes it commonplace for the children of more than one marriage to
live with a current conjugal pair. Koentjaraningrat (1985) observes
that Javanese children are often divided equally between their par-
ents, although they are free to decide which parent they wish to go
with. Very small children who still need a mother’s care are of course
taken by their mothers.

In this context the practices of adoption and of fostering children
are very important. What Laderman (1983) has said of the Treng-
ganu Malays applies to most of South-East Asia. It is said that a
household without children is rare indeed and is considered unbear-
ably lonely. Grandparents and childless couples are often given chil-
dren to raise by relatives who have an abundance of young. In the
central Javanese principalities and in the Bagelen region it is cus-
tomary for a young couple to leave their first child with its grand-
parents when they move away from the parental house. Childless
couples commonly adopt a child, most usually a nephew or a niece
from either side. It is interesting and significant that very often little girls are preferred, because they will be more useful about the house than boys and more caring. The children of other kin or even from outside the group may be adopted. Among the Javanese there is a small ceremonial act in which the foster parents make the biological parents a specific payment to avoid complications induced by supernatural agencies. There is no legality to such adoptions, and it should be noted that Islam forbids adoption. Although considered one’s own, an adopted child is not entitled to inherit the *pusaka*, or ancestral family property (Koentjaraningrat 1985).

Even apart from adoption, in this region the movement of children from one relative’s house to another’s is common, as is the borrowing of children. Frequent divorce and the subsequent (dis)placement of children, the acceptance by their mothers’ kin of babies born out of wedlock, the practice of leaving children with their parents by mothers who work in towns or away from home, and generally the sense of an obligation to help out one’s close kin – these are some of the factors that contribute to the movement of children between households. It has been pointed out that a child who has a fight at home or who is seriously displeased with its parents can always escape to the houses of grandparents or other relatives. It is not unknown for harsh treatment to be meted out to children who are brought in by kin to assist them; but by and large children are valued in these cultures.

McKinley (1975) writes in the context of Peninsular Malaysia that despite anxiety that a transferred child may some day wish to return to its natal parents – which may make foster parents treat such children better than they treat their biological offspring – in general all Malay parent–child ties have the same basic qualities. They are built on the parents’ commitment to nurture children regardless of their origin, and it is expected that the children will reciprocate. It is common to hear statements such as “My adoptive parents are my real parents: after all, it is they who fed me.” In addition to the idiom of mutual nurturing, parent–child relations are characterized by a certain tentative quality that demands the expression of reciprocity. There is thus no fuss made over ties of blood. Here one is reminded of Phillips’ (1965) controversial assertion that, in central Thailand, relations between parents and children are essentially contractual.

McKinley (1975) emphasizes the categorical nature of the Malay sibling relationship. Sibling ties are expressed in ordinary conver-
sations, folk songs, kinship terminology, birth rituals, and the advice given to children. A Malay saying goes:

\[
\text{Water when slashed}
\text{will not be severed.}
\text{Part a chicken's feathers}
\text{And they come right back together.}
\]

It appears that the sibling relationship can absorb much conflict. Requests among siblings for the adoption of children are common. These may not all lead anywhere, but certainly there is a sense of mutual obligation. At the same time the network of kin in these bilateral societies is egocentric; and there is thus greater scope for activating and de-activating relationships. This impermanence of relationships is seen in unilineal systems as well – but less commonly, because there it goes against established ideology.

In South Asia the brother–sister relationship is institutionalized but the relationship between sisters is not. There are special days when a sister honours her brother and receives gifts from him. A brother is looked upon as a protector among both Hindus and Muslims. He “keeps the door of the natal home open.” He represents the continuity of the natal family. In Nepal the festivals of bhai tika and dasai celebrate the relationship between cross-sex siblings. In India rakshabandhan and bhaiyaduj are meant to recognize and re-iterate the special tie between brother and sister. The relationship between brothers is characterized by both solidarity and rivalry.

Some of the features of residence that I have discussed may help explain South-East Asian women’s strong position in the domestic sphere.

In uxorilocal residence a daughter’s economic contribution is clearly recognized. She brings in adult male labour at marriage and creates more labour through her reproductive abilities. Put differently, she does what a son is expected to do in patrilineal, patri-virilocal systems. It should be no surprise, then, that traditions ascribe a special importance to females. One custom among the northern and central Thai concerns the duration of the post-partum ritual period. Should this be shorter than a month, it is thought likely that the child will leave its home. By making it last a month or more for a girl child, parents hope to ensure that she will stay on to care for them in their old age and to look after the domestic spirits. For a boy, conversely, the ritual period is made shorter, to encourage him to move to

Condominas (1975: 255) writes of the cult of protector territorial spirits common among the Thai people. There are different categories of spirits, and the care of those of the domestic sphere lies with women. Uxorilocal or neolocal residence within the territory is therefore preferred.

Most religions assign a distinctly inferior position to women; but men’s headship may in fact be nominal. As housewife and mother, a woman wields direct control over the household economy. She is seen as a physically and mentally strong person who can do hard labour and endure the pain of childbirth. Her place in the business of living and in maintaining kin relationships is beyond dispute.

It has been argued that in South Asia a woman, particularly among the higher castes, enjoys economic and other security – control over her reproductive power as well as over her person and productive output notwithstanding – because of her incorporation into her husband’s family (Tambiah 1989, V. Das 1975). She has definite roles to play in respect of family deities, ancestors, and rituals. The family’s prestige hinges on her character and behaviour. The family is responsible for looking after her and her children even after she is widowed. Over the years, an incorporated woman absorbs the ways and traditions of her husband’s family, comes to identify with it, and acquires a special identity because of her membership. She can then initiate younger incoming women into the ways of the family with a certain authority. Such expertise gives her self-confidence, a sense of pride, and a feeling of power. Within the accepted system she develops her own identity and self-worth, because command over the collection of rules and traditions constitutes an important avenue of self-expression and social recognition.

There is some truth in this argument, but its limitations have to be understood. Incorporation demands considerable self-denial and self-effacement. Acceptance of the husband’s kin must be demonstrated through caring for them. The ways and traditions of the family must be painstakingly learnt. Further, a woman’s relative status in her affinal family depends on her husband’s attitude to her and on his own position in the group. Two sayings appear relevant in this connection. It is often said that a woman whose husband does not like her cannot get respect or status in the family; and that a weak man’s wife is everyone’s bhabhi (elder brother’s wife), with whom even lewd joking is permissible. Thus domestic politics provides the con-
text. It needs a strong personality to fight against such odds and make a place for oneself in the affinal home.

A woman’s position in her affinal family also depends on the status and prestige that she carries with her from her natal family. This prestige must be sustained through a flow of gifts and is also influenced by the fortunes of her natal family. In this limited way incorporation into her affinal family does not obliterate a woman’s earlier identity even though she may have no rights left in her natal family. In many rural areas a woman is consistently referred to in her affinal home as one coming from such-and-such family or village. She must be conscious that the name and prestige of her natal family are linked to her behaviour.

A woman is incorporated into her husband’s gotra but not as someone born into it. She is merely an in-married person and does not relinquish her natal gotra. This is clear from the fact that in the event of remarriage she has to follow the rules regarding avoidance of natal and related gotras. Her rights in the family into which she has been incorporated are often not recognized. Unless she has the support of her natal kin a woman may find it difficult to assert her position and rights in her affinal family and often in respect of conjugal relations also. Although submission, subordination, hard work, and self-denial can be and often are used by women as means of self-assertion and to obtain the praise of others, no simple correlation exists between incorporation into the affinal family and security. Perhaps support from natal kin, individual earnings, and some bargaining power can provide a woman with greater security (Gough 1956, Kolenda 1987a,b).

The notion of incorporation operates also among upper-class Muslims and patrilineal Christians – indeed, in the whole of South Asia at the level of ideals and rituals – but whether it gives women security is arguable. In addition to the support of natal kin, clear legal provisions go towards ensuring security. Women tend to recognize the structural and cultural limitations in their attempts to carve out living space for themselves.³

³
Marriage

Marriage is Destiny for nearly all women in Bangladesh, India, Nepal, and Pakistan. Its near universality is evident in the statistics. Women who never marry are few and are confined to the urban areas, where they are considered an oddity; however, those who are in high positions and have demonstrated their competence receive respect. A larger number of men may remain unmarried; for they are not cause for concern to parents in the way in which girls are. Both men and women are deemed to achieve the social status of adults only upon marriage.

Among Hindus marriage sacralizes and sanctifies female sexuality, while Islam wholly disapproves of sex outside marriage. Since sex is viewed as a natural craving of human beings, marriage is visualized as an event that is a necessary part of life, particularly for women. However, those few Muslim women who remain unmarried are not considered incomplete as believers. They have every right to follow Islam. Jains and Buddhists in India provide for nunhood, but few opt for it. In Thailand and the Philippines there does not seem to be such a preoccupation with marriage. Both Buddhism and Christianity allow for the theoretical possibility of people remaining single. Other careers and avenues besides establishing a household and bearing children seem to be acceptable in these countries.

In South Asia arranged marriages are the norm. Among Hindus the value placed on virginity at first marriage, segregation by sex, prescriptive and proscriptive rules and norms of caste endogamy and exogamy (of the gotra, clan, lineage, or village), and considerations of class put a premium on negotiated marriage. Since the management
of female sexuality is one of the predominant concerns of society and
ostensible virginity is a must for girls, a first marriage is thought to be
the responsibility of elders. To many the very idea of young people
choosing their partners for themselves is scandalizing. It smacks of
loose behaviour, particularly on the part of the girl. For subsequent
marriages – which are in any case not so common as they are in
South-East Asia, traditionally being permitted only at the middle and
lower caste levels, rare among the higher castes even though perm-
itted by law, and almost unthinkable after a certain age – the rules
are not so strict. Even among the urban educated population first
marriages are generally arranged with the help of elders. In cases
where a young man and woman decide to marry, they try to obtain
the approval of their parents. Very often parents step in and arrange
the details, making the affair resemble an arranged marriage.

Among South Asian patrilineal Muslims, too, marriages are gen-
erally arranged by elders. Ruzicka and Chowdhury (1978) report
that only 5 per cent of all marriages registered in a rural area of
Bangladesh in 1975 were arranged by the partners themselves (cited
in Shaikh 1982).

In Peninsular Malaysia and bilateral Java self-choice is acceptable;
but in the rural and semi-urban areas a first marriage is usually
arranged on the initiative of the parents and with their consent. Very
often it is considered their responsibility. Strange (1981) reports
that women are the principal actors in arranging first marriages. In
Indonesia the young couple seem to have somewhat more freedom of
choice. The effect of Islam on expectations about unmarried girls’
behaviour and on age at marriage is clearly discernible here, particu-
larly in Malaysia. Young girls in the rural areas are placed under
some restrictions. Shyness is an expected part of their demeanour.
Girls who go out of the village to study or to work tend to become
free and bold, but this change is not demonstrated within the village.
It nevertheless seems that young people have at least some oppor-
tunities to meet and to make marital choices (Strange 1981). How-
ever, talking about western Malaysia, Kuchiba et al. (1979) report
that efforts are made to keep young people segregated by sex so that
they do not have many opportunities to meet or to talk to one
another. They can, of course, eye one another; and each sex is well
informed about the other. Those who work or study away from home
have considerable freedom.

It is pertinent here to refer to Karim’s (1987) statement that in
Peninsular Malaysia unmarried men and women are both subject to
the same moral codes. A young man is not expected to make serious
advances towards a young woman unless he is prepared to marry
her. Although there is a greater emphasis on female virginity, sexual
promiscuity among young men is condemned. Quiet, demure men are
preferred for marriage.

Subsequent marriages are in the hands of the partners. There is
social pressure on unattached men and women not to remain single.
Those who have been widowed or divorced are expected to remarry,
and they may choose whom they like. Friends and relatives are also
expected to help in finding suitable partners.

In Thailand, courtship is in some sense institutionalized (Wood-
tikarn n.d.). It cannot be compared to the dating of the West, for the
locations are limited, often to the girl's house. Marriage conforms to
the pragmatic character of rural Thai social structure and is by choice,
although parents may give their opinion. In the face of opposition the
couple may elope. Theoretically no girl is married against her wishes.
In the event of an elopement, a household may be set up without any
further formalities.

In central Thailand the wedding ceremony is generally elaborate.
In northern Thailand, by contrast, the main requirement is that
before coming to live with a woman a man should placate the spirits
of her matriline; after this he is accepted as a member of her house-
hold. Among the Thai, by and large, the fact of living together is
the seal of marriage in the eyes of the community. Only the socially
mobile are inclined to celebrate the initiation of a union with a formal
ceremony. When Buddhist ritual is used it is just a blessing of the
union, little different from that invoked at a house-warming or at the
opening of a new shop. The combination of Buddhism and bilateral
kinship seems to have made marriage in Thailand very uncompli-
cated and informal. However, in children’s rights to their father’s
property a distinction is made between the children of the first or
main wife and those of minor wives, who are not wives in the strict
sense.

The idea of courtship forms a part of Filipino culture. The parents
of girls, however, are concerned lest their daughters land in trouble.
Double standards of morality are to some extent tolerated by the
community as a part of the male subculture. Brothers and neigh-
bourhood youth try to protect girls from gossip and loose talk and
from sexual experimentation in “stay-in” parties that often continue
late into the night. Parents are not so concerned over a son’s sexual
activities as they are over a daughter’s: “A man is a man, and nothing
is lost in case things happen; but a woman – that is another story.” These attitudes are gradually changing. Group dating rather than single dating appears to be more common at the acquaintance stage (Pinard 1975, Raymundo and Ruiz 1985). Peer groups play an important part in dating.

As regards the choice of a spouse, parents may indicate their preference for one suitor over another, but they rarely force their choice on their daughter. The principles of romantic love and freedom of choice are operative in the Philippines. There are no rigid rules regarding eligible partners. People tend to be endogamous in as much as social class, regional and linguistic background, and religious affiliation are generally taken into consideration. But there are many marriages across these lines, particularly in metropolitan areas. This appears to be a new development. Further, although the law forbids intermarriage between collateral blood relatives up to the fourth civil degree, marriages occur between both types of cross-cousins. There is no thought of keeping property within the patrilineal group as there is among the Catholics of Goa, because the kinship system is bilateral and both sons and daughters are included in inheritance.

Once a couple are engaged with their parents’ blessings, they can date and the community does not gossip any more, although an early wedding is expected. An engagement may break if it stretches longer than two or three years. Neither is supposed to entertain another visitor of the opposite sex. The wedding takes the Catholic form. Socially, marriage confers maturity on the couple. As the residence pattern is not fixed, where the couple will stay is a matter for serious consideration, especially if they have not begun to earn enough to set up an independent household.

In Hindu patrilineal South Asia, marriage is looked upon as the necessary and the only honourable means of managing female sexuality. Both the future roles of a woman – those of wife and mother – are tied to this. The first or primary marriage of a girl involves giving away an unsullied virgin daughter. This is looked upon as a means of acquiring merit, and failure to do so is thought a great sin. Belief in the inviolability or indissolubility of Hindu marriage is very strong and is related to the prohibition of widow remarriage among the higher castes. Even today, and despite a law that has done away with the prohibition, widow remarriage is not common among the higher and some middle castes. It is particularly difficult if the widow has children.

Among the Parbatiya Brahmin and Chhetri of Nepal, only a few
women whose first, “proper,” marriage breaks up take other husbands; but this is through an informal union (Bennett 1983). Thus the principle that a woman may be married only once with full rites is a part of Parbatiya culture also. These informal unions are in a way secondary marriages. In Hindu India, divorce and remarriage have traditionally been permitted among the lower and many middle castes, but a clear distinction is made between the primary marriage and secondary marriages: a secondary marriage is performed with a very simple ceremony or with no ceremony at all. Even elopement and living together, once it is accepted, is considered a legitimate union. In some parts “sitting,” or going to live in a man’s house and starting to work and eat there, represents a socially noted sexual union that is accorded acceptance either immediately or in course of time, sometimes after compensation to the previous husband and a fine have been paid and a feast given. The terms used for secondary unions, including those arranged by the kin of the women involved, are different from those used for primary marriages: pat in Marathi, churi pahanana (giving glass bangles) in Rajasthan and other Hindi-speaking regions, baithna (sitting) in Uttar Pradesh, paithu (sitting) in Chhattisgarhi, karewa in Haryanvi, kari (to make a woman into a wife) in parts of the Hindi-speaking belt, and chadar dalna or chadar andazi (throwing over the woman’s head a sheet with red corners) in Punjab and Haryana are some examples (see, among others, L. Dube 1956, Kolenda 1983, Chowdhry 1994). These are in sharp contrast to vivah, byah, shadi, lagna, and so on, which are the terms for a first marriage performed with full rites. Secondary unions are not thought so sacrosanct as a first marriage (Dumont 1970, L. Dube 1996).

One may mention ihi or yihi, a pre-puberty mock marriage of a girl with a bel fruit performed among the Newaris of Nepal (Allen 1982a) to ensure that the girl is married with full rites even before her sexuality is awakened. This seems to be related to the degree of freedom enjoyed by women. Among the Newaris there is no real stigma attached to divorce and remarriage; many women marry three or four times. Similar pre-pubertal mock marriage with an object and its association with relative freedom of movement and ease of divorce and remarriage was reported from north-eastern Madhya Pradesh (S. C. Dube 1953). The ritual has become rare now. But divorce and secondary marriage are practised on a fairly large scale.

In Hindu South Asia, a woman may be married with full rites only once, and the status of subsequent marriages is not equal to that of
the first marriage. A man, on the other hand, can marry with full rites any number of times, provided that the bride has not been married before and is technically a virgin.

The desirability of marriage for girls is expressed in many ways by Hindus. Blessings for a male commonly ask for a long life, those for a female ask that she get a good husband. A number of vrata – the observance of fasting and of prayer rituals – are recommended to girls to ensure that they obtain good husbands resembling the deities Shiva and Vishnu. Some collective festivals for little girls in Gujarat, Maharashtra, and Rajasthan have the same object. Marriage signifies good fortune and a state of bliss. These ideas are expressed all over India through the terms used for a married woman with a living husband: “the fortunate one” or “the auspicious one” (L. Dube 1988a,b).

This state of good fortune is to be carefully nurtured through vrata and through festivals commemorating the good deeds of mythological females who married the men they desired or enhanced their lives or saved them from danger. Feeding a “fortunate” married woman on special occasions increases one’s good fortune, as does the exchange of various accessories symbolizing that state – kumkum (vermilion), glass bangles, mirror, comb. Some of these beliefs and practices are more characteristic of the upper castes, but they are widely found also on the middle and lower rungs of the caste hierarchy.

Widowhood is greatly dreaded. Married women avoid all that is associated with widowhood, including certain kinds of attire and certain kinds of food (L. Dube 1988a,b, Dhruvarajan 1989). Among upper castes, widows are ceremonially divested of the significata of the married state and are turned into unattractive creatures. Some of the cruel customs that rendered a widow unattractive and denied her any of the pleasures of life are disappearing; but the idea persists that sins committed in a previous life brought about her widowhood. Inauspiciousness is still associated with a widow. There remains an ideological compulsion for a widow to lead a life of deprivation. Interestingly, even among high-caste Catholics of Goa a widow is considered inauspicious. Widows do not play a prominent part in weddings and other festivities connected with life crises. When the bride comes to the bridegroom’s house for the first time the two are not received by the groom’s mother if she is a widow. A widowed woman changes to a black or dark sari or dress for life (Rowena Robinson, personal communication).

Whatever may have been the economic motivations behind sati
(a woman’s immolation on her dead husband’s funeral pyre), ideologically it signified that a woman who had lost her husband had forfeited her right to live. This act of supreme sacrifice would also assure her of her lord’s company in the after-life. Recent incidents show that the admiration and valorization of sati are still alive (Sangari and Vaid 1989, Mani 1989). In various parts of India it is customary for a newly married couple to visit the shrine of a woman who has committed sati. This is done to pay obeisance and to pray for the long life of the bridegroom and the consequent state of good fortune for the bride.

Among the lower and middle castes sati may be venerated but life is not so bleak for widows. They are not associated so much with inauspiciousness. Widowhood results mainly in economic deprivation and the giving up of active participation in various ceremonies. A widow has the significata of marriage removed, but they are restored to her when she remarry. The notion is not so strong that widowhood is brought about by the sins of a previous birth.

Theoretically a widow has the right to maintenance in her husband’s family. She can look after her children and manage her deceased husband’s share of land. But, the law notwithstanding, in rural areas she is thought to have only a life interest in her husband’s share of property. It cannot belong to her exclusively and in no case can she get it if she should remarry. If she has no children, or often if she has only daughters, her husband’s agnatic kin will assert their rights over his share. What is the widow, after all? An outsider to the patrilineage. Customary rules regarding a widow’s access to her husband’s property and her daughters’ rights are variable. As a broad generalization one may say that where there is strong patrilineal ideology and a kind of corporate character to the property-holding group, as among the Jats of Rajasthan for example (Palriwala 1990), the collaterals’ claims are more forceful, often resulting in the denial of rights to the conjugal family of a dead man who has left no male child.

In contrast, a widower does not have to make any change in his style of living. He is not even remotely associated with inauspiciousness. He can marry any number of times. If he has children by his deceased wife, that is all the more reason for him to remarry; for it is argued that he will find it difficult to bring them up without another wife.

Wedding rituals accompanied by mantras (Vedic incantations or Puranic verses) express the value of the patriline, the continuance of
which is the purpose of marriage. They involve the feeding of ancestors and the paying back of dues to Brahmins, preceptors, and ancestors. A man marries in order to become a householder and fulfil these obligations. A woman marries to enter a blessed state and to produce sons (Saraswati 1977). A bride is asked to be steadfast for the sake of her progeny. She is blessed in order that she may produce sons. She is referred to as the kshetra, or field, in which will fall the man’s seed. Her instrumental value for the husband’s patriline is thus clearly expressed: she is a receptacle, a vehicle for the perpetuation of the group (Dube 1986). The offspring derive their social identity from the father and belong to him.

I should mention here the practice among the matrilineal Nayar. Traditionally the sexuality of Nayar women was sacralized through the pre-pubertal ritual of tying on the tali (an auspicious necklace, a sign of marriage for women) (Gough 1955), which gave a girl the status of woman. Subsequent unions were not ritualized with the usual Hindu rites but got sanction through a simple ceremony in which the man gave the woman the traditional attire of two pieces of cloth. Divorce was very easy and widowhood was not considered inauspicious. A Nayar woman did not wear the various significata of the married state and did not have to remove her tali until her death. Within Hinduism, thus, a difference in the system of descent led to a very great difference in the nature and character of marriage.

The woman was the originator and perpetuator of the matriline, not an instrument for the continuation of her husband’s patriline. The husband was necessary for her impregnation but he was not her provider and her social status did not depend on him. These unions were known as sambandham (a socially accepted sexual relationship) and did not have a sacramental character. A sambandham could be ended by either partner. The children of the union belonged to the woman and her matrilineage. Although the Nayar system has changed radically through legal “reforms,” exposure to the Western world, and contact with the mainstream culture, the matrilineal ethos persists to some extent (Gough 1961, Saradamoni 1983, 1992a, L. Dube 1988c).

In Hindu patrilineal communities the gap in status between husband and wife is clearly expressed. A husband is like God, to be worshipped. This ideal is expressed in a number of mythological stories describing the devotion of wives and the advice of important figures from the epics (Leslie 1989, P. Mukherjee 1978). In everyday life service is the ideal for a wife – to keep her husband under her control through what might be called submissive self-assertion
and by making herself indispensable. Complementarity does not mean equality. As Bennett (1981, 1983) and Gray (1982) point out, Brahmin and Chhetri women in Nepal follow the high-caste Hindu woman’s norms and values. Deference to the husband can be seen in their drinking every day water in which his toe has been dipped, called charanamrit (nectar of the feet). In many parts of India a wife customarily touches the feet of her husband on certain occasions and takes charanamrit in certain vratas. Touching the groom’s feet is part of the wedding rituals in some subcultures, Bengal being an example.

We should look at how the nature of conjugal relations varies across castes and caste levels and try to understand the bases of these differences. A Newar woman of Bulu, for instance, does not fit into the accepted norms, values, and behaviour patterns of the ideal Hindu woman, who should stay indoors, not mix with men or participate in public life, be modest and soft-spoken, and refrain from smoking or drinking in public. The women of Bulu are assertive and expressive. They are outside the house for much of the time, working in the fields or in the village square or in their back yards. They are independent, self-confident, and outspoken. Pradhan (1981) has tried to analyse the factors behind Newar women’s behaviour. Two of these are: divorce or separation and remarriage are socially acceptable; and a woman's children by a previous husband are socially and ritually acceptable in the new family group, which is most unusual for a patrilineal community. It may be recalled here that ihi (ritual marriage before puberty) sacralizes female sexuality and sets a woman relatively free. Among those caste groups for whom remarriage is permitted, women are economically productive and have some freedom of movement. In spite of physical violence against the wife, her relationship with her husband is less unequal and is not burdened with much religious ideology.

Over the past several decades, particularly since India attained independence, laws relating to marriage, divorce, custody of children, and alimony have changed radically. Polygyny is prohibited. Divorce and remarriage are legally approved for all Hindus and are taking place, although not commonly, even in those castes to whose women they were not allowed earlier. Among the upper castes there is still a stigma attached to divorce, separation, and remarriage. The issues of alimony, of the custody of children, and of women's right to get back their possessions on divorce have proved to be difficult to handle. Moreover, the remarriage of a divorcee who has children poses problems: men do not wish to accept social fatherhood of someone
else’s child. In single-parent families, mothers find it difficult to bring up children. Even other children make the position of a fatherless child of a divorcee uncomfortable. A divorcee does not easily get the emotional and economic support of her natal home. The notion is very strong that marriage means a transfer for good. In divorces, very often it is the woman who is held to have been at fault; and the stigma attaches also to her natal kin.

In communities where divorce and remarriage have been traditionally accepted, difficulties may be settled either by a council of elders or, expensively, in the law courts. Where customary law is applied it may be difficult for a woman to get custody of her children – unless their father does not want them – and to get alimony. Basic notions concerning marriage and its break-up are different from those that obtain in modern law. The husband is believed to be giving up his rights over his wife; and, unless there is clear proof of cruelty on his part, he is not thought to have any obligation towards her after she has left him. On the contrary, in many communities it is the subsequent husband of the woman who should compensate the earlier one for having “broken his cooking pot” and for the expenses incurred in the earlier marriage. Customarily children belong to the father and his patrilineage, for they are his “seed.” A woman’s leaving her children behind is viewed as antithetical to the very essence of motherhood. Women often shy away from divorce even in unbearable conditions because of their children, to whom they feel they have a moral duty but over whom they have no rights.

Polygyny is not a cognizable offence, and the law does not take note of it unless there is a legitimate aggrieved party who complains. Very often the person likely to be aggrieved – the first wife – has no other financial support and does not want to leave her children behind or spoil their prospects by depriving them of their father’s support. She therefore quietly accepts developments. Norms and customs do not exactly disapprove of polygyny. The massive “People of India” project of the Anthropological Survey of India reveals that, besides many tribal groups to whom Hindu law does not apply, there are many caste groups that do not forbid polygyny. The custom that prescribes or prefers the remarriage of a widow to her deceased husband’s brother – real or classificatory – may often lead to polygyny. In instances of sexual entanglements between married men and unattached women, should the woman become pregnant the elders may first try to ascertain whose “seed” is involved and then ask the man responsible to marry the woman. A polygynous union
would thus be encouraged in preference to having a child born out of wedlock.

Irregular polygynous unions are prevalent among the urban poor. A husband may discard his wife and children and start living with another woman, whom he may marry informally. This is a common feature in Calcutta, where there have been migrations from Bangladesh. Innumerable domestic servants and women working in the informal sector are in this position. Unlike in villages, there is no council of elders or caste \textit{panchayat} to take note of such situations.

Among educated people there is some concern that a second wife is not recognized by the law as being wedded. The first wife may then be compelled to accept a legal divorce to clear the way. In rare cases a spirited, financially self-sufficient woman may refuse to grant a divorce, so her husband cannot marry another woman with whom he may already be living. But by and large, in polygyny as in divorce, women are placed at a disadvantage because they may have limited resources, because their kin may offer no support, and because children may complicate the issue.

At times, however, it is difficult for a lawfully wedded wife to complain if her husband is living with a second woman. She may be educated and even employed, but she may be able to produce no proof of marriage. Hindu marriages have not had to be compulsorily registered and even today not all marriages are registered. A marriage is essentially a social occasion. Proof of a wedding can come from the priest who officiates at it or from people who attend it. To locate the same priest after many years and persuade him to give evidence is no easy task for a woman, particularly if her husband is rich and powerful. A man could then claim that he had never married the first woman, which would render her children illegitimate and ineligible for support. Some feminist lawyers are trying to remedy the situation.

Another form of sexual union that needs brief mention is polyandry, which has been prevalent in some castes and communities of South Asia. The pastoralist Toda of southern India are the most studied group. They practised non-fraternal polyandry combined with female infanticide. It is said that neither a ban on infanticide nor Christianity could wean them away from polyandry. Polyandry was also reported among a few castes in Kerala and Sri Lanka, but in today’s context we need to look at the fraternal polyandry of northern India.

The Jats, a large caste of agriculturalists settled mainly in Haryana,
Punjab, and Rajasthan, have been known for sharing a wife among brothers. Ostensibly a proper marriage was performed with one brother but the others, both younger and older, also had access to the woman so acquired. Women’s labour was extremely important and on no account would a family like to lose a woman. An adverse sex ratio, due perhaps to female infanticide and the requirement of payment of bride-price, made it difficult to obtain a wife for each brother. Jat polyandry was practised surreptitiously, so even with a legal ban on multiple marriages it could not be eradicated. Another device to keep a woman in the family has been to remarry her to a younger brother of her deceased husband irrespective of disparity in age. There are a number of folk songs and stories related to these practices (for an excellent description and analysis, see Chowdhry 1994).

The largest population practising polyandry is found in the north-western Himalayas. In India it covers Ladakh, the northern fringe of Himachal Pradesh, and tracts of Garhwal comprising Jaunsar Bawar, Rawain, and Jaunpur, where brothers share a wife or wives in common. There are considerable variations across the area. The people of Jaunsar Bawar belong to various Hindu castes but have been accorded the status of Scheduled Tribes for the sake of maintaining the legality of polyandry. They have developed a vested interest in the custom and, in spite of changes such as a decrease in its practice and a strengthening of the norms of monogamy, like to emphasize its presence. The inhabitants of Rawain and Jaunpur are struggling to obtain Scheduled Tribe status.

In these communities a woman does not remain in the same kind of marital union all along. She may be shared in her first marriage or in the next one, and still later may live in a monogamous marriage. Bride-price is prevalent. If a woman dissolves her marriage she has to compensate her husband for the bride-price paid and for the expenses of the wedding. These details are negotiated and executed by males. It is common for fathers to dissolve their daughters’ marriages and have them remarried with bride-price.

Without going into the intricacies of the various forms of polyandry, the point that needs to be made is that, justified by bride-price, a woman is customarily obliged to be shared by a set of brothers. Nowadays many girls decline to marry where they are likely to be shared, or even elope to avoid the predicament. In Rawain–Jaunpur there is a clear distinction between dan vivah (marriage by gifting a daughter) and dam vivah (marriage by accepting a bride-price). It is in the latter kind of marriage that a woman is shared (Bhatt 1991).
Polyandry has been analysed as a mechanism to keep the men of a family together, ensure economic cooperation, and avoid the fragmentation of landholdings. It has been seen also as offering continuous protection to women and children in difficult hilly terrain and as keeping the population – heirs to land – under control. However, in a patrilineal, patri-virilocal setting, polyandry does not give any freedom of choice to a woman and makes her a tool in the hands of men.

The case of the Nayar of central Kerala should also be mentioned here. Matrilineally related women lived in the taravad house and received their husbands as visitors. A woman could entertain more than one husband during a certain spell of time (Gough 1961). How much freedom of choice they had is arguable. It is said that they were under pressure from maternal uncles – the karnavar (head, elders with an authoritative voice) of their taravads – whose calculations about the benefits that their taravads – as tenants – would derive from a sambandham with a particular Namboodiri landlord formed an important basis for women’s marital relationships (Panikkar 1977). However, this economic explanation does not appear convincing. Personal interviews indicate that women must have had some choice. Moreover, unlike the women in patrilineal Jaunsar Bawar, Rawain, and Jaunpur, they did not supply labour and progeny to their husbands. Within the limits of caste norms they were secure in their own matrilineal homes.

It will be pertinent to compare the content and character of marriage in Muslim communities rooted in different kinship systems in South Asia and South-East Asia. Although marriage is everywhere based on the sharia and fulfils the basic requirements of scriptures and law, its nature in many communities is radically different from that visualized and emphasized in Islam. The contrast between patrilineal South Asia and bilateral and matrilineal South-East Asia comes out clearly.

Islam assumes patriliny to be the natural form of social organization and emphasizes a code of conduct and a system of law conforming to this assumption. In Bangladesh and northern India, although marriage with parallel and cross-cousins is deemed to preserve the purity of lineage and to keep property within the family, in reality such marriages are not very common. In one study in Bangladesh, of 1,719 first marriages among Muslims, 146 were between cousins (Aziz 1979). Studies by Ellickson (1975) and others indicate that there is a shift away from marriages between cousins. Korson (1968, 1971) has
also made this point on the basis of his fieldwork in Pakistan. Besides the higher dowry that can be had from unrelated people, widening one’s circle creates opportunities for increasing economic cooperation and for raising social status as well as ensuring different kinds of support through the network of kin and affines.

I have already mentioned the universality of marriage in Bangladesh. Monogamous marriage is the dominant form, there being very few polygynous marriages. *Mahr* is an agreed payment to be made to the bride. A certain portion has to be paid before consummation. In many cases the right to the remainder is forfeited by the wife either voluntarily or under pressure from her husband. In the event of divorce the husband must make over to the wife the amount of the *mahr*. With the increase in the importance of dowry, that of *mahr* is decreasing.

Muslim marriage is a contract, and its terms are usually formally documented. The relationship between the spouses is one of superiority and inferiority. The husband is looked upon as the provider and supporter. Defference, obedience, and service on the part of the wife constitute an important part of marriage. The Quran says that because a man pays for his wife he has a right over her. In the event of disobedience or misbehaviour he is entitled to inflict physical punishment. His wife may not refuse him sexual access. Both his wife and her children belong to the man. At marriage there is a clear transference of authority over the woman from her father to her husband. Patrilineal South Asian Muslims seem to be guided by these notions. There are books in Urdu containing detailed advice to wives and husbands on how to behave with their spouses and about their duties. *Hidayatnama Khavind* and *Hidayatnama Bibi* are well known. In rural Bangladesh a forceful indication of the transfer of authority and of the overall effacement of the wife’s identity is the loss of her maiden name: she is called either after her natal village, or as the wife of so and so, or as the mother of so and so. There is thus a definite rupture in the continuity of a young woman’s identity. As we have seen, this phenomenon is found in many parts of India among both Muslims and Hindus.

A Muslim woman’s right to divorce is limited. A man, however, may divorce his wife very simply, and without assigning any reason. In most cases the *mahr* has already been forfeited. What the wife can expect is maintenance during the period of *iddat* (compulsory waiting for a divorced woman before remarriage), which is a little over three months. She can no longer live in her husband’s house and usually
seeks the support of her parents. She can remarry, but this may be difficult if she has children.

By all accounts divorce carries with it considerable social stigma for Muslim women in Bangladesh, Pakistan, and India at the upper and middle socio-economic levels. Another important point is the sense of insecurity with which Muslim women in South Asia live, for the pronouncement of *talaq* (repudiation or disavowal) is a matter of minutes and may result merely from impulse, caprice, or a minor provocation. Under the strict Islamic provisions a woman is not entitled to any support from her husband once the contract has thus been nullified; and legal reforms for providing her with maintenance have not been particularly effective. A divorced woman thus faces deprivation and hardship, as does a widow.

Among the patrilineal Muslims of South Asia a widow is considered merely unfortunate: she does not carry any stigma as she would among Hindus. Although she does become vulnerable and lacks support, she is not considered inauspicious. Many widows look for and get support from their parents and brothers. In the case of intra-kin marriages or where the *khandan* of the widow and her husband is common, she may go to live with her natal family. Often, however, she continues to live among her husband’s people, looking after her children. If she remarries, her children can only be accommodated in their father’s family. Thus, although widows are permitted to remarry, in practice this can prove to be very difficult; and without a husband a woman may well be without any support at all. The statistics for Bangladesh show considerably more widows than widowers who have not subsequently remarried—although the difference is not as great as it is among Indians, especially Hindus.

In patrilineal South Asia one of the manifestations of inequality in conjugal relations is the beating and battering that women receive at the hands of their husbands. This is an expression of a man’s right over his wife’s person. “Do I need somebody’s permission to beat my own wife?” is an expression signifying independence that is heard in Tamil Nadu. The Marathi saying “To whom does one complain when battered by rain or beaten by one’s husband?” points towards the helplessness and resignation of wives faced with this form of abuse. A wife may retaliate by thrashing her drunken husband, but this reversal of the relationship can infuriate the husband further.

In the event of infidelity a woman is likely to receive ruthless treatment. The husband’s exclusive right over the wife’s sexuality is unquestioned. The phenomenon of noseless women that one comes
across in central India is unmistakable proof of this right, for one of
the commonest reactions of a husband to his wife’s infidelity is to
disgrace her by cutting off her nose. The nose is considered the
repository of an individual’s shame or honour. Another possible
reaction is to kill the paramour of the wife. In the words of Srinivas
(1976: 155), “a man could play around but not so a woman. A man’s
sense of private property in his wife’s genital organs was as profound
as in his ancestral land. And just as, traditionally, a wife lacked any
right to land she lacked an exclusive right to her husband’s sexual
prowess.”

Islam demands obedience from a wife towards her husband in
unequivocal terms and gives him the right to impart physical punish-
ment. With patrilineal kinship and virilocal residence, Muslim women
in Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan, particularly at the lower and
middle socio-economic levels, routinely face the threat of physical
violence from their husbands and occasionally from their husbands’
kin (Akanda and Shamim 1985). In South-East Asia, by contrast,
physical violence towards a wife is unthinkable in some populations.
Where it does occur, for example when the husband is the sole earner
and the couple live away from supportive kin, the woman is unlikely
to tolerate it for long. And physical violence may be specifically put
into a marriage contract as a cause of automatic divorce.

Marriage, divorce, and remarriage are radically different among
bilateral and matrilineal Muslims in South and South-East Asia. They
are governed basically by the sharia, specifically the Shafi’i school of
jurisprudence. In South-East Asia there are special Islamic courts;
but, as we have seen, people are often guided by adat (custom, tra-
dition), which has also influenced the law together with modern
demands.

In rural areas marriages take place at an early age. A girl may be
married before puberty, with the consent of her father or her father’s
father, with consummation awaiting her coming of age. Marriage is
universal for women. Since virginity is valued, the safest course is to
marry off girls while they are still very young. Marriage removes
some of the restrictions on a girl’s movements. It is viewed as con-
ferring adulthood on both sexes. Whereas parents are responsible for
first marriages, in subsequent marriages the partners can make their
own choices. On the whole there is no stigma attached to divorce, and
remarriage is common; indeed, remaining single for long is not
appreciated.

*Mahr* is usually small; and its payment may be deferred. It does not
act as a deterrent to divorce and does not establish the husband’s authority over the wife in keeping with the Quranic injunction. In matrilineal communities nikah does not establish a man’s rights over his children; and among bilateral Javanese and Malays, despite what the law says, children either follow the mother or, if they are old enough, decide for themselves where they wish to go. Although the essentials of the religious injunctions are formally observed, the nature of conjugal relations is entirely different. Here I shall briefly deal with marriage and divorce among the Minangkabau and the Kalpeni islanders, who are matrilineal, the bilateral and matrilocal Atjehnese, and the bilateral Malaysians and Javanese. All but the Kalpeni islanders are from South-East Asia.

Among the Minangkabau of western Sumatra women receive lifelong rights of use to specific parcels of their kin group’s land. Men wander to distant places to earn, returning periodically to their wives. A man is expected to contribute in cash and in kind to his wife’s house, but this does not either make him the provider or establish his superiority over his wife.

Since a high value is placed on male mobility and on institutionalized temporary migration out of the home area, husbands and kinsmen are often absent. Schwede (1989) argues that the assumption commonly made by anthropologists that men have authority and control over women does not hold true for the Minangkabau. Even when the husband makes remittances or is present, he may not be looked upon as the head of the family. That a man’s existence in his wife’s house is precarious has been reported by many: he always remains partially packed, and his wife has many ways of showing her displeasure with him and indicating that she does not want him any longer. Again, children belong to the matrilineage and mahr can scarcely be a deterrent to divorce. Conjugal relations are not built upon gender asymmetry and the wife’s subservience. It is possible that things are different when families live away from their region and the husband is the principal or sole earning member; but even there the matrilineal ethos is present and a woman does not lose her rights in her matrilineage.

In Minangkabau marriage we have also to look at the mother–son relationship and at man’s roles as son-in-law, son, and mother’s brother. The most enduring and valued relationship is between mother and son. A man is required to support his mother financially and in other ways; this is almost a sacred duty. The composite image of woman as mother includes wisdom, strength, nurturing, refine-
ment, dependability, and stability (Prindiville 1981). She initiates and implements important decisions.

The Atjehnese stand between the Minangkabau and the Javanese, with bilateral kinship but firmly matri-uxorilocal residence. A man’s value depends on his contribution to his wife’s household: he makes this by working away from home and returning there from time to time. But men are not seen as providers or as decision makers. Being sporadic members of the conjugal household and lacking authority, men are essentially peripheral. Descriptions of conjugal relations and behaviour bring out the incongruity of reality with the injunctions of Islam.

On Kalpeni island of the Lakshadweep group, mahr was only a formal compliance with the religious prescription. In the 1960s it was of negligible value; and the Kazi’s register showed that it was sometimes not paid at all or was paid only in part. (The Kazi is the highest ritual functionary and adjudicator within Islamic personal law.) This matter had to be settled in the event of a divorce, but it was more important to deal with the dues of the rice, coconuts, and some other necessities that a husband had to contribute to his wife’s household each year so long as the marriage lasted. In fact neither mahr nor such dues acted to prevent divorce. There has not been much change in subsequent decades.

Mahr in this matrilineal society does not establish the authority of a man over his wife. She is not expected to render personal services to him or to be subservient. Even when a woman flouts her husband’s exclusive right to sexual access, he has no means of punishing her. There is discussion of the husband’s customary annual dues to support his wife and children; but there is no clear notion of his being responsible for their maintenance in the real sense of the term. Because they live in separate units of production and consumption, neither spouse has a right to the other’s productive labour. Nikah establishes the paternity of children but gives their father no rights over them.

Enduring polygyny is rare – women react sharply if their husbands have extra-marital affairs or contract other marriages. In 1962 only 6 of the 670 married men had more than one wife. Children are no deterrent to divorce: although they remain with their mothers, their affective bonds with their fathers may not be disrupted, and the fathers continue to have socio-religious obligations towards them.

Talaq, or repudiation, is the most common form of divorce on the
island. The other two forms – *khula*, the purchase by the wife of her freedom, and *fasaq*, pronounced by the Kazi on grounds such as lunacy, impotence, or disease – are rare. Although the initiative in *talaq* formally lies with the husband, a woman may indicate to her husband that she does not want him to visit her any more and thus create a situation in which he has no option but to pronounce *talaq*.

Divorce is fairly frequent. More than half of the men and women on the island had married more than once, and many had been married several times. Because marriage does not entail living together, cooperation, or interdependence in economic or social spheres, or even a common overall responsibility towards children, its dissolution has no great disruptive effect.

In looking at matrilineal kinship systems from the point of view of women’s situation and contrasting them with South Asian patrilineal kinship systems, it seems that the kind of concentration of control over property and over women’s sexuality that husbands and other affinal males can achieve in a patrilineal, patri-virilocal system, often deriving justification from religion, is simply not available to a matrilineally related kinsman. For a discussion of the inherent instability of matrilineal systems, the inbuilt conflicts in them, and the well-known “matrilineal puzzle” (Richards 1950), see Poewe (1979), Schwede (1986), Tanner (1974), Weiner (1979, 1980), and Thomas (1980). See also Nongbri (1990) and L. Dube (1993).

Among the bilateral Javanese a conjugal pair forms the nucleus of the family unit; but this does not prevent other people from joining the household. There is a certain flexibility in the constitution of households. Adopted and foster children are readily accepted. The fact that children may move from one household to another, being brought up by persons other than their biological parents, has important implications for conjugal relations and divorce.

A Javanese woman is in full command over the domestic domain. She is the main figure of authority for children and is also in charge of the religious ceremonies performed periodically. She generally has an income from independent economic activity. She is expected to show respect for her husband, who should be older than her and whom she addresses as “elder brother.” At the normative level there is a certain recognition of the equality of men and women, husbands and wives. Women are not as active as men in public affairs – husbands or sons are usually the representatives at village meetings. But, as Stoler (1977) has pointed out, the status of a woman is determined not so
much by the rights that the legal system confers on her, or by her participation in social and political affairs, as by the extent to which she controls strategic resources.

The Javanese do not believe in continuing a marriage in the face of constant conflict. Divorce is rather rare in urban areas among the high and upper middle classes, although polygyny may be present; but among the rest of the population, and more so in rural areas, divorce is common. Its frequency is higher in the early years of marriage. In order to avoid conflict between close relations, marriages between third cousins or between persons further apart are preferred. As we see elsewhere in this book, individuals’ rights to property are respected.

Javanese marriage is characterized by an overall absence of asymmetry, at least normatively. Women seem to exercise considerable choice in their entry into and exit from marriage and domestic groups. Their independent incomes, the presence of supportive kin, the ease of remarriage, and conditions that favour their asserting their rights over their children all contribute to their exercise of choice in forming or breaking marital links. Even *talaq*, the unilateral divorce pronounced by the husband, may well be initiated by the wife’s packing her things and returning to her parents.

The nature of conjugality and the simple procedures of divorce among the Malays have been discussed by a number of scholars (Laderman 1983, Strange 1981, Tsubouchi 1977, Kassim 1984, Karim 1987). The state evinces much concern over the fragility of marriage. In some areas the rate of divorce has fallen, but it remains high. In the period 1951–1955 the rate per 100 marriages was 76.0 in Kelantan and 61.4 in Kedah. In Kelantan in 1966–1970 it was 56.0; and in Kedah in 1964 it was 50.7. Laderman (1983) reports that in Trengganu, where the divorce rate is the highest in the country, divorces were 71.25 per cent of all Muslim marriages over a 10-year period.

The marital bond is weak, particularly in the first few years of marriage. Marriage very often begins with uxorilocality. Even when the family household consists of the conjugal pair, there is a network of supportive kindred, and women maintain close links with their kin. This feature of Malay kinship and its influence on conjugal relations and divorce have been widely discussed (Djmour 1959, Firth 1966, Tsubouchi 1977, Strange 1981, Laderman 1983). Another important factor in women’s relative independence is their engagement in remunerative work and the existence of conjugal property.

A Malay woman may be proud of her *ahli rumah* (housewife) sta-
tus, but she usually does something or other towards an independent income. Providing for the family is an important role of a man, but this does not give his wife the feeling of being a dependant. She has her work, at least as wife and mother, and he has his work – the two are complementary. Lip-service may be accorded to the religious dictate that the husband is the head of a family. For instance, theoretically a wife needs her husband’s permission to absent herself from home; but in practice she goes about her business without asking permission. And what she earns, she keeps, using it for the household’s needs when the occasion arises or for her own expenses.

_Talaq_ is the most common form of divorce. Formally pronounced by the husband, it is not really viewed as unilateral; for a woman may begin the process by making her husband’s life a misery. Malay cultural values severely discredit a man who holds his wife against her will (Karim 1987).

It is a common practice to put conditions into a marriage contract the contravention of which automatically frees the woman. The most common of these are abandonment, insufficient maintenance, physical violence, and keeping or taking a wife away from her close kin. Maintenance is thus essential without giving a husband much authority or power over his wife. The condition that a wife be free to remain in close contact with her own kin makes Islamic marriage in bilateral societies entirely different in quality from that in patrilineal, patri-virilocal South Asia.

Thai society is hierarchically structured but the positions of individuals within it are not fixed. Ascriptive loyalties and ties of all kinds are minimized (Kirsch 1982). This has important implications for marriage. Marriage is not governed by specific prescriptions or proscriptions. There is a tendency to marry within the circle of people whom one knows. Young men’s far greater mobility offers them much greater opportunities of finding spouses away from home; but young women are not circumscribed by rules governing their choice of partners.

Individuals generally decide whom they want to marry, and elopement is an established method of circumventing parental objections. An eloping couple may set up a household without going through any formalities. Marriage may involve no ceremonies at all, barring perhaps a private one to placate the spirits. Matrilocal residence is common, particularly at the beginning of a marriage, but ties are generally maintained with the husband’s relatives as well. The typical and ideal unit of residence is the independent nuclear family house-
hold. As this is often close to the wife’s kin, the majority of married men live away from the places of their birth.

The traditional view of conjugal relations is guided by notions of differences between the sexes. The husband should be the head, the taker of decisions, the earner of income; while the wife should be the subservient, modest follower whose duties relate to children and the household. In the traditional view man is strong, woman is weak. Woman is more easily defiled than is man. Virginity is important only for women. These ideas, together with depictions of women as deceitful and full of guile, with numerous faults and weaknesses, appear to have their roots in Buddhism and in early Hinduism.

There is, however, a tremendous difference between the ideal and the actual; and one may wonder about the degree to which the ideal is promoted. A wife does not really have to defer to her husband. Although there is a broad assignment of responsibilities, the division of work is flexible. Women are active in production, even doing such work as ploughing. In Buddhism men are superior, for only they can be ordained; but this does not permeate profane domestic life. Buddhism has little to say about worldly relationships, including the tie of marriage. Thai kinship relations are not group based, and kinship terminology is symmetrical for gender. For these reasons the conjugal relationship is not characterized by any considerable asymmetry. In the political and religious spheres, however, Buddhist notions of male superiority have their influence.

A mother’s position is very strong. In the event of divorce she need not lose her children or, in most cases, shelter. She need not give up her children even when she remarries. She has some economic independence because the man in a family is seldom its sole earner. The marked preference for kin ties between women or for those related through women assures her of support in all circumstances. Although a woman’s right to maintenance from a divorced husband will end on her remarriage, at the time of divorce she will have taken possession of what she brought to the marriage and also of a part of the property accumulated during the marriage. It is clear that the perceptions of relationships, rights, and responsibilities that stem from the kinship system place women in a tolerably fair situation.

Double standards are applied, however, to extramarital sexual activity: adultery by the wife can be a ground for divorce, but not adultery by the husband. For both, divorce is relatively easy to obtain. The unfortunate situation of a family that disintegrates because of lack of means is distinguished from divorce brought about
by other factors. The most common cause of conjugal discord is the squandering of money by men on women, liquor, or opium. According to Kirsch (1967), separations appear to be most frequent during matrilocal residence.

Marriage means different things to men and women. Men have other alternatives such as monkhood. In any marriage, the wife has to be more committed to it than does the husband. If nothing else, theirs is the responsibility of caring for the children. They are not, however, as firmly bound to a marriage as are women in South Asia. They are almost always involved in income-earning activities, they have charge of household income and expenses, and they can always count on the support of kin. Marriage is seen less as a union of hearts than as a coming together of complementary functions. Love is not considered a necessary component of a marital union (Rajadhon 1961). The instability of marriages is accepted by villagers with equanimity.

Pongsapich (1986) has traced the changes in the law relating to marriage. The traditional marriage law allowed polygyny and permitted adultery to men. After repeated protests, monogamy was made obligatory in 1935; but this did not bring about the disappearance of polygyny. In general the law appears to have many intricacies that permit it to be flouted relatively easily.

Although the Spanish influence in the Philippines accorded a low status to women in society and in law, the bilateral ethos was retained. Women remained active in the economy, particularly in rural areas and among the poor. In urban areas too, women are engaged in the informal sector and those who acquire education and training also work. The regime of the United States extended educational facilities to all regardless of sex, and today Filipino women are better educated than most others and have a presence in predominantly male spheres of activity.

The influence of Roman Catholicism is strong where marriage and divorce are concerned, and it combines with local peculiarities to work against women. Divorce is not permitted, although a marriage may be annulled in certain circumstances. Legal separation, which does not amount to severance of the marital tie, is provided for. In this the fault principle operates rather than that of mutual consent. Adultery by the wife is sufficient ground, but adultery by the husband must be shown to amount to concubinage.

As Illo (1990) observes, girls and boys are socialized into gender-based work roles, but these are seldom inflexible. Thus girls may be asked to help with fishing and with the harvesting of rice, while boys
may be trained to cook and to care for younger siblings. This flexibility is apparent in the work roles assumed by married couples, which depend largely on the time available to each.

A wife plays a major role in the financial affairs of her household, whether rich or poor, rural or urban. Women who must contribute to the domestic economy in the phase of reproduction and child-rearing often do this through home-based or neighbourhood-based enterprise. Although women are proud of their “house-owner” and home-maker status, they try also to earn some income. Apart from controlling family budgets, women also take extra-domestic economic decisions on such matters as the lending and borrowing of money, the buying and selling of property, and the running of family businesses.

A significant feature of marriage in patrilineal South Asia, which stands in sharp contrast to South-East Asia, is the prevalence of dowry and its growth during the past few decades. In the world outside, news of dowry deaths and of the harassment of women for dowry in South Asia, particularly in non-peninsular India, is received with bewilderment. The phenomenon of dowry has been analysed extensively (see, for example, Government of India 1974, L. Dube 1983b, U. Sharma 1984, Akanda and Shamim 1985, L. Caplan 1984, Visvanathan 1989, Ghadially and Kumar 1988, Srinivas 1984). In order to explain dowry it is necessary to examine some social structural and cultural features of Indian society that have provided the bases and the context for the new influences that have brought about this bizarre commercialization of marriage.

It cannot be denied that marriage has an economic dimension everywhere; but dowry as it is found in South Asia is rooted in patrilineal, patri-virilocal kinship. Among Hindus, particularly the middle and upper castes, dowry has a strong religious sanction. As we have seen, in South-East Asia parents are concerned to help their children settle down as a conjugal unit – either separately or as part of a larger domestic unit – upon marriage. In bilateral societies there is some choice in respect of where the new couple may live. They may get some land, a garden plot, a house, or some capital, but this is not necessarily related to marriage. There do not seem to be any institutionalized transactions of goods and cash as an inevitable part of marriage. Importantly, the notion of purchase of rights over a woman’s labour and reproductive capacities implicit in bride-price and that of grateful offerings by a girl’s family to her groom and his kin for taking her into the “auspicious” married state – which is what is embodied in dowry – are absent. There may be a semblance
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of bride-price or bride-service in some groups, and of course mahr is prevalent in all Islamic populations; but these do not assume enormous proportions either as indicators of status or as preventive measures against divorce. Very often they are merely of a token nature. The ideas of conjugal property and of spouses’ individual property are quite clearly established.

South Asia presents a different picture. Dowry has assumed enormous proportions and has spread even to groups such as peasants, artisans, and lower castes who earlier practised bride-price. Bride-price has been common among tribal groups. Undoubtedly it symbolizes compensation for the loss of a productive member who is acquired by her husband and his kin group. The expressions used by people do signify purchase. This is clear from the fact that, if a woman leaves her husband to live with another man, that man has to pay compensation to the first husband. The custom of bride-price does not turn a daughter into a liability – she remains a source of some earning. Even in such marriages some household goods, clothes, and ornaments may be given to a daughter as a kind of support. According to Srinivas (1984), the custom of bride-price was prevalent even among the Brahmins of Karnataka and other parts of southern India. This can be explained by the concern over obtaining a suitable bride from within the endogamous group.

However, gradually dowry has been replacing bride-price. The influence of the upper castes and their Sanskritic ways has been an important factor in this change, but the causes run deeper. It results in the devaluation of daughters, who become a distinct liability.

In southern India, perhaps owing to the preference for intra-kin marriages, there has been some reciprocity in prestation between bride-givers and bride-takers, although typically the bride’s family must spend more. This relative reciprocity is found also in many parts of central India, Maharashtra, and Bengal, but the two sides are distinctly unequal not only in status but in the considerably greater expenses that bride-givers are expected to incur.

Dowry, or dahej as it is called in north India, includes gifts for the bride such as clothes, jewellery, and household goods, ideally treated as her personal possessions forming the nucleus of the conjugal estate; gifts for the son-in-law, including cash; gifts for the groom’s parents and other kin; and money as a contribution towards the expenses of the groom’s party. There is also lavish expenditure on hospitality. Depending on socio-economic level, kitchen equipment, furniture, electronic equipment, and vehicles have also come to form...

Large dowries have traditionally been common among castes that are internally ranked and that practise intra-caste hypergamy (marriage in which the female has a lower familial status than the male). The compulsions of marrying within well-defined limits combined with internal gradations render the position of young women and their families precarious. It is not surprising that some groups have practised female infanticide. A decrease in marriages among kin (applicable to southern India and to Muslim populations), economic or social differentiation within an endogamous jati (caste group), and an expansion of marriage circles to cover cognate jatis have all contributed to the escalation of dowry.

There is competition among the fathers of marriageable girls with something akin to bidding involved. The parents of young men expect large dowries and demand them. With differentiation in occupations within families and the possibility of earning sons establishing their own households, young men’s parents are keen to recover what they have spent on their education and training. Investment in education has increased many times over and dowry seems to be the only way of recovering it. Consumerism has added to the list of commodities that are included in dowries. Because marriages are contracted within limited connubial circles and negotiations are the accepted method of making matches, girls’ parents have no option but to spend beyond their means.

Although on the sentimental plane dowry is a compensation for a girl’s loss of membership in her natal family (for is it not an accident that she was born female?), to call it pre-mortem inheritance is farfetched. More often than not a girl’s parents have to spend on her marriage well before the time for the distribution of property, and their expenses may be quite disproportionately high. Broadly speaking, the amount and nature of dowry depends on the socio-economic status of the bridegroom and his family and the accomplishments and appearance of the bride.

Daughters themselves are often keen to marry with dowry, for they are aware that, although they are legally entitled to shares in the property of their natal families, they are unlikely to get them. Perhaps more important, their status in their affinal families depends on what they take with them. This does not mean that a girl has a firm right over what she takes to her affinal home. Much of it may be regarded as being for the use of the whole family. Usually no records
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are kept of the bride’s possessions, and any insistence on an exclusive right to them would strike at the roots of the solidarity of the family.

Harassment for dowry after marriage has been reported mainly from north India. Dowry is no longer a one-time payment: often a series of demands are made, and if these are not met the bride is sent back or is ill-treated even to the point of being killed. Marriage establishes an unequal relationship between the two sides. Bride-givers become permanent gift-givers and there is no obligation on bride-takers to give anything in return. Moreover, although their obligations towards their daughter continue, as does the flow of gifts to her affinal family, her parents’ rights over her are snapped at marriage. Women’s organizations have the bitter experience that after a dowry death the dead woman’s parents usually say that their daughter had expressed the wish to return but that they themselves had advised her to stay on and try to adjust. Orissa, for example, an eastern state, reports that “accidental deaths” of women, generally through burning, have assumed enormous proportions in recent years. Because of the tradition of communication between natal and affinal families in south India and parts of central India a woman is not left entirely at the mercy of her affinal kin. However, escalation of dowry has been a general phenomenon in all regions. This has resulted in many girls not marrying at all, and gruesome reports of suicides by girls who see no hope of marriage are published in the press.

Laws against dowry in Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan have proved ineffective. Although dowry does not have religious sanction among Muslims, violence and torture are reported to accompany demands for dowry. According to Akanda and Shamim (1985), since the war of liberation in Bangladesh the desire to get rich overnight has spread among the population. “Black” (unaccounted) money increased, which gave an impetus to dowry. They report that torture and death associated with dowry are more common in the villages than in the towns. Even a poor farmer or day labourer does not hesitate to demand money or land not only at a wedding but also years later. Wives commit suicide, and violence such as acid-throwing and murder, more or less absent in the past, has arisen.

Dowries of clothes, jewellery, and household goods for the bride and cash for the son-in-law and his father are prevalent among the essentially patrilineal Christians of various denominations in southern and south-western India (L. Caplan 1984, Visvanathan 1989, R. Robinson 1994). Many young women earn their own dowries,
migrating all over the world for jobs; and many marry relatively late. There have been efforts to conduct marriages without dowries and at little expense. There is not the kind of dowry-related violence that is seen among Hindus and Muslims.

Visvanathan argues that, among Orthodox Syrian Christians, it is virtually impossible to marry without *streedhanam*, which entitles a woman to become an integrated labouring member of her husband’s group. It is through *streedhanam* at marriage that a woman receives the right to work and to reproduce. For a few days after marriage a bride is treated as a guest and does no housework. Gradually she becomes a part of the household. Although the father of the groom, who controls the property and interests of his son, also controls the cash dowry that comes with the bride, when the son establishes a separate home or when his wife gives birth, it is the received dowry that forms the basis of the new household.

It is clear that dowry and its various manifestations in South Asia are a function of patrilocal, patri-virilocal kinship, women’s dependence, caste endogamy, and marriage by negotiation. Deep structural changes are needed if the menace of dowry is to be eradicated. It has further devalued women; and son preference, female foeticide, and the neglect of female infants are not unrelated to it.
Nutrition and discrimination

Nutrition is one of the significant axes of gender differentiation in South Asia. Many of the factors responsible for differences in the quantity and quality of food that a household gives to male and female children are interlinked and can be traced to the values and ideas generated in the kinship system, family structure, and ideology linked to them. The different rates of mortality and morbidity for girls and boys are explained in part by discrimination in nutrition and health care. Female infanticide and foeticide are extreme manifestations of the devaluation of daughters.

A number of empirical studies have presented this bitter truth about Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan. In well-to-do homes girls are not really deprived of food; but there is a tendency carefully to cater to the tastes, wishes, and whims of male adults and male children. The choicest items are reserved for them.

A young woman narrated her experience, which is revealing. Her grandmother would have any number of extra pieces of sweets for her grandson when he asked for them. But when the narrator asked for one, the old lady would refuse it. She would say, “You are a girl; you should learn to eat less and to swallow suffering” (kam khao, gham khao).

Customarily a girl is not given milk to drink. This is a common pattern among Marathas and Brahmans in western Maharashtra, and is in fact a general feature of Indian culture except among educated upper-middle-class and well-to-do sections. Milk is a boys’ privilege, for they must grow tall and strong. Girls, on the contrary, should not grow much or fast; their growth needs to be controlled. A large share
of proteins, particularly milk products, meat, fats, and delicacies specially prepared at the cost of much labour, goes to the more valuable offspring. In Masi Jheelo’s house in a western Pakistani village, described by Ahmad and Ahmad (1990), the boys were given milk and eggs. The girls looked upon this and occasionally remarked in a slightly protesting tone that nothing seemed good enough for boys. The mother would point out that boys would, after all, be the support of the family, whereas girls could not be relied upon, as they might leave for another house any day.

In large parts of Maharashtra there is a tradition of drinking milk fresh from the udders of cows and buffaloes. This is the privilege of men and boys. In most parts of non-peninsular India, among those who can afford it, milk forms part of men’s diet, not of women’s. Women are entitled to milk only in special circumstances such as lactation or illness, and sometimes pregnancy. This pattern is an institutionalized one and is not even thought about. Whereas boys may be given breakfast, girls (and daughters-in-law) are not. Women and girls are not only the last to receive food, they also get less of it and of a lower quality. Expectations of self-denial are also given expression here. If a girl cries or shouts for food she is considered fussy and is teased and taunted about her lack of self-restraint.

When resources are scarce this discrimination can be acute, and girls may remain underfed and undernourished. Boys too may not have enough to eat, but girls are much worse off. An incident in a girls’ school in a small town in Maharashtra is worth narrating here. The school’s principal insisted that each child bring some tiffin for the afternoon recess. One day she identified a girl who did not bring any tiffin for herself. She scolded the girl, who brought a small tiffin box the next day but did not eat from it. When questioned, the girl was trapped; she opened the box, which was empty. With tears in her eyes she explained: “In the morning there is only enough food left for my brother to carry to school. My mother cannot find the time to cook in the morning, so I have to come without any tiffin” (Vidya Panday, personal communication).

Leftovers are expected to be eaten by the women and girls of the house; they are not meant for males. Girls must learn this when they are still little. Any expression of resentment on their part may bring concessions, but usually with the remark that the capacity to adjust is of prime importance for girls, as is consideration for others.

A consciously cultivated feminine role is that of food-giver. The cooking and serving of food are the constituents of this valued role,
which is emphasized in the ritual by which a bride is incorporated into her husband’s kin group. The ideal of Annapurna, the unfailing supplier of food, is accepted throughout India. Among South Asian Muslims, too, this role of food-giver is central to the definition of many female kinship roles.

Linked to this is the expectation that females should think of the comfort of others, without being bothered about what is left for them. It is well known that in South Asian cultures women eat last of all, after they have served everyone else. Paul (1992) has graphically described how in a Maru Charan family women use ingenious ways of using preserves of various kinds to make some kind of a curry to go with the food left over for them. Girls are specifically trained to this behaviour. An inevitable consequence is the lack of proper nutrition for females. This is related to the division of work, role allocations, the notion of seva (service), the instrumental role of women in the kinship system, as well as to a clear distinction between male and female children in terms of their value.

The practice of dastarkhwan among Muslims symbolizes a meal shared. Food is spread out on a sheet for all to eat, which may suggest equality in its allocation, but that is not the reality. I have referred already to discrimination by the mother between sons and daughters in matters of choice items such as milk and eggs in a Pakistani village. In villages, of course, dastarkhwan cannot always be followed. Some of my friends and colleagues have described a definite hierarchy in middle-class households. The whole family sits down together to eat, but a definite order is followed. Although the mother comes next to the head of the household she is careful to leave the better and larger portions for her sons, who precede daughters and daughters-in-law (Mohini Anjum, personal communication).

What Papanek has called “compulsory emotions” (1991) can also be called culturally constructed gender-linked notions of “proper” behaviour. What Maher (1984: 128–129) has written of Morocco seems also to apply to the Muslims of Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan who follow the patrilineal kinship system. According to her, hierarchy is expressed in the sharing of food within a household. Men consider prized foods such as meat their prerogative whereas women and girls learn to refuse these foods, to offer their shares to guests, and to save the best portions for brothers, sons, and husbands.

When discussing patterns of food consumption in Bangladesh, Kabeer (1985b: 85) mentions that adult males have the first claim on consumption resources. Women’s claims vary with their position in
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the life cycle, and children’s claims vary with age and sex. According to the Bangladesh Nutrition Survey of 1976/77 to which she refers, the average intake of food is higher for males than it is for women. In the 1–15 age group, nutritional deficiency is greater at the younger ages. Young girls demonstrate acute undernourishment far more often than do young boys. Adult males’ claims spring from their supposed roles of bread-winner, protector, and guardian. As in India and in Pakistan, so in Bangladesh women function as the makers and distributors of food, practising discrimination against themselves and their female children. Ideology rooted in the materiality of kinship is one of the major factors at work here.

In South Asia women are in charge of the kitchen and take most day-to-day decisions. There may be hierarchy among the women themselves, and as time passes roles may be reversed. But it is important to examine decisions concerning cooking to see whom they are taken in reference to. Most of the menu is decided in reference to the needs and preferences of the men of the family and those of the children, possibly of both sexes. In a family of five in which both husband and wife are university teachers, if the man is out of town his widowed mother would say, “Let us make something very simple for dinner. Who is in the house tonight?” Her son was absent and the remaining people did not amount to much.

At socio-economic levels and in ethnic groups where women do considerable productive work or are effective wage-earners, and where the ideology of the husband as a distinctly superior god-like being is not operative, women and girls may not suffer from deprivation in the matter of food much more than the males of the family. Many tribal communities and lower-status groups in Hindu society demonstrate this.

In South-East Asia, too, women are recognized as home-makers. Although there is considerable flexibility in the sharing of work, the kitchen is considered the domain of women. Descriptions of feasts in Malaysia and Indonesia bring out the qualities of initiative and leadership that women show in the preparation and distribution of food (Stoler 1977, Suratman 1986). Although it is said of Thailand and the Philippines that mothers tend to pamper sons, who then become irresponsible about sharing food with others, there does not seem to be any conscious discrimination between male and female children.

Certain not immediately obvious factors may be involved where nutrition is concerned: the state of knowledge about nutrition, the supposedly different nutritional requirements of males and females,
beliefs about foods prescribed and proscribed during pregnancy, and so on (Laderman 1983, Strange 1981, Tan 1973, n.d.). But the kind of deliberate discrimination that we find in South Asia is not to be seen in South-East Asia. Where there is no great difference in the value accorded to children of the two sexes, any notion of discrimination in food must seem incredible.

It may be useful to take a brief look at some practices related to the distribution and eating of food. In Indonesia it is customary to place cooked food on a table in bowls, together with plates, spoons, and so on. There is a distinct preference for lukewarm food, and rice is not eaten hot. Members of the household come to the table and serve themselves when they wish to eat. They remove used dishes and leave the table tidy once again. This procedure leaves no scope for discrimination among the children (Papanek, personal communication).

In much of South Asia, on the other hand, there is a marked preference for steaming-hot food. Most preparations of grain are thought best when taken straight from the fire. As a consequence, women generally have to simultaneously prepare and serve at least part of the food. They can neither prepare everything in advance nor eat together with the males. Even where everything is prepared beforehand, women are expected to serve men and children first. It is significant that they are thus required to wait upon the males of the family, even when the food does not have to be served straight from the fire. That women should think of others before thinking of themselves is part of the training of girls in South Asia (L. Dube 1988a,b). Women’s role as nourishers is greatly extolled; and they must make do with what is left over, with something hastily improvised, or with nothing.

In South Asia in ordinary homes food is almost entirely home-cooked and the housewife is its sole provider. In South-East Asia food may be purchased and eaten outside the home, and people are quite accustomed to eating from roadside stalls. Clearly the notions of motherhood and womanhood do not include the provision of food as virtually the only medium of communication. Nor is food used by mothers as an instrument of power over their children, as is typical of South Asia.

If we compare the north and south of India (leaving aside Kerala, which is in a class by itself), perhaps at certain ages and bodily states girls in south India are better cared for. For example, at puberty and childbirth women receive special attention.
Studies of Nepal, including those focusing on women, do not mention discrimination by gender in the distribution of food. Even the special reports produced under the Status of Women Project do not note this phenomenon. This may be an instance of a common tendency in the social sciences not to ask questions that use gender as a variable (L. Dube 1980). My discussions with researchers on Nepal brought the statement that, except in milk and its products, there was no discrimination between male and female children. Perhaps this needs further investigation. If it is true, the only explanation that strikes me is the special place of the daughter in Nepali culture. She is sacred, always to be respected, and to be honoured through special festivals (Gray 1982, Bennett 1983). However, in-marrying women must function under the same constraints and ideology as in India. As for the importance given to daughters and the sacredness attributed to them, Kondos (1991) differs from Bennett and Gray. The comparative tables for South and South-East Asia do not show Nepal in a particularly good light.

There is more protein deficiency in females than there is among males in South Asia. If we go by the inferences that may be drawn from the statistics on disease and health, mortality and morbidity, there is hardly any room for doubt that girls are far more deficient in nutrition than boys. That hospitals record far fewer admissions of female children points to another field of discrimination – that of health care. If girls are taken to hospital at all, it is at a relatively late stage of illness. Time, energy, and money seem unaffordable when there is a tacit compliance with the notion that a girl is expendable anyway. Where son preference is strong, neglect of female children is not surprising. There is a tremendous difference between the cost of saving the life of a low-priority female child and the cost of saving and improving the life of a male child (Miller 1989a).

Fact-finding is going only half-way: the why of a phenomenon must be sought. Thinking over the evidence, one is forced to conclude that the kinship system and family organization are to a very great degree responsible for the undernourishment of girls and the neglect of their health. At any socio-economic level in patrilineal societies, girls are deprived relative to boys.


The neglect of female children in South Asia, particularly in
Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan, is clearly demonstrated in the differences between the sex ratios in the region and those in South-East Asia. A cursory look at the male–female ratios in north and south India indicates less discrimination in the south. Kerala stands in a category of its own. Here, besides women’s active participation in productive activities, the continuance of the matrilineal ethos cannot be ruled out as a contributory factor. Low fertility, high literacy, and an even sex ratio are all combined in Kerala. Studies in greater depth involving various Christian and Muslim communities along with matrilineal caste groups are required before we start debating whether the Kerala model can be replicated elsewhere.

The north–south difference can be explained by a very strong preference for sons in the north and only a relatively mild preference for sons in the south. The results of various surveys of attitudes and behaviour have brought this out (see Basu 1993a,b for references to these). However, figures from the 1991 census show that, although birth rates have definitely begun falling, declining fertility is indicative of further devaluation of the female sex. The practice of female infanticide persists, but whether it has increased during the past decade cannot be ascertained.

The new technology that makes it possible to determine the sex of the unborn child may be responsible for part of the decrease in the proportion of females in the country. From 934 females per 1,000 males in 1981, the sex ratio had come down to 921 females in 1991 (Ravivarta 1994). Vibhuti Patel (1988) expresses the protest against and anxiety about the abuse of technology when she discusses the consequences of sex determination or pre-selection tests. Amniocentesis has become quite inexpensive and is within the reach even of working-class people. However, it has been used by or upon women of all socio-economic classes, even up to the highest educational levels. The test cannot be carried out before a pregnancy is 16 weeks old, and abortion at this stage poses quite some risks to a woman’s health. But this test as well as ultrasound examination, which is as simple as an X-ray and need not even be recorded, are being used to determine the sex of foetuses so that the birth of unwanted female children may be forestalled.

The Times of India reported that between 1978 and 1983 around 78,000 female foetuses were aborted in India after sex determination tests. In 1986/87 the number of such abortions was between 30,000 and 50,000. In Bombay city alone about 7,000 female foetuses were aborted during 1989/90. Acts prohibiting sex determination tests have
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been passed in Maharashtra, Punjab, and Rajasthan and a similar act is proposed to cover the whole country. However, since the use of the technology has to be permitted for diagnosing abnormalities, its use for identifying female foetuses is not likely to stop. As some people have argued, female foeticide is not so bad as female infanticide, which in turn is better than slow death through neglect and discrimination.

It is a peculiarity of South Asia that the female sex is denied the right to be born, to survive after birth, and to live a healthy life avoiding the risks of pregnancy and childbirth. Poverty alone cannot explain this.

The denial of survival can be imposed immediately after birth. Female infanticide forcefully reflects the patrifocal, hierarchical, and oppressive character of Indian patrilineality. It used to be practised in large parts of India among specific caste groups at the middle and upper levels (Vishwanath 1973, 1976, Parry 1979). Even today old Khatri women describe how the midwife had specific instructions to kill a newborn female by suffocation and report a stillbirth. The British took note of the problem and tried to end it by legal and punitive measures, but it persists in some places and among caste groups to this day. In the villages of Jaisalmer district, for example, about 300 newborn females are put to death every year (Ravivarta 1993).

Several methods have been used for killing newborn females: suffocating the baby by pressing the afterbirth over its face, putting opium on the mother’s nipples, feeding the baby an extract of poisonous oleander berries or with the poisonous milk of a wild plant. The last method is reported to be in use among the Kallar of Tamil Nadu, who have been in the news for the widespread practice of female infanticide. Two other methods are to step on the throat of the infant and to put a few grains of paddy (unhusked rice) into its mouth (Venkatramani 1986). The Kallar are a caste of warriors whose women are not very active in productive activities (Krishnaswamy 1988). The main argument in favour of female infanticide, which is seen as a cultural practice, is the increase in dowries and the never-ending expense on daughters’ childbirth and prestations even after they are married.

In northern India the Rajput and Jat were known for practising female infanticide. The division of the former into clans with different statuses and the practice of hypergamy, according to which girls of the highest sub-castes had very little choice in the marriage market,
made daughters a burden. Having a daughter also meant loss of status for the father as a bride-giver. It is difficult to assess the prevalence of female infanticide across the country. As for female foeticide, it is being practised even by those who had never practised female infanticide. The menace of dowry appears to be the main factor in the discrimination against daughters.

Cultural perceptions regarding daughters and sons may be contrasted across the two regions. In South Asia, sons are considered future providers and easy to bring up. Their reputations are not easily tarnished. Daughters, on the other hand, are viewed as potential creators of problems for their families. They are also expensive and of no use after they are married. They may be useful around the house but demand watchfulness and protection. Although both sexes should marry, there is much greater compulsion about the marriage of daughters. If a son gets married it becomes necessary to provide for a newcomer, whereas if a daughter remains unmarried she needs to be supported and looked after unless she is herself earning. Moreover, an unmarried male’s share of patrimonial property has no inheritor and is likely to go to his brothers’ children. His sexuality is not so explosive as a sister’s. Talking about a village in Rajasthan, Palriwala (1990) brings out these differences between men’s and women’s marriages.

In South-East Asia, in contrast, girls are valued for their support. They are considered easy to raise compared with boys. It is said that they are more amenable to discipline and more attached to and concerned about parents and siblings. They help around the house more and create fewer problems than boys do. A daughter’s marriage often means acquiring an extra helping hand. If necessary a daughter can support her parents even after she is married. As I have noted, parents look forward to being cared for by daughters in old age.
Gender and education

Here I shall deal briefly with a few important issues related to differences between South Asia and South-East Asia in the operation of gender in the field of education. It is only suggestive and in no way definitive.

Jayaweera (1988) clearly brings out the gender-linked disparities in education in countries such as Bangladesh, India, Nepal, and Pakistan and contrasts them with the situation in Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Thailand, where the expansion of education has resulted in a diminishing of gender disparities. There is a general tendency to condemn this state and urge its rectification without looking into the bases of the discrimination, which might indicate the need for structural changes.

In Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan, parents prefer to give higher education to sons rather than to daughters, mainly because boys are considered positive economic assets to the family. Because daughters leave upon marriage, sons are looked upon as a form of insurance in the uncertain world of peasants and the urban lower middle class. It has been suggested that this preference should be discouraged by emphasizing the need for girls’ education in the overall economic development of the country and through a reduction in fertility (Chaudhury and Ahmed 1980: 156). But will such emphases alone change something that is rooted in the ideology and the structural principles of kinship?

A certain delinking of women’s education and employment seems to occur in the upper and middle classes. Girls are educated to become efficient housewives and mothers who can properly socialize
their children. They also become more attractive in the marriage market by offering better companionship and supportive social roles to their prospective husbands. Where education and employment are linked, this is usually for eventualities such as widowhood and in order to supplement the husband's income. The motive in permitting a daughter to work is often that she can earn some of her own dowry by that means. Some parents may visualize careers for their daughters, but they seldom count on being supported by them. Where circumstances require the making of such plans, it is not done to speak of them openly. Also, studies have shown that, when women work and support their parents or younger siblings, this usually traps them in a situation where marriage does not remain an option at all.

The roles here are all derived from the kinship system and family structure. Marriage transfers a woman from her natal home, and her primary or sole duty is towards her husband's family. Anything she earns should contribute to the upkeep of her new home; she has no recognized moral right to use it to support her parents or siblings. There are of course cultural arrangements under which a married woman periodically visits her natal home and even does household and productive work there at times when her labour is specially welcome (D. Jacobson 1977a, Palriwala 1991, Minturn and Hitchcock 1963).

Among the semi-tribal Gond, among peasant communities, and among some urban populations there are references to the manipulative skills of young wives who send supplies to their natal homes and sometimes even have assets transferred to them. Folk songs in Chhattisgarh, for instance, detail the charges and counter-charges that are made by daughter-in-law and mother-in-law. The younger woman is accused of stealing grain and valuable foodstuffs such as ghee, sugar, and jaggery (unrefined sugar) to send to her parents. The older woman is accused of stealthily sending the same things to her daughter, who is now at her own husband's home (L. Dube 1956).

Such firm notions about the legitimacy of the transfer of a woman and the illegitimacy of her trying to support her natal kin are rooted in the conception of the family structure and the kinship network. Because of them, employed young women in urban areas who support their natal families must often remain unmarried. From their parents’ point of view, accepting their support is a matter for some embarrassment; but at least they have not been given away in marriage. They may be pampered as bread-winners, but a vigilant watch is nevertheless kept over them lest they disgrace themselves through
friendships with men and to keep them from finding matches for themselves. Once married, they would become parai ("belonging to others"), from whom the natal families could expect no support.

The patrilineal, patri-virilocal kinship and family system thus makes a daughter a liability. Among the Muslims of Bangladesh, even though there are at least some intra-kin marriages, a daughter is referred to as "a temporary guest." In Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka, where intra-kin marriages are preferred, there are sayings such as "Bringing up a girl is like planting a sapling in another's courtyard" and "Bringing up a daughter is like pouring water into sand." Similar sayings are prevalent throughout the Indian subcontinent (Aziz and Maloney 1985).

The notions of the immediate and the future (or deferred) value of sons and daughters may be examined against this background. Because girls do not have any future value in ensuring family continuity, in providing support to siblings and parents, or in bringing in the labour of their spouses, it is their immediate value that assumes greater importance.

All over South and South-East Asia girls are seen as being useful around the house, assisting in domestic chores, looking after younger siblings, and helping in the productive activities that are undertaken by women. Data from Indonesia, where the sexual division of labour is not so rigid as it is in South Asia, show that young girls work longer hours than young boys do (White 1976). Similar information is available for other South-East Asian countries. The devaluation of daughters in South Asia is clearly associated with the conception of their future value to the family and is, to repeat, rooted in kinship and family organization, which regards them as only temporary members over whom their parents lose their rights when they are married off.

There are clear differences between South Asia and South-East Asia. In South Asia the logic of the deferred value of a child, leading to an investment in its future in the form of education and training, is based on contrasting evaluations of sons and daughters. What use is it to send a girl to school and deprive the family of her labour? What is the family going to get in return for forgoing her immediate usefulness? In South-East Asian countries, daughters' immediate value and notions of the division of labour between the sexes – emphasizing the domestic and reproductive roles of women – may have some effect on the level of education of girls and on the occupations and professions for which they opt; but a differential evaluation of the young of the
two sexes is not at the root as it is in patrilineral, patri-virilocal South Asia.

Many studies of South-East Asian societies indicate that parents often look forward to being cared for in their old age by their daughters. Flexibility in kinship in regard to residence and responsibility is of obvious relevance here.

A related consideration is the necessity in South Asia of isolating girls from males before marriage. A consequence has been the emphasis on single-sex schools and colleges. The absence of separate institutions for girls is often described as a major handicap for girls’ education. The large percentage of drop-outs among girls around the age of puberty is attributable to a concern with the management of female sexuality at its most vulnerable stage (L. Dube 1988a,b).

The rates of adult literacy among women in 1992 (table 1 in the Appendix) show a contrast between South Asia and South-East Asia. In some South Asian countries they were: Nepal, 14 per cent; Pakistan, 22 per cent; Bangladesh, 23 per cent; and India, 35 per cent. In some countries in South-East Asia they were: Indonesia, 77 per cent; Malaysia, 72 per cent; the Philippines, 90 per cent; and Thailand, 92 per cent. In Indonesia and Malaysia, illiteracy was considerably higher among the older age groups (Jayaweera 1988). Gender disparities in literacy are high in South Asia, but not in South-East Asia. In 1992 the difference was 25 per cent in Nepal, 26 per cent in Bangladesh, 27 per cent in Pakistan, and 29 per cent in India. By contrast, the difference was 14 per cent in Indonesia and 17 per cent in Malaysia, while in the Philippines there was no difference at all and in Thailand it was only 4 per cent (table 1). Sri Lanka, with 85 per cent literacy among adult women and a narrow disparity between genders, is in a class by itself in South Asia.

The content of the education of females reflects norms of domesticity, with emphases on domestic skills and feminine social accomplishments. Curriculum differentiation is often gender based. The stress on sex-role stereotypes during socialization tends to push girls towards courses of study that are associated with their gender. Technology and other areas supposedly of male excellence have very few women except in the Philippines and Thailand, where access to education and the choosing of particular forms of it are determined less by gender than by socio-economic standing.

In some Islamic countries such as Indonesia and Malaysia, state education policies seem to be influenced by considerations of gender that may be thought to be in keeping with religious values. However,
a somewhat similar situation can be seen even in countries such as India, where religion is not supposed to guide secular matters. It appears that, although notions of gender roles may not always restrict educational opportunities for women, they do affect the content of education.

Statistics provided by Jayaweera (1988) indicate that men and women have had equal access to education for some time now in the Philippines and Thailand and that gender-based disparities are diminishing in Malaysia and Indonesia, although they persist in tertiary education in Malaysia and in secondary and tertiary education in Indonesia.

In Malaysia and Indonesia there is some resistance to sending unmarried females away from home for education or employment, but it is nowhere near what is seen in patrilineal South Asia. Moreover, daughters are not looked upon as liabilities who will have no value in the future.
Conclusion

This study was planned with the conviction that kinship can provide an appropriate context for understanding gender in a society and that the adoption of a comparative approach in looking at gender across two regions with different kinship systems is likely to yield significant results. Since I began looking at material from diverse sources, the realization has gained ground that the study of kinship can in fact be made the study of gender. A number of micro-studies have attempted to investigate specific issues relating to gender with a consciousness of the relevance of kinship. However, those engaged in women’s studies as such have not yet fully realized the crucial importance of kinship in grasping the situation of women.

It is necessary for those in the women’s movement to keep this dimension in mind while devising strategies to bring about changes – legal, social and cultural, political and economic – in the interests of women and for understanding the limits within which women function and why certain measures have not succeeded. This is not to deny that in recent years the women’s movement has demonstrated much awareness of the relevance of kinship and family structures in deliberating amendments to the laws regarding the prohibition of dowry, adoption, abortion, inheritance, divorce, maintenance and alimony, and the custody of children. But a much better understanding of the basic principles of kinship and their implications has to go into these efforts.

Further, the academic teaching of kinship and family has still not altered its ways or incorporated new researches that strike at the
mythologies that have been created in various disciplines in relation to gender relations and the situation of women.

Kinship systems are neither innocuous nor immutable; and they are not self-sustaining. Given that they operate through material relations but tend to express themselves more effectively through values and ideology, and that they very often seem to be supported by religion and reinforced through ritual and social ceremony, we need to assess the assumptions that underlie the behaviour and speech of the people. I would argue that not only in traditional legal systems and in customary law but also in the content and character of the new laws that have been framed ostensibly to favour women, there is an unmistakable stamp of kinship ideology and kinship organization, whose principles are effective even when not articulated.

I have taken up a few dimensions of kinship partly in an attempt to add to our understanding of the nature and character of the changes taking place in the societies covered. Instead of looking at the changes themselves, except where this was unavoidable, I have tried to provide a background against which they might be understood. Generalizations and comparisons are both risky, the latter being at times odious as well; but I have indulged in both, while trying not to lose sight of important specificities.

In his list of measures to be used for studying gender relations and differences between women and men in different societies in terms of the degree of control they exercise and the autonomy they enjoy in various domains, Tambiah (1989) includes the following: the rights of men and women relating to inheritance, ownership, and transmission and disposal of property; the rights of spouses with regard to property acquired in the course of marriage and accruing after the death of one spouse; economic roles and occupational activities; the freedom to initiate divorce, the possible grounds for divorce, and the allocation of children; the degree of freedom of physical movement and social interaction allowed at different stages of the life cycle; and the special features of the speech codes and linguistic forms that signal gender and sexual differences, evaluations, and specializations.

In this study I have dealt with most of the above matters and many more, not as with a laundry list but offering explanations in terms of their bases in kinship and their support in often intertwined specific principles of religion, caste, class, and law. The implications of gender differences for group membership and rights to space, of contrasts between male and female sexuality with specific controls over the latter, of the nature and character of marriage – with choices in entry
and exit and the quality of conjugal relations – and of residence patterns can all be seen to be rooted in principles of kinship, often mediated by religion. They have been spelt out in their multiple dimensions. Undoubtedly they provide the logic for many of the issues raised by Tambiah. Rights over children seem to derive their justification from conceptions of bodily processes but in essence they are a function of kinship systems, which are seen as both biological and cultural.

Gender discrimination or its absence in respect of nutrition, health, and education bring out the contrast between patrilineal South Asia and bilateral and matrilineal South-East Asia. Gender differences and relative gender parity have both been described and analysed at appropriate points in this book.

The larger political arena and the economy as such were beyond the scope of this work. In many countries women have held the highest political and other positions. But these individuals do not represent the majority of women. However, although women in South Asia have become a high-profile presence in the tertiary sector, it is in South-East Asia that women are known for their active participation in the economy. High rates of literacy, education, and training for various occupations and professions are strikingly characteristic of this region.

Spanish and Catholic influence tried to turn Filipino women into shy, diffident, and puritanical creatures. The notion of machismo and its female counterpart belonged to this culture but their influence can be seen only among the well-to-do in urban areas. Rural women and women of the labouring classes were able to escape this influence to a great extent. During the American regime, education was extended to both men and women and Filipino woman entered predominantly male spheres of activity in a big way much earlier than did the women of other countries.

It is not possible to deal with the law and its ramifications in all these societies but a few significant points may be made. The legal status of Filipino women, which had gone down during the Spanish period, has improved tremendously. In the Philippines and in Thailand there is no inequality in the treatment of women as far as inheritance and rights over resources are concerned. But in respect of marriage the Catholic influence has put severe constraints on Filipino women. There is no divorce but only separation. Adultery is a legal ground for the man alone to apply for separation; a woman may file a petition for separation only in instances of concubinage. In Thailand,
on the other hand, a marriage can be dissolved by mutual consent or by judicial decree.

In Thailand and the Philippines the law is relatively equitable in respect of the division of conjugal property; and as regards the custody of children, the mother’s position is quite strong. However, this may result in the mother’s becoming wholly responsible for her children.

Although Islam is the accepted faith in Malaysia, among the people of Negri Sembilan and Malacca – who follow adat perpateh (which essentially applies to matrilineal communities) rather than adat temanggong (which essentially applies to bilateral communities) – local custom rather than Muslim law is effective in inheritance and in the custody of children and the division of property following divorce. In other regions Islam has considerable influence, but adat moderates its strict interpretation. For instance, a woman who has worked land is entitled to half of it whereas one who has not worked it is entitled only to a third.

Finally, we may look at some of the ways in which kinship systems affect gender.

There are undoubted critical differences between South Asia and South-East Asia and within each region. Close scrutiny makes us realize that in both types of unilineal descent system it is necessary to underplay the role of one parent – that of the father in matriliny and that of the mother in patriliny. In both there seems to be less flexibility in the formation of groupings and in the exercise of interpersonal relations than there is in bilateral kinship. Notions of male and female oppositions are more pronounced (Postel-Coster 1987, Prindiville 1981). Natural differences between males and females are believed to affect social organization and rights and obligations.

In patrilineal systems mothers tend to be both devalued and eulogized, controlled as well as compensated. A mother is needed as a receptacle and a nurturer. Patrilineal and patrilocal kinship and family organization in South Asia result in patriarchal controls and work to the cost of women. Sharp contrasts are drawn in the nature, propensities, capabilities, and duties of the two sexes from ancient literature to folk literature.

In matrilineal societies, too, differences are emphasized; but, to refer to the Minangkabau, ibu, the mother, is the epitome of wisdom. There are relatively so few matrilineal societies that they are often considered oddities. Androcentric analyses of matrilineal societies
have been based on certain biases and assumptions rooted in Western cultures. It is argued that in all societies males exercise authority, and whereas in the patrilineal system the lines of authority and descent converge, in matrilineal societies they do not: the line of descent passes through females but the line of authority passes to males through females. Men wield authority – whether over their sisters and other matrilineal kin or over wives and children – but descent is traced through women. A man’s authority passes to his sister’s son and not to his own son. This creates conflict (see Schneider and Gough 1961). Thus, according to an anthropological formulation whose influence has been widespread, matrilineal systems are unstable owing to their in-built conflict. The “matrilineal puzzle” of Richards (1950) refers to the situation in which there is a conflict between a man’s roles of father and of mother’s brother. Women and children have to submit to two kinds of authority: that of the husband–father in the domestic group and that of matrilineal kin in the descent group. It becomes necessary to arrive at some kind of balance, which is always precarious. As a consequence, the argument goes, matrilineal systems are unstable and are affected by any kind of change.

But authority need not be concentrated in one person. Even in a household or a kin group it can be diffused. As pointed out earlier, it has been argued that matriliney is a type of political economy in which the type of concentration of control over property and over women’s sexuality and reproductive power that a husband or other affinal males can achieve in a patrilineal system, often deriving justification from religion, is simply not available to a matrilineally related kinsman. Studies of the Minangkabau (e.g. Schwede 1986, 1989, Tanner 1974) have questioned the assumption that authority is always a male function. Authority is very often diffused.

On the Lakshadweep island of Kalpeni (L. Dube 1991a,b, 1993, 1994) we do not find evidence of the concentration of authority in a single individual or only in males. Elderly women, particularly those with respected kinship statuses, have considerable influence. Women’s centrality in the perpetuation of the group and their role in production and management have their effect in the sphere of authority. Typically a matrilineal male finds it difficult to establish control over his sisters’ children. He cannot have them under his thumb as does a father in a strongly patrilineal system. The relationship between mother’s brother and sister’s son is not direct but is
mediated by a woman. And a woman’s sexuality is generally not under the oppressive control of either her matrikin or her husband and his kin.

Poewe (1979) and Weiner (1979, 1980) have also questioned the assumptions of anthropologists on matriliney in central Africa and the Trobriand islands respectively. Colson (1980) has spoken of the resilience and adaptability of a matrilineal system in the face of recent changes. One of the arguments put forward by feminists is that in many matrilineal societies stability is associated with women because it is they who live on and use the land, attend to rituals, and nurture children.

Thomas (1980) contests the assumption that authority within the matrilineal descent group is predominantly vested in males and that there is the constant problem of striking a balance between a man’s authority over his wife and children in the domestic group and male matrilineal kin’s authority over them in the descent group. He demonstrates the solution to the “matrilineal puzzle” on the island of Nemonuito (near Truk), where women have the primary authority over land, “for it is they who stay and safeguard our children,” and it is women who are most knowledgeable about the boundaries and histories of different plots of land.

Stivens (1985b) has shown that it is wrong to conclude on the basis of stereotypical notions that women in Negri Sembilan are losing ownership of rice lands because of the increased cultivation of rubber.

A patrilineal system, too, is beset with conflict and contradiction in as much as the biologically unrepudiable parent is ignored in respect of the group placement of her children. Patrilineal systems function and survive at the cost of women. Women’s peripheral membership of their natal group, their transfer to their husband’s group, and their purely instrumental value as bearers of children for their affinal groups all have definite implications. The absence of rights over property, over the means of living, and over their children makes women vulnerable to oppression of different kinds.

The opposition between outsider and insider, control over women’s sexuality, the asymmetry between brother and sister and between husband and wife, the internalization of roles and of an ideology that circumscribes and devalues women – these are pointers to some of the conflicts and contradictions in a strongly patrilineal, patri-virilocal system. Rivalry between brothers and patrilineal kin over property is a ubiquitous feature. In-marrying females are needed for the perpet-
uation of the group but they also carry within them the break-up of joint families and the disruption of earlier relationships. Patrilineal systems certainly do not function as they are made out to when contrasted with matrilineal systems.

There is, however, one difference that needs attention. Rivalries and disputes over strategic resources among patrikin do not ordinarily disrupt the essence of the patrilineal principle. The descending generations fighting over resources do, after all, belong to a common descent group. Even mothers who undertake politicking for their sons do not subvert the patrilineal principle. In a matrilineal system, on the other hand, a man’s interest in his children in place of his sisters’ children can subvert the principles of descent and inheritance, for his children belong to their mother’s group and have their rights there. But does this always happen? As Colson (1980) has said, matrilineality need not be associated with a disregard for paternal claims, and the situation on the Lakshadweep island discussed earlier corroborates this.

Bilaterality in South-East Asia seems to enshrine the principle of flexibility. Anthropological literature classifies a number of societies all over the world as following bilateral or cognatic kinship, but bilaterality in South-East Asia is unique in some ways. It accepts hierarchies of age, seniority, and class rather than of gender. In spite of the patrilineally inclined religions that have come to the region, bilaterality has been able to hold its own and maintain relative parity in gender relations. It differs not only from South and West Asia but also from the West.

In the West, bilaterality has emerged through political history – lately the suffragette movement, the women’s liberation movement, and increasing social awareness of the need for social autonomy and representation (courtesy Wazir Jahan Karim). Changes in laws relating to property, conjugality, divorce, custody of children, etc., have contributed significantly towards bringing in bilaterality. Patronymy is an age-old tradition and even the loosely used concept of patriarchy conveys meaning. The separation between home and workplace, the contrast between femininity and masculinity, the distinction between private and public space, ideas about the division of work, the father’s instrumental role contrasted with the mother’s expressive one, and attraction as the main basis of the man–woman relationship – all these put bilaterality in the West in a different category.

A pervasive feeling of envy of men, who seem to have far greater
freedom and opportunities, and of rivalry with them is characteristic of the West. In many ways women’s solidarity is a war against patriarchy and male oppression. This war drives some women to ignore men altogether.

The gender ideology of South-East Asia derives from an entirely different tradition of bilaterality. Ego-centred family and kinship structures have rendered social organization flexible. Women have been enabled to maintain a fair share of control over family and community resources. Women can work independently of men, manage their own and their spouse’s incomes, participate in trade and business, and be efficient producers in agriculture and agro-based industries.

Bilaterality has been an established characteristic of South-East Asia. Despite various kinds of religious, cultural, and political influences, it has been able to hold its own to a great extent. Even in situations of change and mobility the system has offered ways of making choices in limiting or expanding the kinship circle (Nagata 1976, Kemp 1983).

When authority is diffused, responsibility tends to be concentrated. The very flexibility that offers so much to women can place harsh responsibilities on them. Women must struggle to maintain their position in relation to men, for the balance of power and responsibility seems always to be at risk.

Women may, for one reason or another, be relegated to inconsequential positions and exposed to different forms of exploitation. As Karim (1987) has pointed out, in Malaysia both religious fundamentalism and industrialization have lowered women’s status by bringing in controls and limitations believed to have the sanction of religion and by concentrating them in assembly-line jobs. Thai bilaterality has had to hold its own against Buddhist notions of male superiority. Neo-colonial developments have led to drastic political and economic changes and to women’s migration to towns. While women have lost much of the protection and support they had earlier, their own sense of familial responsibility has forced many to enter ignoble or lowly occupations (Szanton 1990, Phongpaichit 1982). A largely similar process can be seen in the Philippines. Nevertheless, it is bilateral kinship that seems to serve and protect women’s interests best.

If kinship acts as a buffer in this uncertain and competitive world, the flexibility and existence of choices in bilaterality seem the most promising.  
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Notes

Chapter 1

1. It is true that some work relating gender with kinship has been done by anthropologists in recent years: see, for example, Hirschon (1984), Young et al. (1984), Papanek and Minault (1982), Weiner (1976), and Collier and Yanagisako (1987). But my contention is that by and large, while looking at the situation of women either at the macro level or at the micro level, feminists have not shown a clear realization of the significance of varying patterns of kinship for understanding gender relations and explaining disparities, inabilities, and exploitation. Even in the discussion of the family as the seat of oppression, the wider context of kinship has not been considered. The term patriarchy, which has been used rather indiscriminately, does not generally indicate any relationship to specific kinds of kinship organization.

Women did appear in the field of kinship, which has traditionally been one of the identifying features of anthropology, but much faulty understanding and interpretation of gender has acquired the status of accepted concepts and theories. Barring a few exceptions such as Karve (1965), even insightful anthropological studies of kinship are bereft of what I would call concern for women. In South Asia it is only during the past two decades that a few micro-studies of women have appeared that take note of kinship.

Chapter 2

1. Earlier, Nayar men were not permitted to take individual shares of their ancestral property; they could only use their independent earnings to build houses for their wives and children in joint ownership. These then constituted tavazhi-taravad or branch property groups. With the legal provision to claim individual shares of their taravad property, partitions of taravad property increased but the taravad remained operative. Gough’s data on a village for 1949 show a variety of patterns for Nayar households, ranging from the traditional to the nuclear family household. But when a nuclear family grew into a joint family it contained one or more married daughters and their children. Many men still lived with their matrilineal kinwomen and visited their wife’s natal household. The composition of the household was gradually changing. Gough’s comparison of the households of 1949 with those of 1964 in the same village indicates further changes in Nayar kinship and family organization, with a clear movement from matriliny to bilaterality (Gough 1975).
In terms of emotional ties and sense of responsibility a kind of matrilineal ethos seems to have persisted, but changes are occurring rapidly. Dowry is becoming institutionalized and Hindu rituals of marriage are being adopted.

2. The traditional family is to be seen much more in northern and north-eastern Thailand than in central Thailand. In central Thailand there is a strong preference for living with those parents who have more strategic resources. The options are to live with the wife’s or the husband’s parents or with relatives of one of the spouses. Flexibility in place and duration of joint living is characteristic of the Thai pattern of residence. A couple is expected to create a neolocal residence. Among the urban Thai people, patrilocal and matrilocal residence may be seen in equal proportions, and a large number of couples establish their own residence immediately after marriage.

Loss or unavailability of land, diversification of occupations, and the engaging of both spouses in earning activities of very different kinds can also lead to their living separately for much of the time. Marital discord, too, may result in separate living (Pongsapich 1992). It is estimated that modernization will lead to a decline in extended families.

Chapter 3

1. If a daughter is given ancestral land, a resident son-in-law may be given the authority to look after it.

Among orthodox Syrian Christians, where there were no sons the practice of what might be called affinal adoption was prevalent. The youngest daughter would stay back to look after her parents and a man would be found who would be willing to reside with her. Sometimes he would even adopt his wife’s family name. The material advantages of this arrangement were balanced out by the slight discomfiture that was involved for the man (Visvanathan 1989).

Chapter 6

1. The belief that two kinds of fluids – from the male and from the female – have to mix together for conception to occur seems to be present in both regions. It appears in the treatises of ayurveda, the Indian medical system. The notion also forms part of popular culture, being regarded as an empirical fact amenable to empirical understanding.

Chapter 8

1. In contrasting north and south the evidence has generally been drawn from the belt of the Indo-Gangetic plain, which is characterized by village or territorial exogamy, a hypergamous ethos, unidirectional flow of gifts, a strongly asymmetrical relationship between bride-givers and bride-takers, and limited contact between a woman’s natal and affinal kin (see, for example, Hitchcock 1956, Lewis 1965, Gould 1960, 1961, Marriott 1955, Luschinsky 1962, Parry 1979, Jeffrey et al. 1989). However, in many parts of non-peninsular India (such as Kashmir, Orissa, Bengal, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra) strict rules of village exogamy do not operate although there is a preference for marriages at some distance so that affines are kept at a structural remove and the bride is better incorporated in the absence of their interference. Even where marriages between close kin such as mother’s brother’s daughter and father’s sister’s son are preferred, the positions of bride-givers and bride-takers are not reversed.

However, as Palriwala (1994) says, the contrast can be overstressed. Mutual visits may not
be infrequent and married women may visit their kin regularly. Marital alliances may be repeated, taking care only that the superiority of bride-takers is not disturbed except in small endogamous groups who do not mind such reversals.

Undoubtedly the sex ratio has been far more favourable for females in southern India. Oppression and violence in affinal homes, especially owing to dowry demands, are more common in non-peninsular India, particularly northern India. But the escalation of dowry is to be seen in southern India as well. In recent years the number of intra-kin marriages in the south has been decreasing owing to awareness of possible genetic risks, greater concern with choosing suitable partners, and the desire to widen the circle from within which spouses are obtained. The earlier ethos of intra-kin marriages may still be present but the nature of affinal relations seems to be changing. An increasing sex imbalance and reports of female infanticide both indicate that even in south India women are being devalued further. At the same time, traditional restrictions relating to contacts with married daughters in their affinal homes are loosening in the north.

These changes notwithstanding, and irrespective of the presence or absence of intra-kin marriages, it appears that there is something in common between the Dravidian south, the Indo-Aryan north, and the regions in between. Trautmann (1981) says that the Indo-Aryan rite of kanyadan (the gift of a maiden) is a country-wide phenomenon found also in the southern region where the Dravidian pattern is followed in which a reversal of bride-takers and bride-givers may take place. In many areas the ideal of kanyadan is found together with exchange marriages for the sake of expediency and survival (Madan 1965).

2. Research among Pakistani and Indian Muslims reports a decline in kin marriage brought about by a disruption of the biradari (brotherhood, endogenous group), caused by Partition and migration and the resultant scarcity of eligible cousins (Korson 1971, Roy 1979, Rizvi, personal communication). Hindi and Urdu literature of the post-Partition period contains sensitively written short stories and novels about this problem. Essentially it is daughters who have had to suffer for want of eligible partners, as a result of their parents' insistence on not marrying below their status even when they cannot amass a dowry large enough for an appropriate groom outside the biradari.

It has now been established that in Bangladesh the general practice of non-kin marriage and the rarity of intra-kin marriage are not age-old phenomena. Evidence indicates that intra-kin marriages were an established feature in East Bengal and that the decline in such marriages began only early this century (Palriwala 1994, citing Blei 1990).

3. Here it is pertinent to remember Fatima Mernissi's grandmother's advice to her daughter. According to her, there were many ways of creating a strong personality. One of them was to develop the capacity to feel responsible for others. If a girl was taught to feel responsible for the younger ones around her, it gave her room to build strength. Thus, by learning how to protect others, she also learnt to use that skill for herself (Mernissi 1994: 10). This is relevant for South Asia. Caring for others, self-denial, and service can generate in women a sense of self-worth, confidence, and power and can impart skills that they can use to their own advantage.

Chapter 9

1. Becoming a sati has wrongly been called "widow immolation." A woman who immolates herself on her dead husband's pyre never becomes a widow. The very purpose of immolation is to avoid widowhood. Such a woman attains the eternal status of the "fortunate and the auspicious one" when, decked in finery and wearing the significata of the married state, she is consumed by the fire along with her husband's body.

2. In Pakistan there have been changes in the law forbidding unilateral divorce at will by men and providing some scope for women to seek divorce. Their effect has to be assessed. There
have been changes in the marriage contract that give women greater security and rights. A man has to get the permission of his first wife before contracting a polygynous marriage.

As regards the right of *haq-mahr* (marriage payment due to the wife), it has been annulled in two different ways. In the tribal areas it has been converted into bride-price. Among sedentary people and in urban areas it has been reduced to a formality on paper. The institution of dowry has gained in importance. Moreover, it has come to be equated with women’s share of inheritance in parental property. This leaves a woman with no more rights, and without resources she cannot enter business or trade.

The nature of the marriage contract has become distorted. In the north-west and in Baluchistan, once the bride-price has been paid a woman is considered the property of her in-laws and has no recourse to the protection of her natal family (Shaheed 1985).

In India, the Shah Bano case, which involved regular maintenance to a woman from her former husband under a section of the penal code, provoked a violent reaction from many Muslims. It has been argued that to consider a divorced woman a wife and accede to her demands for maintenance is against Islam and the personal law based on it. It should have been possible to follow a provision of the Quran and make Shah Bano’s husband pay her a fair and reasonable amount in accordance with his status and the actual needs of the divorcee, in addition to the obligatory *mahr* and maintenance during *iddat*. Instead, the Law on Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Divorce) has been passed. It appears to maintain Muslim identity but goes against the interests of women (see Pathak and Sunder Rajan 1989, Ansari 1991).

3. A word about violence here. Where the woman is located among or close to her kin it is difficult for a man to use violence against her. In neolocal households, away from kin, a man may sometimes beat up his wife under the influence of alcohol. The wife may retaliate by beating up the husband. It is worth mentioning, however, that a man who beats up his wife would be considered brutal. It is said that since a woman has less physical strength the man must not use violence against her. To take such advantage of one’s brute strength is looked down upon.

### Chapter 12

1. Today there is a worldwide concern with the future of the family. The material presented in this book should help us take a fresh look at the family. Certain misconceptions regarding institutions, practices, and actualities of life can be effectively questioned. Dominant norms regarding the family can be challenged. Is it possible to work towards according legitimate status to a wide array of viable domestic units, sexual arrangements, and strategies of adoption and nurture? Must we stick to the model of man’s role as provider and woman’s role as nurturer, given its partial approximation to reality and its denial of the possibility of meaningful and tender fatherhood?

This comparative study poses some fundamental questions. Is stable marriage absolutely essential for continuity of the family? At whose cost is this stability maintained? Is divorce always a calamity and a disaster for the children? Is a high rate of divorce necessarily harmful to the personalities and development of children? Does a family necessarily need an exclusive head in order to run smoothly? Can we not think in terms of shared responsibility in the making of decisions? Is authority a prerequisite for a man to be imbued with a sense of responsibility towards his wife and children?
Appendix

These brief notes on the countries whose populations or communities I have discussed in the contexts of kinship and gender should prove helpful.

According to the provisional figures of the 1991 census, India’s total population was 843,930,861 distributed in 32 administrative units. The break-down of the population by religion according to the 1981 census was:

- Hindus: 82.35%
- Muslims: 11.74%
- Christians: 2.44%
- Sikhs: 1.97%
- Others: 1.57%

Of the 98 million population of Bangladesh estimated in 1984, 87 per cent were Muslims; most others were Hindus and there was a sprinkling of Christians and Buddhists. There were also a few tribal groups. In Bangladesh 85 per cent of the people live in rural areas. Most engage in rice and jute farming and there are some fisherfolk. Only 400,000 are employed in large and medium industry.

Peninsular Malaysia and Sabah and Sarawak consist of a number of islands and are divided into 14 states. Malaysia is a multi-racial country. The principal ethnic groups are the Malays, followed by the Chinese and various communities from the Indian subcontinent and Sri Lanka. Other numerically significant groups are the indigenous peoples of Sarawak and Sabah. According to 1985 figures, Malaysia’s population was divided as follows:

- Malays: 7,343,500
- Chinese: 4,245,100
- Indians: 1,307,000
- Others: 82,000

In this work I have dealt only with the Malays of Peninsular Malaysia. Islam is the official religion. The languages spoken in the country are Malay, English, Chinese,
and Tamil, besides the few tongues indigenous to Sabah and Sarawak. Besides Islam, Confucianism, Buddhism, Taoism, Hinduism, and Christianity are also practised. The economy is dependent on the export of primary commodities and manufactured goods.

Sri Lanka, with a population of 14.8 million, has the following main ethnic groups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sinhalese</td>
<td>73.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceylon Tamil</td>
<td>12.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Tamil</td>
<td>5.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceylon Moors</td>
<td>7.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malays</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burghers</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is estimated that 69.31 per cent of the population is Buddhist, with 15.46 per cent Hindus, 7.49 per cent Roman Catholics and other Christians, and 7.64 per cent Muslims. Sri Lanka is divided into nine provinces. Major commodities exported include tea, rubber, coconuts and their products, precious stones, and other mineral products.

Nepal is a small state that was reported to have a population of 11,555,983 in 1971. The break-down by religion is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hindus</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhists</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslims</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>3.04%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

About 15 per cent of the land mass in the north is perpetually snow-clad and devoid of vegetation and habitation. Nepal was never colonized. The country has a number of tiny tribal groups. The official religion is Hinduism. The mainstream culture is Hindu, with a mixture of Hindu and Buddhist faiths in some groups.

Thailand, with a population of over 40 million, is located on the mainland of South-East Asia. Its economy has been based on agriculture and has recently begun to diversify. Thailand has never been a colony but with an open economy it has come under the influence of neo-colonialism. In the past hundred years modernization has occurred gradually, with much greater change taking place in urban areas. Compared with other countries of South-East Asia, Thailand is a relatively homogeneous society with only some diversity in ethnic backgrounds and local dialects.

Thais constitute over 80 per cent of the population. There are, however, a number of regional subgroups among them. The religion professed by the Thais is Buddhism but it is permeated with animism. The worship and propitiation of spirits are prominent. Among the ethnic minorities are the hill tribes, Muslims, and Sino-Thais. There are also some Chinese and Indians in the urban economy.

Indonesia has nine main islands including the arid little Madura. According to the 1971 census, the total population was 119,232,499, with great ethnic and cultural diversity. Islam predominates but Christianity and Hinduism are also present. Bilat-
erality, matriliny, as well as some patriliny are found. The Javanese are characteristically bilateral, while the Minangkabau of West Sumatra are known for matriliny under the rubric of Islam. Java, a crowded island, accommodates 60 per cent of the Indonesian population, which resides on 7 per cent of the total land area. The Javanese occupy only the central and eastern parts of Indonesia.

The population of Pakistan was 83.8 million according to the 1981 census. The population density was 106/km². The population was unevenly distributed among the various provinces. Punjab was the most populous, with 56 per cent of the total population. Sind had 22.6 per cent, NWFP 13.1 per cent, and Baluchistan 5.1 per cent. About 97 per cent of the people are Muslim. Pakistan is predominantly an agricultural country with wheat, rice, cotton, sugarcane, and tobacco as its principal crops. It is a leading exporter of rice and cotton.

Table 1  Adult literacy rates and years of schooling, 1992

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Literacy as % at age 15+</th>
<th>Mean years of schooling at age 25+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Female Male</td>
<td>Total Female Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South Asia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>37 23 49</td>
<td>2.0 0.9 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>50 35 64</td>
<td>2.4 1.2 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>27 14 39</td>
<td>2.1 1.0 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>36 22 49</td>
<td>1.9 0.7 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>89 85 94</td>
<td>7.2 6.3 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South-East Asia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>84 77 91</td>
<td>4.1 3.1 5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>80 72 89</td>
<td>5.6 5.2 5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>90 90 90</td>
<td>7.6 7.2 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>94 92 96</td>
<td>3.9 3.4 4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  **Indicators of the status of women**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>South Asia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South-East Asia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  **Females as percentage of males**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>South Asia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South-East Asia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 4  **Rural population as percentage of total, 1992**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>South Asia</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South-East Asia</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5  Child and maternal mortality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Maternal mortality rate (per 100,000 live births), 1988</th>
<th>Infant mortality rate (per 1,000 live births), 1992</th>
<th>Under-5 mortality rate (per 1,000 live births), 1992</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-East Asia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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